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This paper describes the Mobile Strike Force (MSF) 2010 analysis. This analysis provided input to the
TRADOC Commander and Chidof Staff of the Army to support decisions regarding FORCE XXI
development and to the Battle Laboratory Integration and Technology Directorate, TRADOC, in
support of their Louisiana Maneuver New Technology issue. TRAC.conducted a workshop to assess
the Impact of fure technological capabilities and organizational variations enabled by these new
technologies. TRAC assembled a group of subject matter experts from the new technologies' proponent
schools and centers to role play the MSF 2010 staff. TRAC used the Computer Assisted Map Exercise
(CAMEX) model to execute the South West Asia Prairie Warrior 94 MSF scenario with the MSF force
structure, systems and threat updated to 2010. TRAC conducted after action reviews after each staff
planning session to collect qualitative observations from the workshop participants. There was a base
case and 6 alternatives that were variations on the insertion of new technologies, tactical employments,
changes in organizational structure and MSF employment based on those new technologies. New
technology questionnaires were administered to the MSF 2010 Workshop to capture the participants
unique perceptions of the capabilities and employment of future technologies.

Iand

MOBILE STRIKE FORCE 2010

1. Purpose. This paper contains the experimental observations and insights developed during
the dual session Mobile Strike Force (MSF) 2010 Workshop held 16-26 May and 6-14 June 1994.
The purpose of the workshop was to provide analytic insights for the development of Force XXI
to the TRADOC Commander and Chief of Staff of the Army (CSA) by July 1994.

U1

.2.

Participants. The workshop was hosted by the TRADOC Analysis Center (TMAC).

Partic'pants included representatives from HQ TRADOC Battle Lab Integration and Technology
Directorate (BLITD), US Army Command and General Staff College (COSC) Studies of

Advanced Military Science (SAMS), US Army Infantry Center, US Army Armor Center, US
Army Artillery Center, US Army Aviation Center, US Army Intelligence Center, US Army
Combined Armu Support Command, US Air Force Air Combat Command, and the TRADOC

SCombined

Arms Cter Threats Directw . TIRAC participants Wcluded representatives f'om
TUCs Study and Analysis Center (TRAC-SAC), Opemional Analysis Center (TPAC-OAC),
Scamrio and Wargaming Center (TCAC-SWC), and TRAC-LEE.
3.
Backirpound. TRAC conducted the MSF 2010 analysis for BITMD in support of their
Louia Maneuver (LAM) Now Technology issue. Oginally, the study was to provide an

3

3
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in September for an October 1994 Board ofDirectots (BOD) meein. However, this
schdule was preempted by the CSA's desir to begin msakng decisions on Force =Ol inJuly
1994. In order to develop analytical Wsit by July 1994, TRAC conducted a workshop to

aees the impact of fut technological capabilities and
orga1izational variations ambled by
thmse new techmologle TRAC coductd the workshop in two sessions duing May Wad June
1994. TRAC asembled a group of subject nutter experts (SME) from the proponent schools and
cents to role play staft sections ofa MSW 2010. TRAC employed the Computer Assisted Map

Exerisn (CAMEX) model to execute a scnarlo and act as a discussion driver for th workshop
patcmats. The South Wet Asia (SWA) scenmio chosen was the MSF scenario used for the
Prarie waior ea
held during May 1994 by th US Arm Commn andoGnera Staff
College (COSC). Although h
irdie Warrior MW scenio is 1998, It served to sa the starting
codiion 9r the workshop. The MSF 2010 force structu sMtem &d threat vared
i tly Afrom tho of tde MSF 1998 in • e Warior. The worksp emnpoyed after ation
reviews (AAR3) at the oncluson ofeach staff pmming sesion u the mem to collect qualitstive
obsemtioh
fth workshop patcpat At th conclson of" eM 2010 Wokshp, all
tho MWSF aff and CAUX pgame fill out a new tw ko
eo
desiged to capture
these 9Ms opions on th Atur techols
uWnplay
du workshop.
4.
Mobile Strike Force. The M Is an expeuimentd vehicde to aid In desining Sture
ornmiaion It is not an olbective forc The MSF is a manmtrer ofranzton of 2010 whose
incuide
d capabilities in digitization, lethality and mobility. Its msion is to strike

3syt
wms
deep into the enemy uaing shock firepower and speed to quickly def

the enemy. Figure 1

depicts the force orgizton for the MSF 2010. The MSF 2010 has two Mobile Strike Oroups
I

IN KI

is& (mitWO

Figure 1. MSF 2010organizadon chart.
(MSGs) each with two armored battalions and two mechanized inhntry battalions. These
battalions hav, about sixty percent of the tanks and i~nftny fighting vehicles of an Army of
2xcellence (AQE) battalion. The WMS has its own artillery with 9 Multiple Launcher Rocket
Systemts (MMLR) wan18 Advanced Field Artillery Systems (AFAS). The MSF has an Air Assault
Group (AAG) with UMgh inhatry anid lift helicopters to move quickly to an objective. There are
thre, light inflay battalions intheAAG. The AAG also has 18 towed howitzers. The Attack
Aviation Regiment is the air maneuver arm of the MSF. Theme are 45 Apaches and 27
Comanfche. in the regiment. The Mobile Artillery Group has 81 MLRS. The MSF is organized
by brigade sized modualar units all of which have their own logistics units plus there is one mobile
lippor t group ibr the other14SF units Additionally the 1480. and the AAG have their own
direct support artillery wan reconnaissane company or troop. The MSG# have their own
eniersupport an there Isone enigineer ompanyto support the rest of theM145. The logistics
suppoart is provided at the brgdeb level having been pulled out of the battalions and there Isno
divison support command. The unit is to be self-aufficlent ibr 3 to 5 days and dons not provide
hot melsk to the troops. There is no band a reduced bU battalion, a small sina company, anid
imite engineer support. The 14SF has a signiicant deep fire capability with 99 MLRS and
direct support artillery with 365SP 155mm and 1S towed 155 nun,
S.

Aumuptoies I Lmiatlems / Constraints.
L. Am-

1- -

(1) The 1SF can mov at a rate of 30.35 kilometes an hour includin HEMMTTS,
BMOW se,MIA3s,
WLtAs
(2

The 1481 would got two or more M4RS Bwattlopd support &am.corps.

(3) Sufficlently accurate data is available, or can be generated, to represent 2010
temhnolgical capabilities inall simulation. used Inthis analysis.
2

I
(4)

Electronic sensors for BDA available at corps level to include JSTARS, Short and

close Range Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV).

3m

(5) The target acquisition systems and improved sensor to shooter linkage were
sufficient to achieve precision targeting.

b. LWmiatons.
(1) Because of the nature of the workshop no definitive conclusions
can be drawn; rather this analysis Is exploratory in nature and points to
general trends.

3

(2) Results reported herein entitled observations or based on the
questionnaire should not be construed as definitive; these results point to
areas that may require further investigation.
(3) There was a lack of near real-tim. situational awarenms ha this
eercise. While It was assumed that RTSA would be the norm for the day ln
2010, it could not be played with the CAMEX model.

(4) As
repreend7
in thi
UAVs
ablesystems.
to provide
near ground
truth
and were not
vulnerable tothe
enemy
airwere
defense

I

(5)

The analysis considered one scnari,in Southwest Asia (SWA),

(6) No conclusionmay be made from this ewrcia about the value
of joint precision strikes against command and control, logistics and
Inteigence modes or other high value targts because CAMEX does not

explicitly represent the effects of such tarpting.

3

3

o. Cau&Wft MLS Army Tactical Missile Sysms (ATACMS) missions were
outined to 400 rounds ofBlock Ia, 200 rounds ofBlock IL and 100 rounds of Block aL.
Thse initial quantities of ATACM8 were coa-dered to be reasouabk*in hot the quanitdes a
vwy iberal (200 Block II ATACMS to one MSF battle is a sinca patn of th projected total

Araw buy).

G.

COmpuer Assmed Map xrcie (CAMX). CAMX was

lectd br the MSF 2010

Idyuls to aouodaetme coostraints exd hr hi value as a qualitatie analyss ool. Over the
Mthree ye CAMEX has evolved with sech new us and use. It wa oriially developed as

I

m- dtamulve (to the ddie and board gam) cerse driver, bwu hs alo been ued

mado wulm~
ut,

', a saff tra

acos

, and tomum seario asiblty and aalye proper uployment of

Its propeity to asmv m a discussion drver,

&IShgi obveeaons and Inasilas thst

eeu1y
a* Vo unuoticed Inother models, made CAM. X a natural choIc to oanlyze new
technolos and orvnio structures with minimal bias to any particular weapm sysm or
*

,In

3

a. How wdqw Is CAM? CAMEX is TRAC's division /corps level model that allows for
human interaction while using deterministic processes. Dveoptd in-house, the CAMEX model
is based on modules from Vector-in-Commander (VIC). VIC is a low resolution, event-driven,
deterministic model composed of sets of tactical decision rules (which describe the decision
making process) and various model time delays (that would affect movement and fire suppoe.).
As a corps and division-leve force effectivenuss model, VIC currently serves as the centerpiece of
the Army's functional area modeling effort. CAMEX and VIC use common data files as well as
common attrition and movemnt algorithms. Although CAMEX is man-in-the-loop, there are no
purely random processes. CAMEX differs significantly from VIC, however, in both command
and control and time delay processes.
b. What are thes differences andhow do they affect analysis / model results? CAMEX
takes command and control input generated by staffs of Red and Blue players (subject matter
Vqmu (SME)) acting out the roles they would actually perform on a division or corps level staff.
This input (e.g, tactical objective%, axes of advance, movements, obstacle emplacements,
primary tafgets, munitions, UAV flight patr, e•agement decisions) is entered into the
CAMEX model by gaiers, military and civilian operations analysts trained to interpret the SME
Input as ecutable commands to the model. Time delays vary, from automated to manual to

"off-line' play, depending on the nature of the event and scenario.
c. Repeatailiy. CAMEX has two levels of man-in-the-loop ganers, one are the SME Red
and Blue staff players and the second is the CAMEX gainers. In addition to the gamers and
players, CAMEX also requires controllers, objective senior officers and civilians to ensure all
grom and players stay inside their roles, give each forc no unfidr advantage, and play the
sseado a opposed to the model. These intmpesion ofgamer, player, and controller
involvemset with the model and scenario, and the learnin that is inevitable with each iteration,
make act
mreptition of results impossible, evm given identical inputs. On the other hand, the
qualitative nature of CAMEX makes it useful to support analysis of trends and observations.
CAMEX results can narrow alternativ, allowing for better choices ofwhat to analyze in the
mo labor and time intensive VIC. Human intpretations of player / model actions and results
become more important than the quantitative aspecs of force-on-force results. Whereas absolute
comparisons

e am

as speculative in CAMEX, the observations and insights flrom the staff

•r*W's use of terrain, scenario, and forces against the man-in-the-loop OPFOR make for a fertile
bed fobr Oather Ivestigstion
7.

New Teebuiooy Questionnus.i

As a rmst of parMiipation on the MSF 2010

Wa ahop, the MW staff possessed some wu e perceptions of potential fture U.S. Army
wwgklq capabilities. Much of th Army's,Suur warfghdng elbotiveness relies on continued
kwessmat Indhe rgt new and emergig technologIes. Quesionaires were distributed to key
s sgamuing and ad
control persound fom whom commnts were solicited. In total, 11
€se
quMtioa
W retue fr td conduct ofth analysisand this represnted 100 percent of
te response• epected. the initial review ofthese qutoms revealed that ali of the

repondens provided several of the requested ratings sad comments, and thus, d the

qetAinaes providedusable data and in/onmation to support the analysis eont. The details of
the adm
ton of the queonnaire and the results obtained am a appendix i
4

i
8.

lane. TRAC focused on fires. maneuve- and combat servie support (CSS) issues for the
July deliverable. Observations and insights evolved in other areas and were collected and
documented as well. CSS issues were addressed by TRAC-LEE and documented under separate
cover. The specific issues and subissues addressed in this report are:
a. Fires: Are the MSF fire support assets sufficient to provide both close support and fires

in depth?
b. Mamner: Is the MSF capable of performing maneuver fnctions over the duration of
operations?
(1) Subissue 1: How can the MSF improve the maneuver oiganizational structure to
best utilize future technological capabilities to accomplish its mission?
(2) Subissue 2: What future technological capabilities best enable the maneuver force
to accomplish its mission?

1

9.

Essentnli elements of analysis.

a Fires essential elements of analysis.
(1) EEA 1: Is there sufficient target acquisition systems (FA and non-FA) to exploit the
MSF fires capabilities?
(2) ERA 2: Are there sufficient fire support delivery assets to support maneuver
functions?
(3) EEA 3: Do the addition offtur technoloical fire support capabilities and / or
changes in the fire support force structure enable the MSF commander to mass more of his force /
systems sooner and increase the intensity of the battle?
4: Do the addition of futurtecolical fire support capabilities and / or
Ilcanges,(4)in theEPA
fire support force structure improve MSFs ability to kill the enemy at depth?
(5) EBA 5: Do the addition of future technological fire support capabilities and / or
Ichange
in the fr support force stn c"tu
ac
incresed survivabiliy

b. Maneuver

ential elements of analys.i

(1) NBA 6: Do future mauver too

lcapabilities improve the edhtveneas of

the fOcM?
(2) EEA 7: Do future maneuver tecolo

£[

5

calcapabilities enable changes to the force

(3) ENA 8: Are maneuver organizational c€anges necessary to achieve the effeiveness
required to ensure mccws of'the MSF?
(4) E.A 9: How resilient is the maneuver force over the duration of the operation?
(5) EEA 10: What areas of improvement provide the best potential for increased
combat effectiveness?
(6)

..A 11: Are reconnaissance assets sucient to ensure the effectiveness of the

force?
(7) ENA 12: What is tde impact of the maneuver force on the MSF commander's ability
to dominate the battle space?
10. Alternatives Seven
organizationl and technological

variations were investigated during the
MSF 2010 Workshop as depicted in
Table 1. Originally, five runs were
anticipated to look first at the balance

of ths fires capability to conduct the

deap battle and support the close fight

Table 1. Alternative descriptions.
_

_

runs conducted during the workshop

_

_

_

_

_

_

.oSriplo
8,0 O 2
2MRS ON Ipod by 2 AFAS, N

_tM__vs

8" caw
1.
2.

:aM Mh

and then at the combat capability of the &

maneuver forces of the MSF. Asthe
workshop unfblded, requiremens for
additional rims .riced. The seven

_

SYd•.
YSrw

OW P•. FSqV

O Nn
itmt-dw.
0.iK
AuMnlmar ma•vbmut

4.

&
aulm,
e.

uTb APAW
R 1

L_____per-

IsII
i a s3e iss
Vpsadd 2 Mon 155
bft Y

r presented below. Additional
information on the future systems used
in this analysis may be found in appendix C.
L
v Cazm
. This alternative used the MSF operational concept developed by SAMS in a
scenaio written by CGSC students for Prairie Warior. The scenario launched the MSF in a deep
deliberate attack against the three trail divisions of the Governor's Van Guard Corps in South
West Asa.
b. Altmnrtv l.

For this alternative two MLRS battalions were traded for two AFAS

baalions from the base cas to investigte MSF ability to prvlde deep and dos fires.
. Alhwaw 2. Future systems replaced advn ed models of
caumt symms to investigate
dts Impact on the MS1s capability to conduct dose combat operations. Would fit

teclnoloslis offit the 40 percmet reduction in maneuver battalion's major combat systems?

Future technologis included the Future main battle tank (FWMT) the uture wiatry fgi
vehice (FWV), the future scout vehicle (FSV), and the Joint Advanced Weapon System (JAWS).
6

U

i3
d. AI

'I

I

In this a1terntive one company wA added to the mobile strike units,

INcringý combat systm totals from 35 to 465 ineach battalion.

~

*. AllenwJw 4. This alteative investigated the impact of stealth technology on the

survivability of attack helicopters. The contribution of future attack helicopters to the success of
the
MSF was examined. For this run, the Apaches were given the stealth characteristics of
Coandnces

i

t . Alftrnafw 5. IAlternative 5 tripled the number of ATACMS rounds and kept the
nunme of MRS launchers constant. The Ferret missile was also added in this alternative.
During the execution' of the bas case and alternative 1, it was observed that the deep battle was
limited by the number of ATACMS rounds, not the number of MLRS launchers. Alternative 5
was a*Wted tO investigate the impact of tripling the nomber of ATACMS rounds in an effort to
examine the number of MLMS launchers as a constraint.

g.Afimmlaw 6. This alternative challenged the workshop participants to design a 2010
4SF that Used
al izationl and doctrinal lesm learned from previous
or

I

alternatives. The recnnaisssace and security klAS) force incrmeased from 3 ground and I air
troops (X1) to 3 ground and 3 air troops (3X3). The air cavalry troop was taken from the AAG
""rnd put into the R&S force and a third air cavalry troop Was added. The number of 155 -m,SPs
was increased to 48 by increasing the number of tubes in a battery ftom 6 to 8. The future
sysems of alternative 2 remained in the MSF. Mobile strike units retained a total of 35 combat
systemn
11.

Scenario.
L. Oppoftn FOrce

(1) The opposing forces (OPFOR) portrayed in the exercise were not intended to be,
and are not, a representation of any real world

forc.t Similarly, the OPFOR does not
rpresent the intelligence community's

Sthreat

3

projection of any specific threat force. The

wa desrnd to present a fiutristIc (2010),

hiNh technology Arc capable of providing the

L J~ 1

1481~b
a struUd fight across all of Its battiefild

*

3

(2)~~~
The OPFOR for this vxerise was

~

Idrown fom the TRADOC Common Teachin

*

~

h~

~

~

M

Scenario Southwest Asia. The principal force

opposing the MSF were elements of the First
Govemoes Vanguard Corps (1GVCFthe
theat reserve. lPsure 2 shows the

I

i

01101PPO organization and equipumet packagepI

Fisum 2. Frst Governor's Vangud Corps
7

coinpoution of the IGVC. In addition to the Army units, the I1GVC had a total of 184 sorties
close
available each day. The sorties were apportioned among defensive counterair (DCA) 6^%
air support (CAS) 30% and air interdiction (AI) 10%/.
(3) Figure 3 shows the disposition of
th1IGVC at the beginning of the exericise. TheN
13th and 16th Mechanized Divisions (IMD) and
the 15th Tank Division (MD) have moved into
blockin positions to stop expected blue
penetrations. The remaining three divisions, the
1ITD; 127D and 14MD, are inassemibly areas
north of the Euphrates River. This exercise
focused on the battle between the MSF and the
E;QI
I117D, 12Th and 141MD, initially deployed
/'S
north of the river. The 13MD, 15MD, and
16TD were not dynamically gamned in this

dW

(4) The concept of operatons for the
1GVC is graphically portrayed inFigure 3.iue3
poig ocsdsoiin
l8r .Opsn ocsdsoiin
Three divisions, the 13MD, ISMD, and 167D,
are to occupy blockting positions inthe
southwvest to tmhwr expected blue penetrations. The remainng divisions (1IMD, 127D and
1M)and the Independent Tank Regien MIR), supported by three ardillsy brigades (two
corps and one army level) ame to conduct the IGVCs main attack,~ splitting the buundary between
the *Is*dl coalito ftores. This attack would

________________

belIad by the I1TD~and 14MD with the 127h
and 1rM following and prepared to exploit the
amcess of either lead divisions.

F M

b. BaW. Flow This section provides a
O
brief ynopsis of the six alternatives which were
conductd during the MSP 2010 analysis. A
morev detale description is available InI
appendi 0. Paragraph c. below summarizesMV
the results of the basecase and the alternatives.
(1) The misson atd
th Mg bsown In
Figur 4. was to conduc an operational move
tlroqhUCorpusenowrNLT 1500 XX May
20106 attack inwne tosmop thslOVC by

toeIID 2Dad 4Dadsa

W

-4

..

fW
LOR

x

Figre 4. BattlefBowbacse~.

h
8

g
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battle, Aind the flank division quickly, screen with the RAS Force, and strike with aMobile Strike
Group (MSG). He wanted to use the Air Assult Group (AAG) to block the trail division.
Finally, he wished to fight the third division with the second MSG. Base case through alternative
~4 were identical intheir concept of operatoion scheme of maneuwer, and the general execution of
the scenario.
Concept of the operation (base case). The Mobile Artillery Group (MAG)
battalion0 were placedforward of the maneuver force to begin tho deep attack. As shown in
FiIgur 4, the MSGs conutedW an operational move from TAA Pattn to attack positions (AP) 1
and 2. The R&S Force secure TAA Pegasus and then occupied a screen line along PL Mike.
The AAG remained at Patton and was airlifted to arrive at Forward Opertig Base (FOB) Long
Knife as the first MSG crossed PL Frank.
(2)

3(a)
The thre trail divisions ofthe lGVC were the I inthe west, the 12Th inthe
I
Ubattalonswerertated intoatc yTpositions so-h oftherier. Tim 12Th was defeated
U

TD
east and the 14MD trailing the 12Th in the north. The 2nd (US) Corps delayed the 1ITM north
on the river until 2400, and atrited them to 75% strength. The MSF hit the 12Th with
~ATACMS Block U,~ SEAD, and air interdiction as the 12Mh moved through EA Greew. Air
mnerdiction targeted key bridge site in front of the division and the MAO battalions fired a WAM
n**dfied on fth north side of the river inEA Red. As the lead elements of the 12Th reached the
rive, ATACMS Block 11 was fired SEAD went in,CAS was used and the attack helicopter

~ ~(b).
Corps asset and its organi lift battalion airlifted the Air Assault Group from FOB
L~ong Knif to a blockig pokition at BP I111. The lGVC fired persistent chemical agent and
FASCAM into the remainder of the MSP, which was still moving north to iter the close battle.

ftm

Uasblt
U

oldI

a

frani

OP4frsvrlhus
to
which would have degraded thei

Artillery, SEAD, said air interdiction attrited, the 14MD inBA Green. West of EA
Red, a WAM minefil was laid and the attack heliopter battalions were commlitted
slnualaneouly(surged) to eansr that no 14MD forme crossed the rier After decontamination,
MS~s 1and 2 continued to move to PL Glenn and were at 91% and 98% strength respectively.
The 14MD was defeated and assumed a hasty ddefes south of the river sand west of 0OW Ma*,
'with an end strengt of apoiaey4%
(as) The 11Th abandoned its earliermission to split the seam between 2nd (US) Corps

5

and cwafton hbaL laud on OPPOR WAtulllgce, the 11lTD turned south and east to =mee the
dvide sonmed bme which threatened to flank the IGVC. The 1lT was configused with two
regiments (12th Tank Regliment (TR) and 14th Machanlmed Regimient OAR)) up and one back
(I11Th). The MBGs1-attem-te to attrit the regiments of the I1IM deep by integrating the deep
soft msot oftMLS with the precision of AlAS. They tasgted mesh. battalionik and the
k~~Ilomeesn orthand estof 11Thtraisegmn t.nThe MSF separtdW the two leadreint
(12th and 14th) tom Ohe trAi rgment (the 11Ith) by firing a WAM minefield. This created BA
*

.9

Black. The RAS air troop that had been providing an advanced guard for the two MSGs
occupied an attack-by-tire position east of the WAM minefield and orchestrated the CAS, attack
helicopters and ariery firing into EA Black. As the Joint Air Attack Team (JAAT) struck the

lead rgMuits, the twe MSGs maneuvered to the division's right flank. The 1IMD fired a
FASCAM minefildd that delayed the two MSGs for a short time, allowing the Ir
mech regiment. The 11th TD met the two MASG`- in a meeting engagement.
(d)

to join the trail

At the conclusion of the battle

shown in Figure5, both the ITP and the mech

n4oM

regiment were reduced to a combat inefective
The 11TD began a withdrawal at 18%
strwigth. MSG 1 and MSG 2 were reduced to
statuo

-

V

37% and 56A respectively. The MSF was at
58% stength. All attack helicopters were
destroyed and most rtille•y ammunition was
expended. The MSW occupied a hasty defnse
and waited for corps rconsti.uion In the base

G

oAII

case, as in alternatives one through lour, the MWF
was succeasfMl in deatring the three trail
P.

divisions ofthe IGVC. It moved 200-300

sum

kilometers, atrited the enemy with deep attacks,

clomed with and destroyed him. The MSF did not
remain combat effective in the base case or in Alt
I though Alt 4. Losses particularly to direct fire
systems were high in the close battle in each of

Figur S. Close combat base cae through
alternative 4.

these caes
(3) Alternative I traded two MLRS battalions for two AFAS battalions, while other

variables were kept consw t This altenative investigated the MSFs ability to provide deep and
dose firm. The concept of operation, scheme of maneuv and execution of*.:!sc enario wer
not chanwge however, the modification to indirect fire forc structue did change the unit
s ftre
h slightly from the base case, as described in the following paragraph.
(4) Aiterntilve 2 used Aiture syswems in place of advanced models of currmnt Wstems,

Ineedga
t,he impact on the MSFs ability to conduct close combat operations. Future Wasem
included the PMBT, FIFV, FSV, and JAWS. Othe variables were kept constan, and the concept
ofopeatio, scheme ofamanever en executidon ofthe seario did not change Results varied
ft ytosm th base am. Lethality and srvivýa
Wpoveoents to te psonnel carierand
Wtak md d losses to direct fire systes Similarly, improved air dens capabilities reduced
Iome to amack aviation.
(5) Afterntv 3 added one company to each MSI maneuver battalion, increasing
combat sstems from 35 to 46 (AOE 58 and 54). Other vaibes were kept constn and the
conamep ofopewion, scheme of maneuver and caeution of the scardo were unchanged from
th bane cme.

10

I
(6) Alternative 4 examined the contribution of future attack helicopters to MSF success
and featured the Comanche's stealth characteristics as an enhancement to the Apache. This
altenative investigated stealth technology's impact on attack helicopter survivability. Other
variables were kept constant, and the concept of operation, scheme of maneuver and execution of

the scenario were unchanged from the base case.

(7) Alternative 5 tripled the number of ATACMS rounds available while keeping the
number ofMLRS launchers constant. (Alternative 5 was created to investigate this impact since
the base case and alternative 1 showed that the number of ATACMS rounds, not the number of
MLRS launchers, limited the deep battle.) The Ferret missile was also added. This alternative
differed from the base case battle flow previously descnibed, in that the MSF was able to defeat all
three divisions in the deep battle. In this alternative the significant difference was that there was

I

no close fight a•d the MSF remained combat effective.

i

(a) The defeat of all three
divisions in the deep attack was made

possible by two maoor changes. lFirst, the

a

1

MWs numbef of allocated ATACM was

tripled. Second, a technique for effetive
application ofthese ATACMS fires was

developed. When the last division (11TD)
was unable to cross the river after the

deep attack, the MSF had achieved the

3

AKII

comnmader's intent. At the ed ofthe

battle shown inFigure 6, all three divisions
occupied hasty defentses north of the river,
with the IITI
at 58% strength, the 12T.
at 55% strength, and the 14MD at 60%.

(b) Since there was no close

3

bate, the MSF was at 90% strength, with

MSG 1
at 95% and MSG 2 at 95%.

Figure6. End of battle alternative 5

Thirty percent of the attack helicopters
were destroyed and two thirds of the
ATACMS rounds were cxene.

In this

am
Mg it,
deeated
divisoM butand
remained
combat=auied.
efflctive.How
Thewould
MSF the
,Mthe
-Vd~ed
missiont,,e
andOPFOI
was a suces
severa
qusin
MS• do ifIt were orced toB through remnnt fortm before beginn their deep &UW
What would our If the best options tom all fve tnatives wr combined? What would
occur IfWthe MleA was croused earlie and the MF had to mvm

beyond 1? Could the OPPOR be played 2ore rvelist
aWf

*

si

as, and when sould battle handov

over a hundred kilometers

Isthe Corps role inthe deep battle

occr These questions were addresd in alternative

(8)

Alternative 6 was conducted to provide a more rmalistic analysis of MSF capabilities

and shortfs. For more in depth analysis and to make the simulation as realistic as possible,
player insights were used to redevelop the scenario and force structure Corps assets were called
on to do more, and their efforts were more surgical than in past alternatives. The empty
battlefield, which the MSF had moved through in past alternatives, was now occupied by
remnants. MSF staff now planned a move through hostile areas in which security for support
elements became an important considra.tio
(a) In this alternative corps and MSF roles were mom cearly defined. H Corps was
asked to attrit and delay the three trail OPFOR divisions north ofthe Euphrates. It specifically

targeted OPFOR artillemy brigades, reducing them to 75%. This was unique because although
earlier alternatives had included a 15% attrition of the IGVC trail divisions, it was non specific.
The MSF specified its requirements for Corps attrition, in this alternative. The staff requested
that corps attrit the IGVC corps artillery, begin the deep attack on all three divisions and
maintain pressure on the OPFOR as the MSF moved through the breach. The battle handover
occurred duringthe move, after the MSF had conducted passage of lines. In this altenative, the
MSF was required to fight through OPFOR remnants on their deep strike to defeat the three trail
divisions ofthe IGVC. This aSec
the mte force; support units were now required to move
under an umbrella of manver coverage. MAG battalions, which had preceded MSGs in earlier
altenaives to maintain a continuous deep attack while the force was still moving, now required

mane

element security.

(b) The MSF began its deep attack with Ferret missiles and ATACMS fires,
cmnce-ntrtng on the OPFOR corps artillery brigades. This effort :ccesfluly destroyed two
corps artillery brigades. The Attack Aviation Regiment then launched a AAT against the 12TD
in EA Red. SEAD and FASCAM from the MSF struck the 12TD in EA red and the I ITD in EA

BIueL
(c)

The 12Thcossed the Euphrates with one reginwie

The two trail regiments were

cut offby FASCAM. This permitted the MSI"s attack helicopters to concentrate on the lead
regiment while 48 Al sorties attacked the trail regiments in EA Red. The 12TD was reduced to

41% strengt.
(d)

Inthe west, two lead vr

ents ofthe 11TI crossed the Euphrates before WAM

Pt off its trail riment. Ege Al sorties tnacked the trail m en and trited it to 69%.
The MSF mcninud dep fires against the I TD. Mea while the OPPOR lanched two
ballons of Mack helicopters and 50 fixed wing sortie agas the MVS. The w CAP and a
cumteuratack by a Comanche air troop sed the OPFOR air attack
(e) The 1SF mpeted its attack sequence inEA Red agains the 14MD reducing it to
ML The OPFOR then surged their akia attack avition, UAVa, and fixed wing against the
MR8. A combinaton ofair CAP, sout and attack hcoptem and or i air &Adem reduced
tho OPPOR air three by 76%. They were still able to commit 28 systems deatoyinS all but 1t of
the OsNMUilaunchers. TheMSFoverallwusattritedto pp tely
81%. TheMSF
=cceded in deisatlng the IGVC, reducing all thrme trMi divisions below 60%. Figure 7 shows
12

theeond state of alumrativemL O1PmjfOwoge
its losses camne from aw strikes. These strikesN
ccod-1onlywhnteOFRsrd
wwo
adthirfiedwing an takhelicopter AssetsRA
shwiltaneously. Because of the terifc losses in

these attacks could not have beenIII
I
repeated. The MWF took very few losses from
3direct
fire engagements With remnants.
~

wl

Again, the MSF was succeeffsU in

Mf

moving 300 kilometers deep into sector. it

3

n

~~aircraft

succeeded in providing secuity for the tbrce
without significant direct fire losses. The MSF
defeated the three trail divisions of the 1GVC
writhout ewnteing close battle. The MSF was
lethal And survivable; ina realistic mission it
moved great distances, conidWce adeep Attack,
and retained the capability to execute continued
operations.

OM

_____________

Figure 7. End of battle Alternative 6.

MSF succeeded indefeating the OPFOR inbase cane and each ofthe
I Alternatives. Its endThestregth
percentages are shown inTable-2. The two most important
this data are: the MSGs were attritied inthe close batte to an Average of 63
3 percent, And from
the MAGs were attritted by air strikes to 46 percent.
reduced the MSGs
3Table 2. aJNor unit percent mass reann.(1) to an Average Theof 63OPPOR
percent strength in the base
cae thrugh alternative 4. The modal
was 62, the modian was 64
1I
3W
with a standard deviation of 12. This data
~c. Swiunw,'.

~observations
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indicates that the MSC~s were attrited by over
36 percent in these five Alternatives. This

attrition was the result of close battle between

the two MSGs And three OPPOR regiments.
In alternatives 5 And 6, the OPFOR reduced the
two Sstoan aveaeof 92pern

strength. The modal And median percentage
strenthtl were 95 with astandard deviation of
This data, Indicates tha the MSGs wrere

takwihnegatedthe need for aclose battle. hnev

h euto

(2) The MAG was reduced in Alternative 6 to 46 percmn when the OPPOR surged
fixed wing And jLack aviation sasses inamassedl strike against the MSF. This figure istwo
~ ~~standard deitonso ftom doe averge MAO stregth The MAO was closest to the attack And

I1

took the most casualties, before the Air Cap defated the OPFOL. This represted a chrnge in
OPFOR tactics.
12. Analysis. Each of the following paragraphs provides information regarding the study issues
and their subordinate EEA. Results are clearly broken down by source. Again, please be aware
of the limitations of some of them
L Firm Are die MSFflressuiportasstssucient toprovi both close sufport andflres
In deph? Detailed fires observations made by the MSF staff during the workshop can be found at
appendix D. Note: The alternatives of most interest for this question are the base cse,
alternative one and f&ve. Other alternatives were manuver system variants.
(1) SueffcImny of top$acqptitonsystems to rapportMSflres capabilide&

(a) Gamer Observations There was an assumption of suffcient target acquisition
systems and improved sensor to shooter linkages to achieve precise targeting. However, there
were sundings of caution on the relianc on these system. "Diital euphoria was to be avoided
as the points discussed below illustrate.
L There will still be complications with dissemihation and analysis of the mass of
infonation available. Ability to collect targeting information is much more advanced than ability
to proems and disseminate to firers. There will still be things outside the digital realm such as
civilian re/ugee, EPWs, non-targetable site (schools and hospitals for example) that will need to

be considered.

L Another concern was that the speed ofthe MSF would leave behind some target
s
assets. Ground based sensing assets may not be quick enough to keep up with a fhet
moving force. The MSF needs target acquisition on the move to go along with shoot on the
LIntelligence needs to be collected, analyzed and disseminated to all on the move

with commnications present to support it Intelligence planning is essential to support targedngý
fited wing misions, for cample, cannot be asked without proper coordition
L.

As a sensor undw dire contro of the MSF and each MSG, the UAV was

nutiooned 6quently. The players used UAV to reconnoiterlocations for helicopt holding
was, to moor blkWy routes of advance of eneny Aoe, to pthw BDA, to key ATACMS fires,

to moe the MSF fnk, even oonided it to reupply the MSF with mi electronic parts. This
ge matd some concer that ther may not be enough ground contro ations to support the
mdons give the UAV. With rederrdlance on UAV, the staff•dsmssed what happens when
tn UAV ffbra attrition. ISTARS and Comanche ae possible backups but this requires
!onldemton Inthe intllgence collecdon pla The bottom le that UAV technolog is
rapidly dweloping a host of capabilities wih a resulting tendency to appwoh UAV as the
univerel aur*e41L The .rmy needs to manage development closely to take flA advantge UAV
oolection tsport and attack capabilities Since UAVs were cqnsldered to be so important to
14

the succm of the deep battle, iwther expeimentation is required to ensure availability sufficient
numbers to perform the deep targeting and BDA missions.
S5.
The staff felt a need to dramatically increase the capability to conduct BDA to meet
the needs of the MSF. Future requirements may dictato a model of DECIDE-detect-deliverASSESS which emphasizee the DECIDE and ASSESS functions instead of the current
decide-DETECT-deliver model. As technology makes it easier to detect targets in the future,
will have to place more emphasis on which targets to expend their limited resources.
In addition, the assessment ftucdon must be done better using new technology for information
gathering and dissemination. Near real time target acquisition and BDA am critical to the tempo
and lethality of the MSF, particularly when executing the deep battle. Useful BDA impacts battle
planning (tempo) ard the allocejon of combat resources (lethal force that prevents overkill or
underkdll). Commanders in 2010 will need the ability to control target acquisition assets for
accurate and timely targeting and BDA, even with asset and linkage improvements. National
assets may not be responsive enough. While it was felt that a primary mission of UAV was BDA,
UAVs can be used for confirmation of target and then for BDA on same target. The rapid pace
of the MSF also generated concern about how to do BDA of our own assets (use of mobile
nidenance teams, for example).

3commanders

(b) CAM Xresults. The exercise gamers had numerous intelligence and target
collection assets at their disposal. JSTARS Ground Station Module (GSM), helicopters to
include Comanche, counterfire radar, Short and Close Range UAV and scouts were cqxnic to the
MSF. JSTARS, Guardrail Common Sensor, Advanced Quickfix, Rivet JointfrENCAP, ASARS
and long range r ecnassance units (LRSU) provided information to the MSF from corps and

igher. These assets were not vanied across the ultenatdives howeve, employment varied based

on MbTr-T ofthe alternative being gamed. UAV, ASARS and JSTARS MTI were used to.

support artillery missos air formc attc and attack helicopter missions. ASARS was used for
deep attack missions. JSTARS bMT was employed as a cueing sensor for UAV. Throughout the
battle, 50-60% of the UAV missions were tasked to locate high payoff targets for rillery and

fxed wing aviation.

(c) Questionnaire. The fre support officer in the exercise commented that IUAV
allowed us to employ our limited assets when and where they had the most impact on the
emny.." The Air Force liaison offcer wrote that JSTARS provided "near red time' targeting

for fixed win fire support. The respondents were asked to rat which potential new technology
moa fibted the lethality, survivability, and tempo of the MSFI; the top three rated were the
UAV, Comunhe, and ATACMS Block 11 with BAT.

(2) &Iffdiey(Vfl

ApMpt d

aiwy
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(a) Gamer Observatons. Killing the amemy throughout the depth of the battlefield
requie dlftent, but ,coplementarysystems. The hLR isOfifeiv, at longer rags against
ila rgarea targets,
can surge or ma firepowe quickdy. Cannons am more deftive than

*

I

at closer ranges and against hard or point targets. Previous studies show that rockets and
UMLRS,
cannons are complementary systems, with cannons as the direct support weapon of choice. With

15

more threat losses occur in the close battle than with M
cannons reinforcing the brigade f
both in the MSG and in general
reinforcing. Cannons reinforcing the brigade fight (with UML
support) help complete the continuum between the division deep, division close, brigade extended
close, and brigade close battles. With MLRS reinforcing the brigade fight, a paucity of close
support fires for the brigade close fight appears to exist. Given that the ability to support the deep
battle was constrained more by the number of rounds than the number of launchers (see paragraph
(3) below), the MSF with 45 MLRS launchers (alternative 1) was preferred by the subject matter

experts over the MSF with 99 MLRS launchers (base case). Further, the exercise group preferred
most of all a test excursion (alternative 6) MSF with 72 MLRS launchers and 72 AFAS.

(b) CAMEX results.
Gaming results (Figure 8) show that
cannons reiorcing the brigade
fight (exercise alternative 1) provide
more utility than rockets in the

WI

ftd

ITO

$
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I kI

close battle. With cannons
rafenfring the brigade fiht more
threat louses occur in the close

battle than with MLRS reinforcin
(base cas).
(3)

technologcal capabilifies' andforce
awcsw' iad on manuf dtefiv
(a)

Figure 8. Cannons vs. MLRS in close battle.

Futurefirenuprt

andbaatl b•,uy.

Gamer Observations. The exercse participants felt much more mAccessfil with

artMiley in alternative 1 (45 ?WRS/72 AFAS) than in the bans cue due to the increased intensity
of the battle introduced by the cannon reinforcing the MSGs As the exercise progressed, the
Sgoup learned that masing of fires and setting priorities for targetingmade the greatest impact in

fire support effectiveness.
(b) CAb=X results
FIgure compares the numb ofcannon and rocket nmions fired for
the bm an (99 MLRSIS APAS)
and alternative 1 (45 MLRtS/7

APAS) Inthe CAbME gaming. The
arems Inclose battle huensiy can
lwhcressed anion of
be seain
eOmOUS inAlternative 1. bassing of

-

"
Ift.f

dbutsbyueofictededdrmnge
munhiaom alows the MSF to avoid
an Wioten does battle as shown in

-'-

'-

pal

Figure 9. Misonm fi•ed.

de cosiency ofthe mmnber of
16

MLRSnmissions in e&ch of these cases. At the same time, the abitity to mass firesin support of
the close battle with cannon artillery remains a force structure consideration.

I
3
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(c)

Questionnaire. The respondents were asked to rate which potential new
~technology most affected the lethality, survivability, and tempo of the 14SF. The systems rated
were the UAV, Comanche, and ATACMS Bock 11 with BAT.
~~(4)
Futwoefire sWpor technologcalcapabilities'andforce sfteutures' impact on the

~

dn bawk.
(a)
Gamer Observations.
LOf concern to the MSF staff was the role of corps in supporting the 14SF.
Specifically, what resources would be placed on 14SF targets and areas of interest? For example,
can the MWS assume ISTARS support from corps? Corps is relied upon to supply assets to assist
inthe MSF operation. With uncertainty between corps and 14SF roles, the staff thought that they
may be committing 14SF assets woo early. Sonme felt it might be better to wait until the corps
deals With acme of the opposing force. A big question remained unresolved: With 300 kmn battle
space for MS?, who has which part of the deep A&gh between the overlapping corps and division
~ ~battlespace? This is lurthe complicated on the nonlinear battlefield. While the 14SF is the corps!
main effort it is root fighting the corps battle. Corps sasst need to be available to fight the corps
batte and to shape the deep fight for the 14SF. The 14SF fight mus be tied to the corps battle,
especially for long range artilleiy fires anid aviation support.
L Extended rang ATACMS allows the maneuver of fires over the breadth and depth
otebattlefield. One of the biggest keys to the MSFs success inthis operation was the M~s
100 km stndofI deep fires ATAChM allowed the friendly force to hwcems temow by
maNenveriV4 ffire and massing with maneuver assets (attack helicopter inparticular) and fixed
~wbi* An ATACMS (extended range) WAM provided a significant capability to separate and
deAY* tensmny and shape the deep battlefield. This may also be an appropriate follow-on
4t
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not increased. Thus the deep fire support

Figure 11. Increase quwtity of munitions available.
is constrained more by the quantity of
deep Wika munitions than the quantity of

delivysysms.
(b) Qmstionnir. The respondents wem asked to rae which potential new tehology
most affected the lethality, survivability, and tempo of the MSF; the top three rated wete the
UAV, Comanche, 'and ATACMS Block II with BAT.
(5)

Futwefire sampot technologicalcapabilides'andfore structures'impact on

surviabifity.

(a) Gamer observations. Survivability is depenent on several fhctors discussed above,
pular
the mpsac of fires on the maneuer battle, the ability to win the deq battle and the
intenit of the batWe. Maneuver is bt supported by a mix of cannon and rocket, with sufficient

quaitie of munitions to win the deep battle, decreasing the intenity of the MSF close fight.
(b) CAbM results.
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additional munitions for the deep battle were added to alternative I (alternative 5), the MSF was
efftctive in killing the enemy at depth, disrupting their planning and cnecution, avoiding a close
fight and significantly improving MSF survivability.

I.

(a) Qýestonnaire. Killing the enemy in depth is the key to MSF survivability.
ATACMS Block 11 is an extremely effective system for the deep battle; its lethality is confirmed

by a poll ofMSF Staff observations in Appendix I.

(6) O1*terfre sa~ppo Impacfts
(a) Gamr obervatons
i1 The role and importance of an FSE for the MSF has increased. This is due the
increased range and capabilities of the fires systems and munitions, as well as the additional
responsibilities assoc~ed with fighting and winning the deep battle. lt is going to be a much
grete job to coordinate tarping information. MSF 2010 and other studias (Legal Mix VII,
CW-UAV COEA) point to the need for closed loop acquisition systms sensors inked directly to

&irsupport systemwr• r than filtered through intelligence and command channels. Additional
staff capabilties may be rqaired (.e., AFATDS, DOCC, mini.ASOC, etc.).
2.

Airspace has not expanded in the MSF scenario, but may have in the theater

pe-setive. Airspace was seen as part of the battle space and virspace management is still an
Issue for which doctrinal development has lagged behind technotogy. A2C2 needs detailed study
as we shootmore long rang4 NiO altitude missiles, add long loiter UAV, proliferate short and
medium mur. UAV, extend range of attack heliuopters and increasa joint air support to land
forces. Airspace coordination for ATACMS has not been streamlined accordingly (may take 40
mlttes or lonkWr), too long for a fire support system in which the sensor to shooter timelines are
down to a few mimutes. A2C2 is a key isms across all deep systems that needs to be addressed.
For this emecise we assumed this process worked perfectly but at present it does not.
(b) Qwe•onma . In the questionnaire, tie participants were asked to describe any
OPFOR actions that reduced Blue force lethality, survivability, and tempo. The rnspondents

I

pointed out that the Blue forceds air defense could be overwhelme by the OPFOR's use of

=*rgA$ attack hicopters and fixed wing Additionally, several responden s noted that OPFOR's
chal
attacks had been employed esUctivey to dictate a change in tempo. Funally, two fAirther
questions wS&d any peerved lack in MSF 2010 apabilitles or additional insights. Severl
apabilitie wre adkd
including an orpga decontamination capability, adequaw ammunition

gn

hauling apacity, ADA covrae sufficient air cavalry asets and sufdfdt angeer assets.
b. Mt#.
s du MSF Wable ofpab
Virf
on over &hdkraion of
+w Iouw? Detaled maneuvw ob
made by the MSF staff during the workshop can be

Amnd at appndix E.

S(1)
a

I

Fuwr Mwawwr Techolok
tca

al Cqpax4lles. The most important future maneuver
pabilities wer the atack helicopter, the Comanche, FMBT and FIFV. Their
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Ability to improve the effectivemess of the MSF were recorded in gamer insights, CAMEX results
and the questionnaire.
(a)

Gamer Observations.

1. Army aviation is the maneuver component of the deep battle and is a major
contibutor. Army aviation is an eatremely effective system that rapidly projects combat power.
Helicopters can assist in the synchronization of deep attack assets in a MAAT or as a forward
observer or laser designator. Attack and scout helicopters work well in conjunction with wide

area munitions (WAM) minefields WAM worked well in this scenario, because its "smart" mines
can cover larger areas. Rapidly emplaced by either helicopter, air or artillery, WAM can separate
and delay forces. The Attack Aviation Regiment synchronized with WAM, CAS, and MLRS,
de&ad two divions deep without requiring any close battle. Attack helicopters accounted for
between 16% and 30% of the total kills during the deep battle.
2L The Comancl- was considered by the MSF gaming staff as one of the key future
manuver techmological systems to the success of the MSF. The Comanche increased tempo and
provided capabilities that no other system could provide. The Comanch's lengthy time
on-station, stealthiness, and lethality combined to provided a means to perform a variety of
missaons including deep reconnaissance, target acquisition aad BDA; scurity for attack
helicopters during the deep battle, for the Air Assault Group when inserted, and for the MSGs
during the close battles; air ddeen against OPFOR attack helicoptars for forward deployed
systems (e.g., MLRS) and for the MSGs during the lose battles; and securing likely air avenues

Of Approach
(b) CAMEX results.
1. The addition of FMBT and FEV capabilities increase the survivability of ground
manmaver systems. The total number of kills by the FMBTs and FIFVs were approximately the
ame as the total nmmber of kills by the MlA3s and

MA3U The significant difrence was the number

mSF Amin

ofMSF direct fire susms lost. Figure 13 illustrtes
that there were 3.67 times as many MlA3s and

100

M2A3s lost to OPOR direct fire Wftms (.Ie.,
tanks, AFVs, and amck halicopters) an there were

80

lUSTs ad F •Vs lost to these systms.

B

Sia theOPFOR inthis scnaic was
tecualolclyadvaaiced the OPFOR direct fire

40
2

systems In &ct the OPFOR had a direct fir missile
dtht out range the MIA3 and M2A3. Accordingly,

0

tmems were about on par with the MSF direct fir

these MSW systems wer devastat in the base case
losing ne*y 50% of all systems. They were rapidly
kil by the OPWOR attack aviation, artillery and
20
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Figure 13. MSF direct fir losses.

ground maneuver systems. Particularly effective was the OPFOR AFV with its antitank missile
system that out ranged the M1A3. The range difference was sigifcant enough that this system,
without stabilization, and 1irn fiom a short halt was able to effectively reduce MSGs to a combat

inefiective status.
•'3
The Comanche's role as an air defender was key to the destruction of OPFOR attack
helicopters. The Comanche was more effective than other systems in using the advanced Stinger
because its greater stealth decreased the OPFOR's standoff The MSF increased resiliency with

the destruction of OPFOR helicopters, losing (8%) few maneuver systems. They were better
able to complete the close fight. The MSF staff poll observations in Appendix I corroborated that
the C;omanche was a major contributor to force survivability.
4. The MSF began all alternatives with 335 tanks and infantry fighting vehicles in its
two MSGs. The tanks and IFVs survivability was increased with the introduction of the FMBT
and FIFV in alternative two. In the base case, the MSGs lost 159 ofthese systems, and their
residual strength was only 176. In alternative two, the MSGs lost 142 of thes systems and their

residual stregth was 193. Although this marks only a five percent improvemnent in survivability it
is more siniflcaft when you realize (as previously stated) that losses to dired fire systems in
alternative two were reduced by 20% over the base cae.
S. OPFOR systems competed for the
Blue targets. As OPFOR helicopters and direct

fire systems killed fewer MSF systems, OPFOR
artiley took up the ldck F'qgure 14 illustrates

3

the itarge competition amonS the principle
OPFOR killers. In the base case, OPFOR attack
helicopters and arillezy killed 41 and 31 percent

of the MSF kills, respectively. As the alternativme
to counter the OPFOR attack helicopter wore
implemented inthe Adtur systemns (I~e., FMBT,
FIFV) alterntv and the stealthy AH alternative,
"

6 llý

the ME lose to OPPOR attack helicopters was
gnfa
tly mduced. However, the MSF lose

ian

m A,.l.2

Ale.ntiv 4

,IU

to OPFOR artiley iceased so that the i
trom countering the OPFOR attack helicopters
prvd
more tars for OPFOR artillay. In a
hee ca the total MSF suytm kils by OPFOR

Fgure 14. Tota MSF losses by aegor
of HOer.

dfrwt &r W wm
was redavey consant.
(a) Qu

i

. With rea

to tm

o, lethality

survivability, the Comanche

was peceived as the one of the six most effective systms, as indicated by having a majority of

th respondets ratin this rsytm as providing an "acrm positive efect".
(2) Futr Mmnuwr Techogcaleapabiliesimpact onforce sfbcture. Future
manu

technologies enable the MSF to achieve marginal success in close battle against a
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reduced OPFOR division, without changing the MSFs force structure. Attack aviation with other
deep systems were potentially so effective, that no close battle was necessary in some alternatives.
(a)

Gamer Observations. The MSF can achleve marginal success in close battle,

without changing force structure, because of the contribution of key technological capabilities.
These capabilities include the attack helicopter and the Comanche. Attack helicopters and
Comanches give the maneuve commander more mobility, agility and lethality, while enabling him
to project combat power farther (300 km) and fteer. Their contribution enables the force to
complete its mission. They are the only maneuver componemt of the deep battle and are major
cBy
increasing the depth at which the MSF kills, the intensity and scope ofthe close
battle are reduced proportionally.
(b) CAMEX results. CAMEX results also showed that technological capabilities
enhanced the survivability of the force without changing the maneuver organization. In
alternative 2, the survivability of tanks and AFVs was enhanced by future systems as previously
mentioned. In alternative 4, where attack helicopters were provided a stealth capability, the
MSGs lost less systems overall, despite losing more maneuver systems to direct fire than in either
w n
until you realize that
the base case or alternative 2. These results would seem
losses of all MSF systems to OPFOR attack aviation dropped from 79 in the base case to 17 in
alenate 4. Thus, the Comandc's technological capability did succesly counter the OPFOR

attack aviation threat, enhance the MSFs overall survivability, and enable it to achieve marginal
success
(c)

In alternative 3, the force structure was changed by adding a fourth company of

FMBTs/FIFVs to each mamnuve battalion. This change inforce structure did not bring the
qpected imrovements in lethality and suriability. It was not as successfil as the addition of
improved coloical capabilities in alternative 2. Kills by the MSF increased from alternatve 2

by 6%, but the lom aso incramed by 13%. These results am conAsivg. It appears that when
the number of system ae increased, so are the losses. More study is required or. this alternative

in a Nighe resolution model.
(3) Mamxwn AR fiency. The maneuver force possessed very little resilience. In close
battle they conthumd to lose an unacceptable percentage. While future systems have helped,

Ather analysis mAt be conducted to detmine the resilience exped ofthe MSF.
(a)

Gamer Obevation..

especially those involving close battle, showed that the maneuver
, Rachk alter mtve
brme possesse very little resiliem It has limiUted depth ad casualties typically result in lon of a
spicant permage ofthe force. This affords a commander no resem . Piecemeal conmitment
will not succeed, nor can the MSGs become decisively epgad without severely high casaaltimes.
MSGs indose combat require futher study to determine what technology or force structure
nhanceme can overcome this shortfl.
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value added by the ground maneuver force was more due to its presence in the

Senans flank'and rear, than the ground maneuver force's ability to eme and defeat the enemy
maneuver force in cloe combat. It is true that the Mobile Strike Groups did provide a guard for
the defp attack forces, they easily fought through the scattered remnants of OPFOR forces, and
they were marginay effective in direct fire attack against a reduced regiment (less than 600!6
stength). But the key contribution of the MSGs and the AAG was to provide a maneuver
presence that had to be considered by the OPFO1L The MSGs rapid movement towards the
enemy's rear srea forced Che OPFOR to react and counter, to move and adjust. They sffected the
OPFOR divisions' tempo and caused the OPFOR commander to alter his plan.

(b)
CAMEX results.
L

The Mobile Strike Group's

direct fire capability for lethality and

0OR Cbmofti

oW

rginy adequate to
sIivbty was
su l brigade and division aee deep
an

Kft

fight which defeated the two OPFOR lead
dvisiorw This deep fight was used

consistently by the MSF in avveral

3

10o

alternative& It emphasized the use of WAM
rnineelds to shape the battle followed by
~ ~~~attack
aviation, artillery and air interdiction.

As showaln"igure 15, the CAS, artillery and
attack aviation, employed durfig the close

battle, acounted for the maofity of the tothl

o
*g*~*aE~~

Figure 1. OPFOR losses by category killer.

kills (82%). Whereas, the MSG's direct fire sys*es, employed during the close battle, accounted

3cldose battle, having lost over 30% oftheir

1br a minority of the total kills (I8%), and the MSGs were essentially combat ineffective after the

systems.

L The MSGs began with 335 tanks and IFVs. In the bae cae they retained 176 after
tho love battl. In altenive four (the lt close battle) they retained 173 after close battle.

These enW s

demonstrate that despite defdn

the attack helicopters, and direct fire

systems with Aoturo maneuver capabilities, the OPFOR's other systems continued to attrit the
3foe.
The end state was a mmeuver force with only 52% of its combat systems remaining,; a

smll forie which rapidly became combat ineffective.
.

Th addition of manumv

ompan in alternativ 3 produced no significant

imaein nriliency. Alt
tive 3 added a fourth company to each manever battalion. These
batliom were co*mp&e of the FMBT and the FIFV. The MSCs lost 163 systm in alternative
3 c npasd to 142 in alternative 2. This 13% incease in lossm appears counterintuitive. The
MSF Staff remMeAded that this alternative receive tbther study on a higher resolution model.

(4) RcAamwA
&ut. The most important observation intem of reconnaissan
assets, was the organzatona change of the R&S Force to a 3D0 organization. The MSF staff
23
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idainifed this shorti*l when conducting their original planning, when they attempted to send 2
MSs, the AAG, and an Attack Aviation Regiment on different axis. Providing security for these
forces in their myriad mission was not possible with the original organization.
(a) Gamer Observations. An alternative run included a R&S Force consisting of three
ground troops and three air troops (3X3). This organizational change provided the MSF

commander the capability to move on three separate axis with an aviation I&S troop inthe lead.

The change to the MSF was to consolidate the air cavalry troop from the AAG into the R&S
Force making it a 3X2 organization, then increasing the RAS Force by a third air cavalry troop,

making it a 3)D organizbaon.

1. This force change was highly successful. The additional Comanche air recon troops
ambled the MSP to provide security to attack aviation during the deep attack. Air recon troops
were used to gain contact with and delay the lead division. An air troop was also used to provide
m
security during the emplacement of the air assault group. The change resulted in
aviation R&S troops conducting effective recon and security (screen, cover, and guard) for the
force.
2
Because those missions often took place simultaneously, it was the force change
which made air troop support possible. Three air recon troops attrited more OPFOR aircraft and
armored vehicles, enhancing the survivability of maneuver forces. Real time information on
ewny force disposition enabled MSG commanders to see the battlefield and better maneuver
their force to enage the enemy. CAS and attack helicopter operations were enhanced as the air
cavalry troop had "eyes on trget" and could effectively direct fies on the enemy.

(b) Questionnaire. One of eight themes which consistently arose in terms of lacking
capabilitivs was insufficient air cavalry a&ets. This was reported in term ofthe inability to
provide adequate air defense and security for the force.

-5) OtherMan e Issms. There were some other maneuver issues which were
particularty evident during the planning phan ofthe exerci. The effects of deep battle targeting
against comniand sand control assets, and lines of supply or commnnication were not available
rom CAMEX. The AAG was not an effective force in a SWA scenario. Fi•ally, the
requirmen for a ten kilomete air-to-air missile (ATAM) was dearly demonstrated during the

(a) Oanw Observations
L The munber of iendly lose or number of OPFOR kills may have been different
had the smulatlon inchuded the dbets of deep battle attacks on morale, commad and control
(C2) ad resupply. C2 nod,AN lines of supply and shock eoftct ae common obj.e-tives ofthe deep
attack. Without morale, command and control and the hope of resupply, men and systems do not
fght at 100% of their capability. In the simulation, success of the deep battle could be measured
only inthe total nmber of systems destroyed. Deep attacks still assisted the close fight, but those
systems remaining were 100% capable and redy to fight when they entered the close battle.
24
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IAir
Assault Group. In other operations and on other terrain, the Air Assault Group
may be capable of adding an offensive capability to the MSF. When properly employed, the AAG

is a manuve asset that can quickly be placed ina key position to force the OPFOR to react. The

3

AAO may be quite effective seizing airflelds, crossing sites, command and control facilities, or as
a choke point on a key movement route. The AAG's contribution in this scenario was, however,
limited by the OPFOR's capability for unrestricted movement and the lack of dense terrain. In all
alternativm the OPFOR avoided the AAG and occupied a hasty defense. This seemed to be
related more to the remaining strength of these OPFOR units than their desire to avoid contact
with the AAG. On occasions where OPFOR divisions crossed the river they bypassed the AAG's

position. Since the AAG was incapable of pursuing them, it was attrition that caused the OPFOR

divisions to assume a hasty defense.
••

The AAG has many limitations in a SWA scenario. Its lack of mobility once on the

ground, limits its agility and ability to react to the OPFOR. It lacks survivability, with no organic

Sei

assets and towed howitzers (no armor protection). Its heavy weapons company has a
mudnmum direct fire range of 2500 meters. All mounted OPFOR systems have more than double
that capability. Addition of the TOW 2 or TACAWS / JAWS will be required for greater lethality
and survivability. The AAG required outside assets to emplace, such as a corps lift battalion
(UH-.60), attack aviation, and =LRS support These requirements made the AAG a distraction to
the primary mission, whether it was the deep fight, close fight, or support of MSG movement.

(b) CAMEX results.

I

.LNo numbers are available on kills by the AAG. However since the AAG only came
in contact with small dismounted forces we can &um. that they had no vehicle kills.
A requirement for an air-to-air missile with a 10 kilometer range to increase

survivability ofBlue attack helicopters against OPFOR attac.k helicopters was demonstrated
during the CAMSX gaming ofvarious alteatives. Figure 16 depicts kills by Blue helicopters of
OPFOR helicopters with both the ATAM and a 10 km ATAM. Blue forces destroyed 20% more
OPFOR helicopters with this system. Figure 17 depicts Blue helicopter losses with ATAM and a
10 km ATAM We achieved a 71% reduction in

3
3

losses of fhiendly aircraft to OPFOR aircraft when
we fitted Blue attack helicopters with an air-to-air
missile with a range of 10 kilometers.

3

c. Oda,. In addition to observations
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IOUkt on fires, an maneuver, a number were
made in ote arm as We

opr-1gtuuIp
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2
10%

including air defense

decontmaon, m obilty moun
tobi,
hnteeigice, and infonution operaticas. Detailed

0

.

observations in these areas made by the MSF staff
during the workshop can be found at appendix F.
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Figure 16. MSF helicopter kills
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(1) Air Defean.
MSFW H60s

(a)

Gamer Observations.

Lto
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1L

The AD package for the MSF needs
to be closely considered. OPFOR air systems

M2F e71% hwo
AT10

-t.1

eqoy a standoff against U.S. armor, air, and AD
stms. A capability must be developed that can
out range OPIOR misiles The OPFOR attack
helicopters had a standoff over the Blue air
defense missiles, the MSF's prmary self defense

AD ,'ystenL

15
10
5
0
A*ATAMI IOKM

ATAM

2. A joint combined arms approach to
Figure 17. MSF helicopter losses.
AD was employed to counter the OPFOR attack
helicopters. Af'er the air CAP took its share of
the attacking fixed wing and rotary wing aircraf, EFOG.Ms were employed in an AD role along

with the air defense missiles against the remaining enemy helicopters. Additionally, suspected air
avenes of approach were mined with WAM which are effective against helicopters. Finally, the
air cavalry troops performed security missions to identiy,, engage, and protect MSF attack assets.
This joint combined arms approach reduced, but did not eliminate the MSFs vulnerability to
OPFOR air.
L
The most effective counter to the OPFOR attack helicopters was the employment of
a 10 km air-to-air missiles that out ranged the OPPOR missile. This technology sinificantly
reduced the MSPs vulnerability to OPPOR air.
(b)

CAMEX waults. Even though OPFOR air sufered 80 to 90 percent losses to the

US Air Force combat air patrols (C,.P), enemy aircraft managed to get through nearly every time.
These leakers" were responsible for significant MSF losses. In fact, OPFOR fixed wing and
attack helicopters were the greatest killers of MLRS (one of the MSP's major deep fire assets). In
addition, MSF attack helicopter battalions in the deep attack were vulnerable to OPFOR attack

helicopter missiles.
(q) Questionnaire. One of the primary killers of the MSP was OPFOR air, especially
attack helicopters. In spite of MSF local air superiority, the OPFOR was able to mass and surge

fixed ard rotary wing asms to get aircraft through to their MSF targets. The potential for the
OPPOR to msr air assts, sucesul overwh n ftridly air deftse is confirted by the
MV8 staffs polling inAppendix 1.
(2) Din

adon.

(a) GamerObservations.
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1.I Chemical attacks were effectively employed by the OPFOR against the MSF.
Although the MSF was not configured with any decontamination capability, such a capability was
assuned available for the purposes of this exercise. Nonetheless, a three hour delay was incurred
by the MSF each time it was hit by a chemical attack. In order to maintain its tempo, the MSF
needs to be able to DECON on the move. This may require a dry DECON capability or the MSF
DECON units must have their own capability to haul bulk water.
L'2

There is a disparity between overpressure systems and those which require their
The overpressure systems can maintain their combat effectiveness without
significant degradations. MOPP, however, immediately degrades arew performance and system

Screws to MOPP.

3

Eecf ,tiveness, and after a relatively short period of time, systems not overpressured will have to
decntaminte and come out of MOPP before the onset of heat exhaustion. Meanwhile,
ove'press"re systems can go right on fighting. This could lead to piecemeal commitment of the

MSF.

(b) Questionnaire. Not having a deconamination capability in the MSF proved a
deficiency, epeiaily when it is being employed against a OPFOR known to possess chemical

a

ts and has a willingness to use thn. This deficiency was one of eight highlighted by the

NZ F staff polls as noted in Appendix 1.

5

(3)

Mobility / Cowuermobitity.

(a)
Gamer Observations.
.L FASCAM and WAM minefields were intrumental in the shing the battlefield for
deep attack. WAM munes, which can be used in both close and deep fights, were particularly
unadl to shape deep engagement areas, separate forces, and cover air avenues of approach.
32, Air and artille"y delivered FASCAM. ar, WAM mines were employed to shape the
deep attack egaWement arms and close battle. Arillery emplacement is more responsive, has les
risk associated, but is limited in the volume of mines and size of the minefield. Fixed wing
OATOR mines and rotary wing VOLCANO mines, on the other hand, can emplace a greater
voltme of mines but should be employed when the risk to the OPFOR is minimal. Effective use
of mines requires them to be covered by CAS, attack helicopters and UAVs and also requires a
high degree of situational awareness.

L

An ATACMS (extended rang) WAM provided a significant capability to separate

and dey the enemy and a
the deep battlefeld. May a"s be a appropriate foliow-on
cap"bilty fbr GATOR &d VOLCANO.

(4) lmm•gen.

Gaes Obsevations:

(a) Near real time situational awareness was key to the success of the MSF, and the
MSF asset that was instrumental in achieving near real time situational awareness was the UAV.
In order for MI units to produce near real time situational awareness, intelligence collection,

I,
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aNal7 and reporting needs to be done on the move, ew.ecially for a force that moves at the
tempo and speed of the MSF.
(b) Near real time situational awareness is actually the product of the entire intelligence
system, not just the UAV. It requirea cross queuing from corps and EAC systems (JSTARS,
AWACS, TENCAP, etc.) through ASAS to effectively employ the UAV. The MSF is reliant on
corps for situation development, but the MSF must rely on its own organic UAVs for targeting
and BDA. Having UAVs in sufficient numbers at brigade and division levels was a key factor in
the fWl simultaneou employment of all assets of the MSF to achieve improved agility and
msigOf effct.
(c) UAVs were one of the major contributors to the success of the MSF in the deep
battle (as much as three fourths of the intelligence UAVs were used for deep targeting and BDA).
The number of UAVs needed to support the MSF ranged from 6 to 15 during this operation.
Additional missions point to a need for more UAVs. Survivability also dictates the number of
UAVs required, as does their capability to carry multiple packages The MSF will need a counter
UAV capability - a means to ident and defeat enemy UAVs. Since UAVs were so important to
the success of the MSF, fure experinmeitaton is required to ensure there are sufficient numbers
to perform the deep and close targeting and BDA, as well as intelligence missions.
(5) IVWbrmalon operadons.
(a) Gamer Observations. The ability to perform Army airspace command and control
(A2C2) was critical to the success of all deep battle systems ('Le., AL, CAS, ATACMS, attack and
scout hcopters, and UAV) in this MSF operation. For this exercise we assumed this process
worked pafectly., In reafty it does not. Lots of work is yet to be done in this area
(b)

questionnaire.

1. A2C2 coordination and deconffiction is more complicated due to the increased
tempo of the MSF. In the future, sensor to shooter times are expected to decrease to around a
few minutes. A2C2 must keep pace for the timely engagement of high payoff targets. C2 staffi
may need to be expanded to accomplish A2C2 (e.g, mini-ASOC / BCE may be required in the
. Responsibilities of each echelon (MSG, MSF, corps, theater) for portions of the
batle space m t be thought out and clearly defined. Otherwise there will be confusion over
wher on eWo's battle space ad reponsibilitls end a the next begin. This may lend to

overlapping repn~i~~sand unnecessary redundanc instaff.
d. O w
t During the workshop, the MSF staff role players were asked to examine
the oraizational structure of the MSF and suggest any changes that they thought would
improve the MSIPs lethality or survivability. They provided several points of input. Primarily
they looked at ways to improve command and control of the deep attack. They considered
employment of the Air Assault Group, air defense for the force, and engineer support. None of
28
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the changes drastically reshaped the organization and some have been previously mentioned in this

dowmenL
(1) In the realm of deep battle, the players suggested several improvements to the
coordination and synchronization of deep strike assets. The intelligence staff requires target
production personnel. These personnel would plan proactive counter battery fire through
analyzing the current ASAS data base. Additional planning staff are needed to handle the sheer
number of missions that the MAG and direct support battalions are capable of firing. Battle
command company and MAG are still important for artillery control flnctions. There is a need
for FSE support personnel in the battle command company to plan deep fires with appropriate
automation and links. There is no way for the current limited staff to do fires planning for the 99
UMLRS and the 54 howitzers. This number also reflects the requirement for increased deep fire
effects given the reduced maneuver force.

I

(2) The Air Assault Group requires an engineer company for counter mobility and
survivability particularly in a desert environment. Air assault companies posses no organic armor
or survivability assets and without the cover and concealment provided in woodland terrain, they

are particularly endngerd without keysurvivability assets. The air assault battalion needs an
antitank company (LOSAT or TOW) to provide them the capability to engage OPFOR systems
which now posses an unacceptable standoff.
(3) The MSF will require additional aviation assets. This is true for several reasons.
The lethality and agility of the attack helicopter promises increased success in most engagements
against mechanized forcm. The aviation battalion of AAG cannot conduct an if of more than
on. battalion at a tm To air mobile all battalions with their organic artillery, corps lift is
required. The Reoon ard Secuity Force requires three air recon companies to provide security
for the maneuver forces especially when they ar attacking on separate axis. There is a need for
more than three EH-60s in the aviation brigade to provide a twenty-four hour capability.

1

(4) Combat support elements of the MSF required a few additional improvements. The
MSF requires a transportion battalion to move all required support assets. The MSF MI BN
((-)requires one additional M company team for each MSG, and the AAG. The engineer
rmWoeld vehicle aying bridge company must be replaced by the heavy assault bridge company to
mantain force mobility. Engineer ssu were insufficient u noted by MSF staff polls in
Appendi L .Air ddefn for the MAO is critical, an organic air defense system may be necessary
to protect it ftom catastrophic los.

313.
Summary f bservadeu by lave and EZA. This section takes the observations and
WmillI made by the MSF staff during the CAMEX gaming and relt themto the fires and
mtuver Issues, aubisues and essential elements of analysis developed for this analysis.

Fbns Are #w MSFflm&Vportw ufflentioptnldrboth coe Pffortaidflres

Ia

*
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(1) FFA 1: Is there sufficent target acquisitionsystems (field artilleryandnon-field
artillery)to exploit the MFfires capabilities? Planned acquisition systems available to the MSF
2010 force were sufficient to provide targets for the MSF fErm capabilities. However, control of
available targeting assets is an important consideration. To leverage future fire support
technologies and dominate the battlespace with effective lethality, survivability and tempo the
commander needs the ability to focus targeting and BDA assets. MSF 2010 and other studies
(egal bfix VU1, CIR-UAV COEA) point to the need for closed loop acquisition systems, sensors
netted directly to fire support systems, rather that filtered through intelligence and command
chmnel.
(2) EEA 2: Are tiere susffcent fire sqot
deliwry awe to supportmaneuver
./necaio? Previous studies have indicated that rockets and cannons are complementary systems,
with cannon the direct support weapon of choice. The MSF 2010 analysis also showed that a
cannon / rocket mix, reinforcing the brigade fight, increases flexiiility for the extended and close
brigade fight. While massing fires sooner was achieved in the MSF 2010 exercise, there was still
a need to plan and execute a close fight The MSF 2010 alternative with a pure MLRS structure
limited the effectiveness of the force in the dose battle. Furthere
ntation with restructured
FA organiatons is warranted. The preferred alternative of the subject matter experts in the MSF
2010 exercise was a MAG with two battalions of 27 MLRS, one battalion of 24 AFAS and MSG
artillery with one battalion of 24 APAS and 9 MLRS for each of two MSGs.

(3)

EEA 3: Do the additionofjfuture technologicalfire supportcapabfitie andIor

chwnges in the fire s fporntfae strture enable tO MaFcommander to mass more of hisforce
/ syvm sooer wnd icreas the intsty of Oh battle? The MSF 2010 exerce considered

diff art mies of fire support delivery assets and all were suffient, with vari

degrees of

dbativeness to support the elm battle (see BEA 2). Howevw, analysis oftheMSF2010has

shown that deep Air support is constrainedmore by the quantity of munitions than the quantity of
delvery systems. Adding launchers without adding munitions to fie from them does not benefit
the 9brce as much as adding munitions alone Additional Iong range munitions allow the force to

achie

disrption and destruction of the threat at range.
(4)

EFA 4: Do Men atioue offutre
h mal

,:"W in d.tem
rAWojrice u

fire supportcapabilitiesand/or

hw impmw AMSF's abilty to hil the ewmy at dp*,t?

Even with adde nnitions mnd lanchers to improve the MSF 2010's abmty to ki the enemy at
depth, corps ssets wer ill rMed upon to shape the deep fight for the MSF. In the MSF 2010
execisk the MSU requeed corps delay one ofthree enemy diosons for anin hours. Corps
a

pIshd the mision with ATACMS and TACAIR. While the MSP wu the corp' main

*ut, It was not ihft the *Wtim corps baU Corp assets need to be avlbl to ght the
corps betdeaswal asto shop thedesp fight or theM l. TeMSlF ght was tied tothecorps
bate,,, espedi r l rong
r tnrg fires, and wavition support.
(5)
FU S.: Do Aw a•lw offut1,re
.,frsport
folog. cpabiliftsawd! or
OmeS in tefire
1ppouve St
Ww achie bwreasediw ifity? To win quickly with
um cauales, dthe artile•ry muse be counttered. Empoyi fixe wing or stack
helcopters to conterthrea artillery is not as effecti as artlly deivered mn munitions,
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diverts them from other fire support missions, and puts them at risk. The MSF 2010 analysis
touched on the ffture artillery capabilities and force structure to perform the counter-fire mission,
but further research into the issue is needed.

U
I

(6) Swnma,. Planned acquisition systems available to the MSF 2010 force were
sufficient to provide targets for the MSF fires capabilities if commanders at all echelons were able
to control target acquisition assets for timely targeting information and BDA. Adding extended
range launchers without adding deep strike munitions does not benefit the MSF as much as adding
munitions alone. Sufficient fire support assets are available to the MSF when its operations are
integrated into the corps fight. A mix of cannon and rocket, reinforcing the brigade fight, would
~ ~provide fiexibiity for the extened and close MSF fight
b. Maiww: Is d&. MoSF cqiabl. Qfperfonnlng mewiewrfimctlon ove wi/vuhraton of

I
3
3
3
3
3

~

(1) EL4 6: Dofiaaww msvwuwr NdvWcawoogl c pab/ifm kImpro i/.eiffctvwnw
he
of
Oewfa ? Yea, each analysi alternaitive showed that tcnlgalcapabilities improvet the
~efftivuaas ofthe force Comanche provided the force with a weapon systemn demosrtn

greater standoff from its opponents and better securit during movement. The 10 Iam air-to-air
~missile increased the survivability of ali systems against attack aviation. The FMBT and the FEWV

with 2nd Gen. FURP were able to engage earlier and possessed greater survivability. The AACls
heavy weapons company currently has a maximum direct fire range of 2500 meter. Addition of
~the TOW 2or TACAWS / JAWS will be required to oflht mounted OPPOR systems with more
than doubl our currwst capability.~

~~(2)
EU I.: Dofbwi

nwm w tedwsOogcpakld
ceuaW wb/
ia chmna to th fraw

(a) Attack helicopters and Coantche give the maneuver commarider more mobility,
sgtand lethality, while eablin hMm to project comba power &rthe (300 kin) and &ster.
They ane the only maneuver component of the deep battle w4and
ar m*o contrbutors. By
Increasiung the depth at which the MSP kilks the intensity and scope of the close battle are reduced
The MSF concept changed the bm
rc
twar of a standardmaneuver battalion
1am, 54 /58 (lnbaar, fighting vildaie / tanks) to 35 /35. The FnIT and FIFV ~rwe more
auivW"bl and Improved the commandoess ablty toftMh with redoce battalions. The total
inu~r ofkilsbydthe R Ts andFIVswwere apcdatly
n41
th -un the total mambrof
We~ by the MIA3s and MCAU TMw sp~icadat dilken was the number otMSF direc fire
M)15m lWt. There were 3.67 diamoes
MlA3s an dM2s W~e
to 01101 dhIrct fire *ysems
(La., tamks APVs, and attak hlicloptesm) tha thin wer FM3Ts and lEFVs los to thee
~~(b)

3M

8 Are mXuW r wgua
S.)L
-50d

cCn
I hm WVmO Ny to achle wh
qkcvwurm MwqUir~ to earner i/m MSF' am
sccw?
*
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(a) The RAS Force will need to become a three ground troop by three air troop
oraizto to achieve the effectiveness required to 'insure the MSFs success. This
or8aniational change provided the MSF commander the capability to move on three separite1
axes with an aviation R&S troop inthe lead. The additional Comanche air recon troops enabled
the MSF to provide security to attck aviation and to gain contact with and delay lead divisions.3
They also provided immediate security during the emplacement of the AAG.
(b) The AAG should be removed from the MSF ina SWA scenario. Other, more3
effectiv, forces could be less costly and more productive than the AAG (e.g., an additional attack
aviation regimient). The AAG's contribution in this scenario was limiited by the OPFOR's
capability for unrestricted ~iovement and the lack of dense terrain. The AAG lacked mobility
once on the ground, it had limited agilty and ability to react: to the OPPOR. it lacked
survivability, with towed howitzers without armor protection and no organic engineer assets. The
AAG required emplacement assistanace from outside assets including the corps lift battalion, attackI
aviation, and MIIR firing units. This deficiency was recognized by the MSF staff during mission
analysis as noted inAppendix L These requirements made the AAG a distraction to the primary
mnisuion, whether itwas the deep fight, close Wgz or support ofMSG movement.
(4)

ME~ 9:, How ?"iwulliansth& mawauwrfrce ovar t& &radon of11e omperton?

Each alternative, especially those involvin close battle, showed that the maneuver forceI
possesses very little resilience. It has limited depth and casualties typically result in loss of a
ailificant percentage of the force. This affords a commander no reserve. Piecemeal commitment
will not succeed, nor can the MSGs become decisively engaged without severely high casualties.I
MSGs inclose combat require further study to determine what technology or force structure
-nanceents
cani overcome thu,%shortfaill.3
(5) LEFU 10: OWa wan= of iro

npnwd* tin best potantloifor increoa.d

comat dffcllveiw? The FMBT, FVattack helicopter, Comanche, and 10 Jar air-to-air
missl all provide excellent potential for generating increased combat effectveness. Of thesen
systems, the two most important are the Comanche and the attack helicopter because they extend
the maneuver commiander's battlespace. Thir stealth, speed and lethality exemplify the "mobile

sutrie concept of the MSF.
(6)

ME~ H: Ame rgcorwwrsa

awaL Fdfficient bo enug, effectiwnes ofdwhforce?

To ewnsr efectiveness of the force the following reonisneassets muist be employed: theI
Comanche, UAVO, and 2nd Gen. FR. The primary reconnaissance asset was the UAV. The
ANP reie on UAVs for targetng and BDA. They were key flictors inthe $Al simuiltaneous
emp
omnt of all MSY assets UAVs were progrmmned to find force by type and location.I
Xliv UAVs (Ferre) were used to find cmay high payoff targets for ATACMS. These systems
would loit, detemine WA, and strilc asain as neceasasy. Another key technological
aisa ve:$icles was the 2nd Oat. FLUR Mounted onU
dev Iolopment used in masneuve r:ot
nealy aD fiture systems, its superior rang and claity surpasses threat capabilities am' provides
the maneuver commander with real time intelligence.3
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(7) EM 12: W7at is te impact of the maneuwvrforce on th MSF commader's
ability to dominate the battlespcew? Atuwk aviation, with its in-reased depth and agility, enabled
the maneuver commander to enter the deep attack and influerace the deep battle as never before.
The MSF was able to attrit, delay and defeat OPFOR divisions by concentrating squadrons of the
Attack Aviation Regiment against them. These squadrons, when synchronized with WAM
mineflelds, ATACMs and CAS, defeated OPFOR divisions. Attack aviation enabled the
maneuver commander to increase deep battle tempo with direct fire weapons.

(8) Subisau, 1: How ca4 the MSF improv the maneuver organizationalstructure to
bet
stli•efutui
e technologicalccpdIlities to accomplish its mLion? The MSFs
organizational structure can be improved by changing the R&S Force to a three by three
organization and by improving the survivability of the ground maneuver force. The MSF staff
agreed that the base case force structure provided insufficient air cavalry assets as noted in
Appendix I. The MSF organization was changed several times during the wargaming and several
variants were succesaful. Two air troops were added to the R&S force, which provided better
security for the MSF. In a separate alternative a maneuver company was added to each of the
mobile srim units. The results were incclusive, however, and warrant further study with a
higher resolution model.
(9) Subtuie 2: Milatfuture tech ologicalcapabilites best enable the maneuverforce
to accomplish its mision? The teclmologital capabilities which best enabled the MSF to
accomplish its missions included the Comanche, the FMBT, the FIFV, the •0 km air-to-air missile
and the TOW 2 or TACAWS / JAWS. Th Comanche's greater stealth provided a weapon
system with greater standoff and better seirity. The 10 kmn air-to-air missile destroyed OPFOR
heicpr before they could engage fiendy.v forces and increased the survivability of all systems
against amt
aviation. The ThIBT and the IFIV with 2nd G3en. FLM were able to engage
arlier, overcomirg the throes AT missile standoff advantage.
(10) Summary: The MSF was capable of wforming maneuver functions, moving over
300 kilometers, and defeating three divisions in deep battle. Improvements are possible in the
areas of organization and technology. The MSFs organizational structure can be improved by
changing the RAS Force to a three by three orgadzation and by improving the survivability of the
ground maneuver force. Technological improvenenti which best enabled the MSF to accomplish
"itsmission included the Comanche, the FMBT, the FL£V, the 10 km air-to-air missile and the
TOW 2 or TACAWS / JAWS. Attack aviation, with its increased depth and agility, enabled the
maneuvar commander to enter the deep attack and influence the deep battle as never before.
Comanche, UAV and 2nd Gen. FUR wer key rewcnnAssance assets in the fll, simultaneous
emplayment of the MSF. Finally, the MSG's maneuva battalions possess little resilience as they
conist of only sixty percent of the systems in a current mechanized or armor battalion.
14. Findlngs - This section presents findings bamed on the key observations captured during the
MSF 2010 Workshop, the CAMEX, and the questionnaire and groups them into three categories:
Fires, Maneuver, and Other. Based on the observatiomi, the CAMEX results, and the
uthe
U.S. Army of the 21st century should consider the followingas
recommndations to ensure a strong and effective forci.
*1
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L FbW&
(1). Ensare sufficient assets for targeting and BDA are provided to the force. Targeting
and BDA provide the commander with the critical ability to focus and assess the effectiveness of
fires. The UAV was the key system relied on to provide this capability.
(2) A rocket / cannon mix reinforcing the brigade fight, increases flexibility for the
extended and close fight brigade fight. ATACMS BIk 11 was critical for winning the deep battle.
(3) Ensure that the quantities of deep strike munitions needed for the combat success of
a we available.
atyp" force
b. Maw

.

(1) Provide an air maneuver capability similar to the RAH-66 Comanche. Its
capablities for extended ranse, overpru
on, and stealth were critical to the overall success
ofthe MSF.
(2) Increase the range for the air-to-air missile to 10 kilometers. The increased
survivability of the blue heliccpters demonstrated requirement for a 10 kilometer range for an
air-to-air missile to overcome the OPFOR air-to-air capability.
(3) The MSF requires Reconnaissance and Surveillance Force consisting of 3 air troops
and 3 ground troops. This provides the MSF with security forces for all three maneuver elements
and enables them to conduct independent movement on a fluid battlefield.
a. Other.
(1) The MSF needs a A2C2 cell to synchronize the deep fires within a crowded airspace
which includes UAV, AFAS, ATACMS Block H, WAM attack and scout helicopters, and
TACAJL. The deep attacks which took place in this operation probably could not have been

yna

.izedby a heavy division's staff which is larer than the MSF staff.

(2) The MSF was hit by chemical munitions in this scenario, and, en given a DECON
capi•t, a three hour delay was incurred after each chemical strike. The MSF needs to be able
to DECON on the move. DECON units must develop a dry capability or be able to haul their
own wae especially in a SWA scenario. Add a DECON company to the MSF and develop a
cto
DECON on the move.
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Appendix B
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:5 AAG
.3.APV
3AWACS
*

Air Assaut Group

APAS
AFATDS

Advanced Field Artillery System
Advanced Field Artillery Tactical Systen%

AOE
ATAM

Army of Excellence
Air To Air Mfissie

* AWD
AWE
BCBL
BCE

3D
3CAC.CD
ICAS
BUMT

CAMEX
CAP
CBS
CD
CGSC
COA

UDDD
IDS

DOCC

Axrmored Fighting Vehicle

Airborne Warning and Control System
Advanced Warfght"g Demonstration
Advanced Warfighting Experienwt
Battle Command Battle lab
Battle CMOMMan Elctve

atl Dama$* Assessment

Battle Lab Integration and Technology Directorate

Combined Arms Command Combat Development
Cc aputer Assisted Map Exercise
Combat Air Patrol

Close Air Support

corps Battle Simulation
Combat Developments
Command and General Staff College
Courses ofAciorn

Dafta Development Directorate, TRAC-OAC
Deep Operations Coordination Center

Direct Support

BEA

Essential Enenwuts of Analydss

EPW
PASCAM

Enemy Prisoners of War
Family of Scatterable Mines

FDD

Force Design Diretorate, Combined Arms Command Combat Developmient
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LK.

PER
1GVC
PLOT
FUBT
SV

Fractional Exchang~e Ratio
Furs Governor's Vanguard, Corps
Forward Line of Troops
Future Main Battle Tank
tiure Scut Vehicle

Os

Geneal Support

HEMETS
HNMMWV
HPT/V

Heavy Enhanced Mobiity Multipurpose Truck
High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle
HEGh PayoffVakze Target

TRM

Independen Tank Regiment

JAWS
ISTARS
JTMChC

Joint Advanced Weapons System
Joint Surveillnc Target Attack Radar Systems
Joint Task Force/Commnander~ln-Cbie(

LAM
LAM;,BOD
LEft

Laodum~aneuer'
LAM Board Of Diractors
Loss Exchane Ratio

MAG
MiRS
MOE
MOP
MOFF
MSP
MSG

MTMC

Mobile Artillery Group
Multiple Launch Rocket System
Measures OfEfetees
Measures of Perfixmance
Mission Oriented Protective Posture
Mobile Strike Force
Mobile Strike Grouip
Military Traffic Management Command

037
OPPOR
OPORD

Objective
Opposiio Forces
Operations Order

PAD
PW
RAS Force

Production Analyss Directorate , TRAC-OAC
Prairie Warrior
Rem.n and Security Force

SAMS
School Arw Advaned Miltary Studies, CGSC.
SEAD
Sprsinof Enuuy Air Deftise
SIR
System Exchang Ratio
SUESubject MatterExperts
Southwvest Asia
SWA
B-4

• ......

TACAWS
TOW

The Arny's Combined Arms Weapon Systmn
Tracked Optically by Wire

TRAC

TRADOC Analysis Center

TRAC-OAC TRAC Opetons Analysis Center
TRAC^SWIC TRAC Scenario and Wargmin Center

TRAC-WSMR TRA~C White Sands Missile Range

i!TRA1X)C

I
I

I

Tfraining and Doctrine Command

UAV

Unmamed Aerial Vehicle

VIC

Vector-in-Conmander

WAM

Wide Area Munitions
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Mobile Strike Force 2010
System Descriptions.
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MSF 2010 SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS
A. MANEUVER SYSTEMS.
1. MIA3/MZA3/M3A3. Armored forces use mobility, firepower and shock effect to intimidate
and destroy the enemy. The main battle tank i3 the centerpiece in gauging lethality and

survivabift of forces on the integrated battlefield. The addition of the Inter-Vehicle Information
System (IVIS), second generation Thermal Imnging Sight and Battlefield Combat Identification
(BCIS) capability to key maneuve elements will inrease the engagement range and
lethality of the ground maneuver force. Friendly and enemy location and situation awareness
information can be rapidly passed within the combined arms team to aid in increased target attack
rates and improved distribution of targets. BCIS and automated situation awareness will
minimize ftatricide and improve system and unit survivability. With known enemy locations
displayed on each vehicle commandoes screen, each shooter can quickly engage a specific target
with minimum chance of redundant engagements of the same target. The second generation
thermal sight will provide substantial standoftengagement advantage over enemy systems with
older generation or no thermal vision capability, helping retain Miendly domination of the night
battlefield. Th
capabilities provide significant combat multipliers for the MSF, especially at
night or in adverse weather or obscured conditions. Incorporation of an active protection system
for missile -ountermeasur will provide significant. impovement in force protection and
survivability. The incorpoation of the Improved Target Acquisition System (ITAS) will also

SSystem

.1

provide the M2/M3 with growth capability and extended rnge engagament capability.

3

2. Future Main B'#4e Tank (FMBT). The FMBT is a conceptual replacement for the M1

I
I

Abrams MBT. Missions will nlude support of intligence collection, close combat operations
and destruction and attrition of enemy systems. In the offenus, FMBT will be capable of
s rding the attack taking and holding key terrain, eploiting the enemys weakness and
pusigretreating force. In the deflense, the FMBT provides direct close-in and long-range
kinetic energy firepower, the abilty to reposition to threatened areas and to counterattack. In
~both oftbnse and defnze, FMBT supports security-and reconnaissance operations. The FMBT
capabilities include advanced modular armor, improved main gun (potentially an electromagnetic
cannon), autoloader, reduced volume powerpack (reduced weight and fuel usage of at leut 30%),
electric drive, electronic countemeasures and active proteion system, advanced, long-ringe fire
control and target engagement capability and reduced vehicle signatures. The development goal

I

is to provide increased capability at a significantly re-Juced weight (50.60 tons) and crew sie.
3.
Future Infantry Fighting Vehkle (FIFV). The FIFV is a conceptual follow-on to the
G2/MW Bradley. t will have a capability to transport at least 12 soldiers (including a crew of two

to three persons). It will be able to engage a wide variety oftargets Pad possess mobility and
protei levels sufficent for it to operate in conjunction with the FMBT. Firepower will include
a lnran-mge minkge (TOW follow-oWJAWS) and a medium caliber cannon or directed energy
systmO to provide close-in protection, overwatch and suppression capability in support of
dismounted troops. Target acquiaitioki sensors and fire control systems provide wide
fied-of-view for aengagment Modular ceramic armor and advanced electronic counvermeasures
and active protection systems will maximize survivability while reducing weight.

I

I
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4. Future Scout Vehicle (FSV). The FSV will provide the ground maneuver commander with
an improved time-space ratio that allows him to organize, tailor and rapidly maneuver his forces
to focus combat power. FSV will have sustained crosscountry and mobility differeW over both
enemy and fliendly main body forces. This will include the capability to swim (without
preparation) be employed using low velocity air drop (LVAD) or be transpoted by the CH-47D
helicopter (internal and external tramport desired). It will rely primarily on signature control or
suppression and cover and concealment for survivability, but will accept modular armor packages
and electronic •ounmeasures for specifi configurations. Weapon options are also modular and
am be talored to nit unit mission. Options range from directed energy to medium caliber cannon
and may include hunmr-killer capabilities incorpor
dedicated indirect fire systems within the
supported force. FSV is expected to weigh around eiSht tons..
5. Comainche. Designed to replace the Armys scout and reconnaissance helicopters, the
Comanche (RAH-66) features increased speed, lethality and improved mission equipment. Its
design supports force agility (through a reduction in ie and logistics requirements) and
sgicny increases Army aviation capabilities and survivability &orday or night tactical
operations in adverse weather, all types ofterrain, and battlefield environments. Mission

equipmt includes night vision *sem, helmet-mounite displ,

electo-optical target acquisition

and designation system, aided target recognition, integrated displays and Longbow capability.
6. Longbow. The Longbow system is a millimeter wave radar air/ground targeting systmn
designed to increase the survivabllity, lethality and versatility of the combined arms team. Combat
aviation assets will folly integrate into the maneuver battle by providing the ground commander a
versatil rapidly employable, long-range aerial weapon system capable of massed, rapid,
fire-and-forget Hellfire engagements against a wide range of fixed wid moving targets. Its
digitized target acquisition system provides automated detection, lociton, claication

proiitizadtio•n,

dutarthandover. The Longbow system incorporates millimeter wave,

countermeasures surivability, adverse weather capability (effective in rain, snow, fo, smoke, and
battlefield obscurants), and an advanced technology warhead systok capable of defeating dual
reactive armor configurations.
7. Ferret. Ferret is an etended engagement range, premsion strike missile compatible with
launch from attack or armed reonnissance helcopters and ground platforms. Fenet is an
autonomous weapon with man-in-the-kIop (MITL) uidance option. It is expected to weigh 145

pounds and have an engaement range from five to 280 kilometers. It will have lethality
capability against many types of ttaets including air defense units, suiface-to-surtce missile
Iuncherso rotauy-wing AirMra, and communications and command posts. Ferret will normally be

employed in a lock-on-after-aunch (LOAL) mode.
8. Joint Advanced Weapom System (JAWS). JAWS is an advanced version of the TOW
Mlow-on missile with capabiles for both air and ground roles. It 6 envisioned to itrve a
maim an gem
of at least sven kilometers for armor threats and seven to ten kilomeiers for
helicopter threats. It will be compatible with any platform that Ames either the TOW or Hellfire
missi. It will be capable of either lock-on-before-launch (LOBL) or LOAL fire-and-forget,
engumnes and include software selectable flight trajectory options depending on the target
type, engegement geometry and operational conditions.
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9. Enhanced Fiber Optic Guided Missile (EFOG-M). EFOG-M will provide ground
mannmve brigade commanders with an ability to engage high payoff targets with surgical
precision out to a range of 15 kilometers. EFOG-M is a highly versatile, multipurpose,
mUld-miluion enSgaememt capability. It will expand the commander's freedom of action, ability to
focus combW power and disrupt, attrit and decisively defeat main battle tanks, armor vehicles and
rotary-wing aircraft before they are able to engage friendly forces. EFOG-M will have six or
more ready to fire missiles and can have up to two missiles launched in less than 30 seconds. This
non-line-of-sight engagement capability MITL option provides precision, high confidence kills

across the tactical area of operation. It also provides real-time intelligence and battle damage
assessmeat information back to the launch platform as it flies to %hetarget arme Target
acquisition and identification infonration is provided to the EFOG-M command and control (C2)
dement through the Fire Support Element (FSE) located at the brigade TOC. The EFOG-M
battery interfices with digital C2 subsystem. The decision to utilize EFOG-M fires for tny target,
regardless of the source of the targeting information, will normally be made by the FSO.
10. Javelin. Javelin is a man-portable, anti-tank weapon that replaces the Dragon in the inantry

and combat engineer battalions and scout platoons and troops. It includes an integrated day/night
opthmul .sightproviding target engagement capability i uavr weather and
countmasues environments and a fire-and-forget, top-attack missile with a range of two
kilometers. Javelin also provides increased range, lethality against conventional and reactive
armor, and surVivability of dismounted forces.
I . Improved Javeil.

Improved Javelin will include a more lethal warhead, a'higher resolution

focal plane my seeker and missile weight reduction to allow a modest increase inengagement
range. A lethality improvemnt will also be achieved with improved aimpoint control by the
era guidance processor.
12. TOW Folow-on (Advanced Missile System-HeavyXAMS-H). A TOW Follow-on missile
is planed to be compatible with the approved AMS-H requirement for a fire-and-forget TOW
replacemnet with greater range than TOW and with increased lethality and survivability. This
missile will be compatible with all platforms that now fire the TOW missile. As a passive,
fire-nd-forget missile, increased engagement rates will be possible along with reduced
crw/platorm exposure times. Growth options allow technology insertion into the missile to
meet additional mission requirements including long-rang, L-lti-helicopter and self-4fese

capability against "attacking" fixed wing threats. Will become the JAWS.

13. Enbanced Land Warrior Ensemble. Enhanced Land Warior is a highly integrated,
modu-ar fighting ensemble for the dismounted soldier with payoffs in lethality, survivability, C2,

mobility nd siustalnability. The system provides the individual soldier enhanced capability to
detect nd idOtW targete, rapidly engage threats with an aided, point and shoot fire control, an

advanced C2 capability inluin voice digital and graphi com-unications. Survivability is
enhaned by improved ballistic, NBC, DEW, flame and incendiaiy protection.
B. FIRE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
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1. Advanced Field Artillery System (AFAS). Concentrated, coordinated field artillery strikes
Are key to Supporting the force u it attempts to dominate the maneuver battle. APAS and its
companion Future Armored Resupply Vehicle (FARV), currently in the concept development
stage, will incorporate advanced technologies such as liquid propellant and a multi-option fuse to
increase accuracy, rate of fire, survivability, mobility and anunmition handling speed as well as to
decrers crew size. This next generation indirect fire cannon will take the place of the M109A6
Paladin self-propelled howitzer in Force Package I units.
2. Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS) Block L ATACMS Block I is a conventional,
long-ran surface-to-srwhce, inertially suided, semi-ballistic missile with an antipersonnel,
ani-mateiel (APAM) warhead. It can engage high-priorty targets at ranges beyond the
capability of cannons and rockets. ATACMS missiles will be deployed within the ammunition
loads of corps Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS) battalions, and fired from MLRS M270
launchers modified to fire both missiles and rockets. The single stage, solid propellant ATACMS
missile is a pod or container compatible with the MLRS. It is 23 inches in diameter, 156.6 inches
long and delivers 950 APAM grenades to ranges in excess of 150 kilometm.
3. ATACMS I31/APAM (Improved ATACMS). The improved ATACMS missile is a
modification to the current Block I missile that provides the capability to attack targets at ranges
exceeding 300 kilometem The payload will be reduced to 275 APAM bomblets which more than
doubles the current range using the eodsting motor. Current missile guidance is inertial utilizing a
ring lawer syro and is totally autonomous after launch. The improved missile will incorporate a
global positioning system (GPS) receiv as, wtl to update missile position in flight and increase
acuracy at mater ranges.
4. ATACMS Block l/Brlliant Ants-Armor Submunition (BAT). ATACMS Block I is the
integration effort between the Block I missile mad Jise BAT. The propulsion, guidwan and
cantrol section for the Block II missile will remain the sne as the Block I ATACMS. Guidance
algafithmik however, will be altered to support the BAT submunitions. The ATACMS warhead
will be modified to carry and dispense 13 BAT submunitions at ranges greater than 150
kilometers. BAT is an unpowered, gliding, terminally guided, antarmor submunition designed to
autonomously locate, attack and kill moving armored combat vehicles including tanks and fighting
vehicls It utilizes dual seekers (acoustic and infrared) and a tandem shaped warhead. The BAT

sidanymition is 36 inches Iong. 5.5 knches in diameter ad weighs appoximaty 44 pound.
5. Improved Bat (IDAT) (formerly BAT P31). Seeker and warhead
m e will
provide bmved paeft ance in reduce Aviity, the Wat to attack saonay (cold) tres

a effntve as moving (hot) targets and ehanced capability afpnst surface-to-surfic missile
launchers for attack operations. Six MAT sub-I--itions will initially be integrat into the
ATACKS P3I missile providing the capability to atack high vau• short dwell time targets at
r ainexceeding 300 klmeter Once demeloped, MAT may also be phased into ATACMS
Block II production replacing the baa•v BAT submunitlon, allowing more subnaiions per

missle but with reduced rai of egagement.
6. Multipk, Launch Rocket System (MLRS). WLS is an indirect fire, fiee-flight rocket
system designed to deliver large volumes of fire in a siort time against critical, time sensitive

trges It provides an all-weathr capability to attack threat indirect fi systems, air defense

--

,

mI

I,

I
systems, and light materiel/personnel targets out to a range of 32 kilometers. The system features

3
I
I

disposable rocket launch pod/containers (two per launcher load) which are factory loaded with six
rockets each and serve as shipping and storage containers as well as launching tubes. All
empixeent, firing and displacement tasks at the launcher are performed from within the
laumeher cab by the three-man crew. The free-flight, single stage, solid propellant rocket is nine
inches in diameter, 155 inches long, and contains 644 Dual Purpose Improved Conventional
Munitions (DPICM) submunitions.
7. Extended Rane (ER)-MLRS ER-MLRS is a free-flight, single stage, solid propellant
rocket capable of delivering a variety of conventional munitions to significantly greater ranges
than the carrent M77 DPICM rocket. The baseline ER-MLRS warhead will contain DPICM
submunition. Range of the rocket will be increased 50 percent over the current M77 rocket to
appoximately 45 kilometers. The additional range is accomplished by decreasing the number of
Smibmunitions
(511 versus 644) and increasing the length of the rocket motor (about 10 inches).
Integration of ER-MLAS will incorporate accuracy and submunition reliability enhancements as
well.

Senagemets

S. Loaglog. Longfog will expand the application of fiber optic guidance capability to
up to 100 kilometers. It will allow long-range precson kill capability with MrfL
guidance option. It can provide real-time intelligence back to the platform during fly-out. It is

expected to be'lethal against an array of target types including heavy armor, helicopters, fixed C2
vans or support fimdlities.
9. Wide Area Munltoms (WAM). WAM consists of three variants: a basic hand emplaced
(HE WAM), Volcano (V WAM) helicopter delivered, and a deep attack (DA WAM) version.
The WAM has a standoff detection and engagement capability common to all variants. It attacks

targets from the top at a distance of up to 100 meters and will provide a mobility kill (Mh&) to a

predeuigated target array. Deep attack WAM is a capability to deliver or employ a WAM
mineeld by the MLRS or ATACMS at extended ranges. Pre-plamed product improvements will

allow the mine to communicate with its employing unit for remote on/of recyclable self-destruct

a intelligence gathering.
C. AIR DEFENSE SYSTEMS
1. Avenger. Avenger is a lightweight, highly mobile and transportable surftce-to-air missile
system mounted on a High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV). It is operated
by two crew members and provides air defense capability against fixed wing aircraft and
helicopten operating at low altitude. Avenger has eiSht ready to fire Stines and has a shoot on
the move apability. Its Forward Looking Infiared (FLR) msnor provides target detection,
tracking and egagement in day or night conditions. Conversion to MANPADS capability is

quic anday.

2. Advanced Stinge (Block i). Aidvancod Stinger (Block U) provides an upgraded focal
plau arra seeker with imaging capability to lock on to 1R suppressed targets operating in train

clutter. Engagement capability against helicopters at night or in heavy teain clutter backgrounds
will be substantially improved. A tailored missle trajectory will also be utilized to increase
C-9
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lethality and probability of maintaining seeker track to inurcept. Modest capability against UAVs
mn cruise missiles is anticipated.
3. Bradley Stinger Fighting Vehide (BSFVM The BSFV will provide air defense coverage
against fixed-wing war
helicopters, UAVs, and tactical cruise missiles. Each BSFV will have
rado for sa Stingerm and three TOW/JAWS missiles. Two additional TOWs can be loaded in the
TOW linchev and two of the Stingers can be mounted in a ready to fire configuration with grip
stocks attached. BESV will be provided targeting information from ground and airborne sensors
through the FAADS C21 net.
4. ZFC0G-M (AD). EFOG-M (AD) provides air defense units the capability to engage
helicopters at extended ranges even when they are operatinig in terrain clutter. This
non-line-of-sight engagement option provides standoff kill capability to protect the maneuver
force out to ranges approaching 15 kilometers. EFOG-M in the air defense role will be linked
into the FAAD-C2I for targeting alert and fire distnibution data.
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Mobile Strike Force 2010
Key Fires Observations

D-1. The following observations resulted from after action reviews conducted at the completion
of each pme turn. They desribe key observations which the players extracted from planning,

1

game turn results, and general discussion. The essential dlements of analysis for the study were
used as discussion drivers for these after action reviews; however the topics were not limited to
them. The key inputs asessed under fires were mobility, target acquisition, lethality, depth,

survivabift and tempo. Also considered were the effects of ground maneuver, aviation and
intelligence support in defeating the OPFOR and sustaining the force. These observations, while
only preliminary, will offer direction in assessing which technologies and force organizations the

Army should investigate in flrther analyses.
D-2. Base Case.

a. US force is still limited in the ability to slow the enemy at depth. Deep fires for attrition

are not as much a concern as slowing and canalizing at depth, based on the inability to lay down
suffiient mines and other fires to produce the desired effets.
b. UAV was used to reconnoiter locations for helicopter holding areas to monitor likely

I
Son

routes of advance of enemy force, to provide BDA, and to monitor bridges to key ATACMS
~fires. Long endurance UAV can be used for confirmation oftnart and then for EDA on same.

targe .With such a wide array of missions, the UAV operator, in a sense, can be seoe to be
fighting the battle. What happens when UAV goes down? JSTARS and Comanche can be used,
but this will impact mission that they already cover.
c. What role does corps play in supporting the MSF? What corps resources would be placed
MSF tage areas of interest (for ewample, JSTARS)? Corps is relied upon to supply assets to
assist in the MSF plan. The MSF is not fighting the corps battle, primarily because the MSF is the

corps!main fbfrt; hence, corps asseu will be available when needed. The MSF really belongs to
the JTF conmander. In this ersei, MSF assets may be committed too early. In reality, the
MSP commander might wait until the corps deads with some of the OPFOR. CSS uses corps
masw whenever possible to save supplies that ar organic to the MSF. The MSG commander has

his own deep fight and sould be asking for MSF support if needed. The MSF fight must be tied
into the corps ble espa•y for the deop fires. This is particularly tm for ftixed wing support.
In the

ecise, the MSF coordimnted CAS and Al for the MSGs.

d. Intelligence must support tareting. Planning is essential. "DiSgtal Euphori" must be
avoided; there will still be considerations outside the digital realm such as civilian refugees,
EPWs, non-targetable sites such as schools and hospitals. US commanders cannot assume 100%
D-3

knowledge; there will still be complications with dissemination, analysis of the mass of
information available. The MSF commander assumed an 80% solution. Even so, the group felt
that intellince needs to be analyzed and dissenmituted to all on the move. Communications
needs to be there for that to happen. The MSF 2010 needs target acquisition on the move to go
along with shoot on the move. Ground based sensing assets are not quick enough to keep up
with fist moving force.
e. Decontamination. Given the expeuience of OPFOR chemical strikes in the MSF 2010
gaming, how long would it take for corps to support MSF decontamination operations? There is
no organc decontamination company in the MSF but maybe there should be, given the number of
chemical strikes expeienced in the game scenario.
£ The MSF 2010 plan is event, not time, driven. The MSF is force oriented. The MSF
fights battles 24-48 hours out with much greater range than current year divisions. Battle Space
is 300-500 km in three dimensions and defined as the area to be touched and effected, not merely
obsetved. Tempo of the battle is based on the attempt of the force to proceed to objectives
unopposed. Movement speed should be 30 an day or night as terain permits. Assume improv!d
snor to shootr linkage to achieve precin targeting Thus, target specific units, not necessarily

areas such as EA Red.
g. Airspace has not expanded here, but may in the theater perspective. Airspace
mangeent is still an issue for which doctrine needs developmnt. Airspace management may be
the long pole in the tent. Coordination for this may take up to 40 minutes when the sensor to
shooter lnk takes seconds.
h. How to do BDA? National assts may not be responinve enough. The MSF may not need
to look at target but Set information from hi subsequent actions. In any case, must dramatically
increase capability to conduct BDA. The assessment function must be done better using new
technology for information gathering and dissmnination. Also should think about how to do this
for mur own asts, possibly with mobile maintenance teamm.
L The group dismcssed the ftu

of the fire support coordination line (FSCL). With better
identification-fiend.or-foe (U
the MSF can put the FSCL close to the force along terrain
featurms. Ths need for a FSCL may go away, but coordination will sill take place digitally
without difficult to modid control measures. For SEAD, the Army repon
sbiliy goes out to the
range of IDF. If Army does not have the assets, it must request missions from USAF to do it.

Them is no p•yial space divider determning whether an AF mion IsCAS or AL Thes
mission can be dons anywhere needed regardless of whatev coordination measures am
impoed. The bottomt line - sy be that the ability to coll is much more advanced than ability to
press and disseminsa The MSF in 2010 still cannot assume complete situational awareness

eqscially in combined and even joint opeations. Within the Army there will be differences in
capabiity between units so the procedural controls such as the FSCL still will have a place.
D-4

j. As the exercis* played out in the base case, there was a problem with air defense
coverage, particularly for protection of friendly helicopters. Avengers need to be task organized
to best protect the MSF. Should not fall into complacency about "perfect" intelligence for air or
ground assats. The MSF commander would probably place MLRS forward of division only if
they took divisional ADA assets. The group felt that planners need to think more about ADA
assets manage them.
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k. Can the MSG defeat a division? What can it use? The group felt that the MSF probably
cannot take on more than one OPFOR division at a time. The MSF needs to hit high payoff
targets such as theater bastic missiles. The MSF should also be attacking enemy C2 assets and
the benefit of targeting OPFOR information systems. This would probably require a theater
effort to locate and engage them. High payoff priority targets for the MSF are: C2, maneuver,
fires, Use artilery on laftte two; UAV with EW/jammner payload to disrupt C2 nodes. The
targeting process was not properly represented in the exercise. In reality there would be a
-PT•/V- list that would determine targeting priorities.

Sshow
I

D.3. Alternative 1. Artillery syatems.
a. The exercise participants felt much more succesful with artillery in this alternative than in
the base case. More missiles were expended since the launchers could support it. They were able
able to mass artillery fires, use more ATACMS and change priority of targeting to hit those assets
and units that were effective threats to the friendly force. The MSF brought MSG MLRS
launherm up to participate in the deep battle. If there were more MfLRS, the players felt they
with
the afention
OPFOR 12th
and 14th
divisions attothe
me time,
rather
than
Slsequestally. could have delt
Also,
more
was paid
to intellience
be more
specific
about
targeting,

II

~

~

noimply firing ina goose q&•

b. The MSF delayed OPFOR 9 hours. Bridges were targeted
as in the base case and
also the west to couter OPFOR. 14th division. Air Assault Groupagain
was
committed
this
alternative. There remained concern about fire support for the AAG and linkup (R&S
DIV CAV
pquadron) within two hours of the air assault being on the ground.
D.4. Altermative 2. Future systems.

I
I

a.Sensors gv bigger envelope of awarenes but with improvements in range for future
maneuver system eyes on target allow better fires, both direct and indirect.
b. In this alternative the deep battle was the cus; not much close range munitions being

used. In slch a suation, my need to review the basi load mix of long and Wos munitions to

support imnr

indeep fire.

c. Is the AAG needed for the MSF in SWA? Their role in the MSF remained unclear.
D.5
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D.& Alternative 3. Additional company to each battalion increased resiliency. In this
dltmawiat
the group could not draw any conclusions from the dose battle.
D-.
Alternative 4. Comanches replace Apaches. Comanc-tes seen as more survivable and
stealthy. Kills of OPFOR Hokum helicopters increased with improvements in the bendly
aw-to-air capability, with a resulting loss of effectiveness against the blue force. Tempo of the
battle increased as Comanche able to remain on station longer.
D-7. Alternative & More artillery munitions plus Ferret.
L In this alternative, the MSF extended EA Green to the north since more long range

zuinons were available. Timing of the artillery fires changed and were more effective in the
disruption of the OPFOR force.

b. Ferret targets are C2, Hokums and Scuds, Use of abort crteria for helicopters (disengage
after attrition to 70%) increased their survivability.
c. Air intdction (Al) is used to dely, disrupt and divert the forward movement of the
OPPOR forc. In this alternative, fixed wing lethality down; targets were stolen by artille.ysmart
munitions. The group felt that there needs to be a review of targeting for fixed wing sorties to
utilize them to maximum advantge for the MSF.
d. Deep fight has slowed the tempo of the OPFOR. Tempo set by the flendly force;
disrupted OPFOR timelines. The group discussed the idea of the MSFs ability to destroy

manm r systems deep, not only the traditional IT of 2, ADA, artillery, CSS. When the
efPetiveness of artillety fires is hires

by not having to caefuily choose when and where to

mass Ar AND not conserving ammunition so able to engage two divisions in succession THE
the deep battle drives the outcome and the dose battle may never happen.
e. Cannon and rocket mix depends on mission. The MSF needs a bala=ced force, maybe a

four battalion MAO with two MRS and two AFAS battalions. Experience has shown that
composite artillery battalions don't work very well due to logistics resupply and ammo problem.

£ To achieve effectivenus vith deep fires, ned to be precise intargeting and target
acquisition. This is particularly true since units were on the move. ruim nm is key. WSTARS
would be needed for ATACMS an fixed wing and UAV cross ouing at deep ranges in this fight.

Filters between sensor and shooter should be minimied to speWd formation usfe.
D,4

Alternative 6. Tailored MSF fo

based on previous altnaives.

a. The alterative 6 scmmio took 7 I4 hours to meae.

The players believed tht it would

lMkly take longer to fire all the fire missions executed inthis scenario, even with pwr
D-6

A2C2.

b. Attack on the move by artillery slowed the rate of fire but increased tempo. However,
tempo of the fight does not consider human factors and follow on missions. Firing laterally as
well as straight on in depth a capability of long range fires.
c. In this alternative, the MSF focus was on OPFOR forces south of the river. Corps was
relied upon to deal with forces north of the river. Splitting the batle space with corps allowed
focus of effort. In this wdy, the MSF is choosing where it can best engage the OPFOR.
d. MSF success was due in part to the OPFOR force's deficiency in target acquisition assets.
No friendly UAV have been lost, but were felt to be critical to deep targeting accuracy. LRSU

(non-organic, HUMENT, needs no fire zone around them), Guardrail (non-organic asset, enemy
mast be emittisg could be backups to UAV.
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Mobile Strike Force 2010
Key Maneuver Observations

Numerous observations were derived from after action reviews conducted at the completion of
each Same turn. The players extracted these descuibe key observations which the players
extracted firom planning, game turn results, and general discussion. The key inputs assessed under
maneuver included force sizes, number of companies in a battalion, and degree of modernization
of fiture combat systems. Also considered were the effects of artillery, aviation, intelligence and
fixed wing support in defeating the OPFOR and sustaining the force. These observations, while
only preliminary, will offer direction in assessing which technologies and force organizations the
Army should invest in for the future, use in firther experiments, or discard.

E-1. Aviation is a lethal combat maneuver system, which add3 depth to the MSF fight (300
kilometers).
a. Attack Aviation is a lethal asset in the MSF deep and close battles. It destroyed more
targets than any other maneuver system. This was due in part, to the system's greater mobility,
and also relates to its effective range and air-to-ground standoff capability.
b. In the deep attack, MSF attack helicopter battalons were vulnerable to OPFOR attack
helicopters due to standoff advantage. OPFOR attack helicopters were destroyed by aviation

recon troops performing security to identi, enga and protect attack assets.
c. The Comanches is an excellent multi-mission platform.
(1)

S(2)

It performs well in recon and surveillance, security and air defense missions.
Its low burn rate, coupled with additional fuel taks, provides five hours of

sustained flight time per aircraft.
(3) It encounters little to no degradation when struck with chemical agents, attributable
to the overpressurization system.

S.E-2.

MSF ground maneuver battalions require increased survivability.
a. The MSF ground forces were r-,j: hilly assessed and require further experimentation.
(1) In instances when close battle occurred, MSF ground maneuver forces demonstrated
the capability to defeat an enemy regiment, but with extremely high casualty rates.

3

E-3

(Z) Two MSGs succeeded in defeating two regiments with exceedingly high casualties
(30-40% fiendly losses). This occurred after a division and brigade level deep fight which
succeeded in attiting the OPFOR regiments below sixty percent strength. The M.90 lacks

requiste lethality and suvivability to attack and defeat an enemy regiment (with regimental
artillery group) without sustaining significant losses in combat power.
(3) Increases in MSG maieuver systems' technological capabilities served to place them
only on par with opposition forces; when outnumbered they suffered rapid attrition.
b. If the deep battle is extremely sucxessfW and the battlefield is shaped properly, then MSF
should be able to defeat three divisicsi at extended range with limited close combat. Although
the emphasis early in the operation is on the deep battle, the MSF must continue to focus on and
plan for the close battle as well.
c. AD MSF assets were used to defeat the enemy. The MSF ground maneuver force was
used for more than the close battle. (In fact, in some situations there were no close battles.) In
operational terms, maneuver forces add value three ways:
(1) Maneuver forces can perform security missions to get the MSF deep assets into a
position from which they can defeat the enemy.
(2) Mobile Strike Groups were effectively employed fighting retnanu
conducting
hasty breaches and in close battle with enemy regiments whose comblt strengths were below
60%.

(3) The MSF was successfld in affecting the enemy's tempo by forcing the enemy to
consider the presence of MSF ground forces at his flank and rear. This had a disruptive effect on
the enemy's battle plannig and execution.
d. The improved range of FMBT and FIFV offset the OPFOR AFV standoff and resulted in

a significant inmprovement in survivability.
e. Technology cannot f"lly offset the human factors aspect of a three to four day continuous

operation.
£ Based on this exercise, any findings on MSF "seize and hold" and "close and destroy"
capabilities are inconclusive. Need a higher resolution model to capture additional MSG ground

mnavuver insights.
S. Unable to capture the organizational degradation suffered by OPFOR units when they
were reduced by 40-50%. Command and control would have to suffir along with morale,

coheivesa synchronization, etc.
h. The MSF staff began to focus on destruction of maneuver elements in the deep fight as
opposed to the high payoff deep targets (C2, ADA, radar), because effects from target
E.4
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destruction were not measurable. One significant exception was the use of the Ferret which was
particularly effective in destruction of Scuds, targeting OPFOR attack helicopter forward
operating bases, and destroying command and control centers. Whenever intelligence could find
an appropriate target, Ferret could destroy it. The Ferret was effective because it could be
programmed for a particular target within a particular zone. It was prioritized, so that if its first
target was unavailable it could destroy another. It was also quite effective as an automated
forward observer which relayed targets (like Scuds) to the artillery in a timely manner.
Additionally the Ferret had a limited ability to hover above the target area which may enable the
firer to provide initial BDA of other firing systems.
&E3.Recon and security operations require extensive assets in the MSF mission.

3

a. Changing the MSF CAV organization to a three ground troop and three air troop
organization provided a significant improvement. The MSF no longer had to use attack
battalions for security missions.

(1) Provided secuity to attack battalions increasing survivability and effectiveness.
(2) Enabled the MSF to attack: on three axes simultaneously.
b. All three'air recon troops were fUlly employed throughout the operation.
c. The RAS troop at MSG level requires a beefed up capability to perform security
missions.

3

dag

& S air troop can provide a strong guard force for the MSGs

a division sized

force.
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e. The UAV is an inexpensive asset which ran perform recon.
E-4. The Air Assault Group provides limited offensive capability to the MSF in a SWA scenario.
La The AAG is a great asset. but difficult to use in this scenario. When placed on the ground
it tucks the mobility snd agility to react to a mounted force. Its weapon systems are unable to

impact the OPFOR at exended distances. Its artillery lacks the range and survivability necessary
for macces against a modem OPFOR. It requires:
(1) A weapons company equipped with TACAWS/JAWS or the improved TOW to

offet the threat's extended rangs advantap
. (2) An engineer company to provide the AAG some defense against a mounted force,
srvivability
uwith
positions, crets, obstacle belts etc.
E-5

b. The AAG servos as a distracter to the MSF in terms of placemnent, logistics, fires, air and
aviation assets. Its possible missions require a focus which is not compatible with the offensive
mission of the MSF. The AAG did not actively contribute to the MSF's principle mission, defeat
of the three divisions. The AAG is not capable of reacting quickly to changes in enemy
situation. The OPFOR, when they did come south of the river, bypassed the AAG, and in that
sense the AAG was able to shape the battle. The AAG was not able to pursue the OPFOR
division and was unable to delay or block it in any way.

(1) The AAO will probably be more effective inOOTW or scenarios like NEA, where
restrictive teamin limits the effectivenes mobility, and range of mounted systems.
(2) The MSF as a modular organization may benefit from removing the AAG and
including a second Attack Aviation Regiment in a SWA scenario. Support requirements and
costs may be offlet when you remove the AAG's air lift requirements and Aviation Unit

Maintenance section.
B-5. Capability ofMSF for mobility and countermobility operations is critical to the success of
the force.
a. AAG cannot survive on desert floor without survivability positions, particularly when
fighting a heavy division.
b. FASCAM mine fields were emplaced by the OPFOR to delay and attrit the MSF. They

were successful inimpeding the combat support elements, who have no organic breaching
capability. The MSGs because of the great distances required for movement, and the additional
need for flank security could not leave thie elements back. The MSF was delayed several times

for periods up to three hours.
(1) Combat support forces like the MAG require organic breaching assets.
(2) MSGs can conduct hasty breeches to extricate themselves, but other MSF elements
do not have organic breaching assets e.g. MAO, support battalions, MLRS etc.
(3) A protective umbrella of maneuver forces is required in deep operations, to protect
the MSFs combat support elements.

1-6. MSF controlled tcmpo:

a. Keys to success were the ability to fMly employ all MSF assets simultaneously, improved
aility and massin effects.
(1) Deep fires stripped away the enemy's long shooters wid had a greater effect on the
tempo of the battle than the MSF's speed.
E-6
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allowed the MSF to concentrate on one division at a time.
b. The MSF experienced significant loss of speed and effectiveness when it received a
chemical attack. Overpressure systems exist in the MSG maneuver battalions, but not in the
combat support units. This resulted in degradation ofthe entire force. AH64D pilots, MAG
battalions, air defenders, MLRS, truck drivers, medics, etc., all operated in MOPP4. The
resulting degradation in effectiveness caused the MSF commander to halt his force and
c. A2C2 is a critical maneuver concern for the MSF. Since the deep battle includes
maneuver forces, attack aviation now enters engagement areas with extended range AFAS,
MLRS, UAVs and WAM. The MSF has timely and accurate intelligence which greatly enhances
lethality, given that an organization exists which can orchestrate the synchronization of all these
systems. However, the potential for fratricide and the requirement for sophisticated, rapid fire
ommmand and control are staggering.
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Appendix F
Mobile Strike Force 2010
Key "Other" Observations

i

1.
Introduction. Fire support and maneuver were the 2010 MSF analysis focal points. The
study did, however, produca some "other" observations. These observations were taken from the
players and seemed important enough to include as an appendix to this report. The study did
benefit from the inclusion of Military Intelligence, Air Force and Logistical personnel.
Unfortunately, no Air Defense, Engineer, or Chemical personnel were available for direct input
during the study.
2.
Battle Space. The concept of battle space needs continued study. Battle space is
determined as the area which a commander cannot only see, but can affect with his organic
weapons systems. MSF battle space certainly has grown as weapons with increased range and
lethality am included. Some discussion centered on whether a division sized unit equipped with
corps assets should have a corps or division sized battle space. Is the combination of the two
redundant? In this study corps and the MSF worked together, and a great deal of discussion
centered on who was responsible for which portion of the deep battle, especially when an MSF
must move 200 to 300 kilometers before striking the enemy.
3.
Intelligence. Near real-time situational awareness was key to successful MSF
employment. This heightened awareness may change the way the Army does planning. There is a
need to be more flexible. Technology allows the force to respond to the enemy quicker. MSF
may require a more capable but smaller staff. This staff should be capable of synchronizing the
deep attack at depths beyond the "normal" division deep fight. It will orchestrate an attack
consisting ofUAV's, EFOG-M, Comanches, AH-64Ds, ATACMS, WAM, etc. These assets will
strike nearly simultaneously, and their potential for fratricide is extremely high. The job of
coordinatin targeting information will become a much greater challenge. In the
decide-detect-deliver engagement paradigm, the emphasis is changing forom detect to decide. The
MSF relies on corps and above for deep intelligence collection and for situation development.

I

a& With all the intelligence assets available to the MSF, the potential exists for information

overload. Intelligence collection, analysis and reporting needs to be done on the move. It is

critical that a system such as ASAS be provided to the MSF staff. This will ensure that critical
infimmation gets to the shooters in tim It will also msum that a plethora of information will not

dreg cmmanders into indecision.

I

I
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b. The Air Assault Group needs an MI company team.

c. UAVs were key to the success of the deep battle. As much as three fourths of the INTEL
UAVs were used for deep targeting and BDA. As represented in this exercise, the UAVs
provided near ground truth and were invulnerable to enemy air defense systems. Since UAVs

-.3

were so important to the success of the deep battle, fiuther experimentation is required to ensure
that there are sufficient numbers to perform the deep targeting and BDA missions.
d. The number of UAVs needed by the MSF requires further study (6-15 needed to support
the MSF). Survivability dictates numbers required. Additional missions probably also equates to
a need for more UAVs. The MSF commander will need to retain sutfficient assets to look deep
and develop the deep situation, or to look close and develop the close situation. He will need a
counter UAV capability - a means to identify and defeat enemy UAVs. The availability of
multiple packages on UAVs will enablz fewer UAVs to perform all requisite missions. With the
capabilities provided by ATACMS and UAV, consideration needs to be given to whether manned
or unmanned systems should be sent deep. The 2010 MSF can decide when it may be worthwhile
to put manned systems at risk.
e. Electronic attack was not used. A digitized force will be very vulnerable to electronic
attack in the future
4.

Engineer.

a. An engineer company is needed in the AAG for countermobility and survivability. The Air
Assault Group has no armored vehicles. Its troops have only body armor. They require a
capability to rapidly construct covered positions and delay mechanized forces. Without this
capability they will be overwhelmed by the mass and speed of mechanized forces, particularly in a
SWA scenario.
b. The MSF did not move as fast as we expected In fact, they took approximately ffteen
hours to move the 250 kilometers to the close battle, averaging 16 kilometers per hour. It is
essential that the MSGs move at the speed of their slowest vehicle because the MSGs must
provide cover for all their support elements, as the force strikes deep beyond the FLOT.

c. FASCAM and WAM mineflelds were instrumental in shaping the battlefield for deep attrit
and deep attack. Air and artillery delivered FASCAM and WAM mines were employed to shape
the deep attack engagement areas and close battle. Artillery emplacement is more responsive and
has less associated risk. Ftxed-wing GATOR mines and rotary-wing VOLCANO mines can be

euplaced in greater volume and may be employed when the threat is minimal. Effective use of
mines requires them to be covered by CAS, AKI or UAVs and also euires a high degree of

situational awareness.
S.
Air Derens. The air defes packae for the MSF ruires fla w study. OPFOR fixed
win and attack helicopters were the greate killers of NLRS (one of our me* deep Ar assevi).
OPFOR Wxed
wing aircraft were countered intwo ways First, the Patriot missile was used when
its range was sufficient to cover the battle space of the MSF. Secon a air CAP was used when
the MSF moved beyond the corps FLOT. Given that the USAF has maintined air superiority in
this region for some time, fixed wing air OPFOR is seen as an asset which can only be sured at
key periods. A possible time for this surge may be the commitment of the corps commandefs
resve (the MSF). When committed in such a way, the OPFOR wffered high losses both from

F-4

the air CAP and from air defense missiles. Those that did penetrate, however, were able to kill a
great deal of MSF systems. OPFOR attack helicopters were more prevalent on the battlefield due

to their standoff against the air-to-air missile (without extended range).
6.

Air Force.

. There is a consistent misperception throughout the Amy on the timelines of an ATO.
Theater air sortie apportionment is made approximately seventy two hours before the mission.

Munitions loads can be changed in as little as three to four hours before the mission. Target
coordinates can be changed in as little as three hours before the miLsion and can be updated
during the mission by ALO. Target types may also be changed, but a degradation in effectiveness
may be incurred if the munition loaded on the aircraft is not the optimal munition tbr the target.

3d
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b. Battle Damage Assessment: We require BDA to tell us where we should redirect the deep
attack assets? How do we do deep BDA for air interdiction missions? BDA is probably best
conducted after a strike, but not immediately after. Smoke and dust inhibit BDA and take time to
cear. However, in some situations (against targets in the defense), it is difficult to te' a dead tank
from a live tenk, unless you see the crew leave.
7.
C ICAL Imbalances in chemical protection (over pressurized vehicles vermns
Mssion Oriented Protecee Posture suits.(MOPP)) may cause the commander to commit his

forces with degraded lethality OPFOR chemical attacks were effectve against MSG and the
Mobile Artillery Groups, and at times succeeded in delaying the MSF for over two hours. The
MSF staff rconended pauses to conduct decontamination so that units like the MAO and the
Attack Aviation Regiment would not have to fight in MOPP 4. The decision was made to
decontaminte the force. If the close fight would have been unavoidable at this time, the MSF
would have been at risk. These key elements would have experienced a degradation in lethality
and urviiability. A decontamination capability should be added to the MSF, especially when
OPFOR is known to employ chemical munitions. These decontamination units must hove their

own capability to haul bulk water.
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Appendix G

Mobile Strike Force 2010
Battle Flow 1

Base Case through Alternative 5
G-1. The 24 US Corps OPLAN 98-3 (Prairie Dog) estabrwhed the 52d Mobile Strike Force
(MSF) as the corps Main effort at Phane Line (PL) Glenn. Its uuision: The 52d MSF conducts
an Operational move through 2d Corps Sector, NLT 1500 May 1994, attacks in zone to defeat
the offensive capability of the 1st Governors Vanguard Corpst (1GVC) in engagement areas (EA)
Red, Green, and Mask; on order moves to objective (OBY) Nome to conduct consclidateon and
Ieorani Oftio.

G-2. The commander's intent: Use deep strike assets of the MSF to attrit trail divisions and
shape the battle. Priority targets for deep battle include ai defense artillery (ADA) radars, oweney
artillery, and command and control (M2) systems. Find the flank division cliuckdy, screen, with the
Recnnaisanc and Security (R&S) Force, and strike with a Mobile Strike Group (MSG). Use
the Air Assault Group (AAG) to block the trail division, and ensure MSG ground forces can
reinforce the tAG within two hours. I warn them to go in with two air assault battalions and one
~artillery battalion simultaneously so they will be ready to fight. Request corps lift assets (CH-47)
to accomplishithisnmission, as the AAG doas not have assets required for one mass lift. Fight the
third division with the second MSG. Each MSG ought to be able to defea a division. Fight the
~Attack Aviation Regiment (AAR) as a maneuver elcment. I want to fight the enemy divisions
South and wrest of the Wadi Al lZatiri. Success equals defeat of three divisions and causing the

GVC to stp before they engage the Egypt=ar and Saudi Arabian Corps.
0-3. Scheme of mwanuver: In game turn one, starting at 1500O hours, the MSF began to advmnce,
as depicted in Figure G-1. The Mobile Artillery Group (MAG) was moved into a position that
~would &clitate initiation of the deep battle. The MSGs
codcted an operational move through 2d Corps sector,
hm tactical assembly area (TAA) Patton through a
a"M
.Ae,!a.
he-mv
iQ
(OM
site
to
attack
positions
1
and
5

2 along PL bmke The RAS Force moved forwar early
to seure TAA Pegass and then occupied a wcreen line
PL Mke. The AAG remained at Patton and was
siedto striv at &orwadoperating base (FOB) Long
Kiat thesasmetinmeas the flruMSGcrossedPL
Prank Avenge platoons were task organized to the
MAO Bsa~dom MIlitary Whtenece (NM)Baftalion,
14SF Battle Commuid Group, MSF Support Battalion
and moved with~ium to provide,coverage for the force

Ialong
3r
I

0-4. The three trail divisions of the GVC were tse 11Ith
Tank Divsion (TD)) in the weit, the 12Th in the east OW
the 14th Mesch Division (MD) trailing the 12TD in the

I

0(33

P

P
T

A
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Figure0-1. Initial positions and
no of advanlce

north, shown in Figure G-1. The MSF chief of sf• requested that 2nd Corps commander
dedicate assets to delay the I ITD north of the river (8 to 9 hours) until 2400 hours. This would
enable the MSF to initially concentrate assets on the 12TD. The corps commander agreed and
succeeded not only in delaying the I ITD, but in attriting it to approximately 75%. The MSF hit
the 12Th with Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS) Block I, suppression of enemy air
defense (SEAD), and air interdiction (AI) as the 12TD moved through engagement area (EA)
Green. To shape the deep attack, Al targeted key bridge sites in front of the division, and MAG
battalions delivered a Wide Area Munition (WAM) minefield north of the river in EA Red. As
the lead Jaements of the 12TD reached the river, ATACMs Block H was fired, SEAD and close
sir support (CAS) were used, and the attack helicopter battalions were rotated into attack-by-fire
positions south of the river. The dropped bridges combined with the minefields stopped the 12TD
while artillery, CAS and attack helicopters assaulted its main body. Thes efforts were successful
in defeating the 12TD, reducing it to approximately 48%. One MSF attack haicopter battalion
was attrited by enemy attack helicopters and BMPs to approximately 26%. There was no other
significant attrition within the MSF during Same turn one, which lasted for eight hours, thirty-one
minutes, ending at 23:31 hours.
G-5. The AAG was moved to btttle position (BP) 11 to establish a blocking position at 0100
hours with support fom attack helicopters and organic 155s. An RlS air troop and later the
R&S Force provided a covering force for the AAG. The MSF used Al to delay and disrupt
enemy forces capable of engaging the AAG during their air assault. The GVC fired persistent
chemical agents and family of scatterable mines (FASCAM) into the remniAder of the MSF still
moving north to enter the close battle. With the 12TD at about 48% and occupying a hasty
defense, the MSF could now focus on the 14MD in EA Gren The cycle conducted with the
12TD was repeated artuilery, bEAD, and AI attrited the main body. The 14MD was struck again
west ofEA Red (a WAM minefield was laid in), and the attack helicopters were committed. This

time the attack helicopter battalions were committed smaneously (surged) in an attempt to
ensure that no 14MD forces crossed the river. Red ADA and attack helicopters attrited the
MSFs attack helicopter assets to about 23%, destroying all of the Attack Aviation Regiment's
AH-64Ds. MSGs I and 2 moved to PL Glenn, as
shown in figure 0.2, and were at approximately 91%
and 98% strength respectively. The 14MD was
defteed and assumed a hasty defense south of the river

and west of OJ Mad; with an end strength of
appoxinmtely 48%. Game turn two lasted Ave hours,
twenty aine minutes, ending at 0500 hours.
0-6. Game turn 3 begun the last phase ofthe attle.
The 11ThD was moving south and east &=othe ive
r

The 11 th abandoned its earlier mission to split

the sem betwee 2nd US Corps and the Saudi Arabian
Corps becaus two of the three divisions given that
......
mision wr now combat ineffective. The l1th knew
that a divsions
fore was moving north and wet
toward it. It attempted to link up with the rear elements

0-4

MUM

Figure G-2 After the close battle,
enmy force ae combat ineffetive
and the MSF waits for 2d Corps.

IL
of the three lead divisions of th- GVC and to tie in a defense along with the Independent Tank
Regsiment (MTR). The brigade-level deep fight began by incorporating the deep strike assets of
the Multiple Launch Rocket System MLRS) with the precision of the Advanced Field Artillery
System (AFAS), the MSGs attempted to attrit the regiments of the IITD deep. They specifically
targeted the mechanized battalions of the tank regiments since their BMP-3 long-rnage direct fire
systems would be most lethal in close battle. Enemy artillery was also targeted. The I IID was
at this time conigured with two regiments up and one back. It had not yet linked up with the Iad

divisons of the GVC, but the ITR wa approximately 20 kilometers north and east of its trail
brigade. The lead two regiments were separated from tite trail regiment by firing in an L-shaped
WAM minefield, creating EA Black. The R&S air troop, which had been providing an advance
guard for the two MSGs, occupied an attack-by-fire positon east of the first WAM minefield and
orchestrated the CAS, attack helicopters and artillery firing into EA Black. As the joint air attack
(JAAT) struck the lead regiments, the two MSGs attempted to maneuver to the division's right
flank, as in Figure G-2. The I1TD fired a FASCAM rniinefield, delaying the two MSGs for a

short time, and allowing the ITR to join the trail regiment. Now the MSGs faced two regiments,
one of which was an rTr. The four units collided in a meeting engagement. Both the rT and

the tank regiment wers reduced to a combat ineffc-tive status. MSGs 1 and 2 were reduced to
approximately 37% and 56% strength respectively. All attack helicopters were destroyed and
most artillery ammunition was expended. The AAG remained at BPI 11 to prevent the 12TD and
the 14MD from entering the fight, but was never engaged. SEAD followed by CAS and AI hit
the
14MD
in BA
Fox.
(The MAG
had few
missiles left after targeting the regimental artillery
groups
of the
1 TD
in game
turns two
and three.)
G-7. At the conclusion of the battle for the base cue through alternative 4, the 1 TD began a
withdrawal at about 18% strength. The MSF was at approximately 58% strength. All attack
helicopters were destroyed and most artillery ammunition was expended. Enemy follow-on forces

could encircle the MSF if it continued to Nome, potentially cutting it off from much needed
supplies. The MSF stayed in place, occupied a hasty defense, and waited for 2d Corps.
0-8. Alternative 5 tripled the number of ATACMSrounds available while keeping the number of MILRS

launchers constant. (Alternative 5 was created to
inetgt this impact
since ds ban ase and

3ons not the numnber of
aItwasive I

wx d that ti nmtbw of ATA

bEXS launchom
s, W
the deep battle.) The Femr uisile was also added.am
This alternative dWIed fom the bw cae battle flow
prevously described, in that the MW was able top

deftr all three divi&iWo
Was no cloaefgs

t

--,

inthe deep ble, and there

a The deht of all three divisions in the deep,•
attack was made possible by two mg* changs. 'F-,
Figure 0-3. End of Alternative 5.
the MSF's number of alloated ATACMS was tripled. Second, a technique for effective
application of these ATACMS fires was developed. When the last division (1 1TD) was unable to
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cross the river after die deep attack, the MSF had achieved the commander's intent. At the end
of the battle shown in figure j-3, all three divisions occupied hasty defenses north of the river,
with the IITD at 58% strength, the 12TD at 55% strength, and the 14rM at 60%.
b. In alternative 5, tLere was no close battle, therefore MSF wac at 90% strength, with MSG
1 at 95% and MSG 2 at 95%. Thirty percent of the attack helicopters were destroyed and two
thirds of the ATACMS rounds were expended. In this case the MSF defeated three OPFOR
divisions and remained combat effective. The MSF accomplished its mission and was a success.
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Alternative 6, " The Rede..g•"
H-I. As the Post-Prairie Warrior Mobile Strike Force (MSF) workshop progressed from base
case through alternative five, the staff increasingly felt the operational scenario inhibited their
ability to employ the MSF according to its operational concept. The conventional mission
dictated by the Prairie Warrior scenario had been modified [for the MSF 2010 effort] to force the
MSF to fight three enemy divisions (I Mach Division (MD) and 2 Tank Divisions (TD)).
However, in the base can through alternative five the staff was still not using the MSF as a
mobile, operationally decisive force. Firing deep but not maneuvering deep, the MSF could not
reasonably expect to accomplish its mission without becoming decisively engaged. With that
decisiva engasgement, the Mobile Strike Groups (MSG) lacked the combat power necessary to
defeat• even a"civ
single enemy division without tremendous sacrifice to their own combat
H-2. This alternative used the same theater concept for the MSF to punch through the remnants
of a division at the line of contact and penetrate deep to influence the Governores Vanguard Corps
(1GVC) commander to halt his attack against the coalition forces. The staffs tactical employment
revisions called for the MSF to accomplish the mission by moving deep while attriting and, if
Kpossble,
defeating the three trail divisions of the 1GVC. The position of the MSF on the enemys
flank and the defeat of his second echelon divisions would cause the IGVC commander to halt his

scenario, nreutnng the MSF to move deep, provide-its own security and
3thattck This
the MSF. Situational awareness, along with the MSF' mobility and deep fires, allowed
sinftaneouy attack deep with fire

3

provided ample opportunity to analyze different facets of

fi' defat of the IGVC second ehelon without direct fire contact with any major ground
maneuver force.

H-3. During game turn one the MSF moved from its positions in assembly area (AA) Cherokee
at 1500 hours and passed through the 2A US Corps penetration along phase Une (PL) Steve.

Rem ts of an .w corps ntinued to defend in isolated company (4) s"Wengh pockets
throughout theMSa o. The Smomd inawedge
onnt withthe
&
Security (RAS) Force serving as a orward seuity element, and succeeded in destroying three of
don
with Air
nnima
c l Grouptdesdeaa
forwuiinto
movernt
Objectv. As
(AAO) codce anyairtoamok
Assault
shomreant
n Fiur
• unit
H-1the

3Python,
mocuing that location for a forward stagin area,to support anticipated deep dwmb
the Ma~ck Aviation
(AAR). 2d US Caup
control of tWe deep battle
retaine

RagbnuW

during

8dm Atap of the operation and sicceeded Indelaying / wslating the dur second echelon divisions
of the 1GVC north cfthe Euphrates River, astrtntng their supporting artillery brigads to 75%. In
wo€rIance with the theuer Pa ei I/ awredo, the main efirt shiftedto the MSt•s fit agaismt
the three trail divisions while the 2d US Corps fixwed on halfing the opposing forces (OPFOR)
n foramsecr.
advace in the c
H-3

H-4. DuringSam turn two, the MSF began its deep

attack by launching 12 Ferret missiles, achieving highly
satisfactory results against several key targets. MSF
Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS) fires initially
targeted two corps artillery brigades, focusing on
Smerch and Astros launchers. Joint Surveillance Target
Attack Radar System (JSTARS) acquisitions facilitated

precision targeting and battlefield damage assessment
(BDA) with organic unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)

ases. The efort successully destroyed the OPFOR
long range artillery support. The Mobile Arztlay
Group (MAO) also provided family of scatterable
mines (FASCAM) and suppression of enemy air defense
Figure H-i. End of battle,
(SEAD) fires to support a joint air attack (JAAT)
against the 12TD in engagement area (EA) Red and air
interdiction (Al) against the I 1TD in EA Blue. In the east the lead regiment of the 12Th was
allowed to cross the river unopposed, isolating it for sinultaneous attack by the MSFs three
attack helicopter battalions. An MIRSdelivered Wide Area Munition (WAM) minefield on the
northern bank of the river prevented the remaining two regiments from crossing the diver and
allowed 48 Al sorties (F-16WW, B-52, F-15E, F-I ll) to attack the stacked-up armor formations
in EA Red. The combined effects of this attack reduced the 12TD to approximately 4 1%

strength. In the west, the two lead regiments of the I ITD were allowed to cross the river before
an ?LRS-delivered WAM minefield was fired in front of the trail regiment just north of the

established crossing sites. Eighteen AI sorties (F-16WW, F-11, F-15E) attacked this regiment,
reducing ittoaproximatey 69% s

t.

The IGVC launched two battalons ofa&tk

hellcopters (useratd by thirty minutes) agist the MSF main body and 50 SU.27 Fanker)
sorties against the perceived location of the MAO. Based on ISTARS ewrly waniun the Air
Force combst air patrol (CAP) destroyed 25% of the OPFOR attack helicopters and 90% of the
SU-27 sories during ingress. The MSF counteattcked with an air troop from the RAS Force.
The Comanches destroyed an additional six enemy attack helicopters befor, they could eugage
the MSF main body. As a result, MSF losses due to the remaining enemy helicopters were light.
The remainder of the 2d US Corps, the 25 ID (M) and the 1st French Division were meeting with

similar amcces q

t the thme lad divisions of the 1OVC inthe south. Attacking initially into

the fank of the 16Mhe 2d US Corps mccess prompted the IGVC conmmander to shift the
ISM into a blocking position along the corp boundaiy, while the ISMD and the 13TM
attempted to break contact and withdraw back toward Samwah By the end of the game turn the
1600 was reduced to 74% strength and In f$A tor
id, the ISTD was decisively engaed

and at 800% streth. fl?-el
Al had sccedl destroyd all but thre ofthe Scud
unc s In amw they used those remainin Scud launchers to conduct a persistent chanical
strisagoinst the AAO Inobjective (OB) Python, The FARPs locad to the southesm were not

aftoted. The RAS Squadron responded immediately by launchinj sx Feret missiles, destroying
d insmaining Scuds
H-$. Game turn three contiud ATACMS deep fires agains the 11Th in the West. It also
directed a JAAT agains; the 14MD as it moved to reinorce the evee

H.4

attrited 12TD, shown in

Figure H-i. (The 12TD was attempting to move into hasty defensive positions just south of the

I,

river in the east.) The MSF again used organic UAV assets to direct these attacks and perform
BDA to generate restrike feedback. Targeting against the 1 TD focused on the two lead
regiments south of the river and their supporting long range artillery assets. Engaged with Block
and HA, these elements were reduced to approximately 60% strength. The 14MD
unexpectedly attempted to cross at the same site where the 12TD had been destroved earlier. The
MSF elected to repeat a variation of their attack sequence into EA Red as the 14M.D approached

3H
*
Sthe

U
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crossing site. MLRS-delivered FASCAM reseeded the WAM minefield along the northern
bank tosp the lead regiments. The MAG also provided extensive SEAD fires against the
Man-ie units and air defense artillexy (ADA) positions left to protect the bridge sites.
Thirty-fie Al sorties (F-1IW,
B-52, F-11, F-15E) attacked the 14MD in two flights separated
by 30 minutes. Sbxteen sorties hit the two lead regiments at the river as the MSFs remaining
attack helicopter troops arrived on station to assume the attack. These two regiments suffered
approximately 50% casualties and failed to cross the river. In the process, the attack helicopter
companies sustained uignificant losses due mainly to SA-IS and BMP missiles. Only a third of the
MSFs initial attack hlicopter strength remained following this engagement. As a result of the

I

damage inflicted against the lead regiments, the remaining 17 AI sorties diverted to the trail
egmnt of the 14MD. The 14MD was reduced to approximately 56% strength and proceeded to
establish hasty defensive positions in place.

Sfrs.

H-6. In game turn four, the MSF established a Wockn position against the possible withdrawal
route of 15TD remnants and continued to attack the advancing 11TD and 31TR with ATACMS
They also assumed the nvssion (from the 2d US Corps) of attriting the trail regiment of the
13TD. The IGVC continued to push the I1TD and the 31TR southeast toward a blocking
position designed to protect the Bank of the Wreating I6M and 13TD. By the end of the game
the 13TD's trail raimmst, the lITh, and the 3MR were reduce to Iess than 370, 41% and
47% stregth respectivl. In an attempt to de5rae the MSF long-range capability, the IGVC

Iurm,
•massed
3

I*

a combined fixed wing, dler UAV", and helicopter aack against the MAO. Sixty
SU-27 (Flanker) sorties, 18 UAVs, and 40 attack helicopters attacked in three sucessive waves.
Air Force CAP reduced the attackers to six SU.27 and 30 attack helicopters. Based on JSTARS'
early warning of the impending attack, the MSF responded with i helicopter security force using

tei remaining aack hlicopter assets. The securityf"n'o along with organic ADA coverage
tom the Aveng" platoons, frther reduced the mmber of attacking aircraft to ix SU-27, six
UAVz, and 16 attack helicopters. Thesemaiin aircraftsucceeded in destroying all but IS of
the MSFs MRS launchers before they were forced to brak off their attack. The MSF overall

was ated to pely

81A%
a substantially better finish than previou

I
I
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natives.
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APPENDIX I
Mobile Strike Force 2010
New Technologies Questionnaire
I-1. Purpose. The purpose of this appendix is to state TRAC's findings from the Mobile Strike
Force (MSF) New Technologies Questionnaire, which was administered with regard to the MSF

2010 gamning exercise.
1.2. Procedure.
L The Prairie Warrior (PW) MSF New Technologies Questionnaire, which was being

administered during the Command and General Staff College's (CGSC's) PWV/MSF exercise, was

3

amodified into a 2010 Force version. Subsequently, this questionnaire was administered to the

appropriate gaming personnel. AbWank copy of this version of the questionnaire has been
included as Annex 1-1 to this appendix.
b.

In total, I I questionnaires were returned for the conduct ofthe analysis and this

represented 100-percent of the responses expected.
c. Since such a small number of responses were gathered, the analysis proceeded manually.

Data, which were gathered by categorical ratig scales, were summarized as frequency counts.

3

The verbal, f response
e
re data these elements were recorded verbatim (except on occasional when
abbreviations were transformed to their verbal equivalents, some wording was added where it had

obviously been left out, etc. inattempts to nhance readability.)
1-3. Result

Following the procedures outlined above, the dar as a whole were examined and

the Wblowing results obtained.
a. Administrative data. With regard to the administrative data, two elements were assessed:

A ifnctional responsibility during the gaining and branch affiliation. The following list depicts the
data received inthis regard for the I1I individuals completing their questonnaires.

I

3

3

*

Div FSCOORD

Field Artillery

o.03

hnntay

AM(G-3

Armor

ao2

HBlO

0-2

UMiituy bIntience

* Aviation Officer

3

Aviation

FSCOORD

Field Artily

*."

1

Intelligence

1-3

• Air Liaison Officer

US Air Force (USAF)

0 CAMEX Game Controller

Armor

# CAMEX Gamer

Infantry

* CAMEX Gamer

Military Police

As unusual as it might seem, no data were collected from either the MSF-20 10 commander or the
MSF-2010 chief of staff. These individuals were so heavily involved with the main CGSC
PW/MSF exercise that they were unable to devote their time and attention to the MSF-2010
effort and, as such, it was determined not to solicit their comments.
b. Effeict of New Technologies on Lethality, Survivability, and Tempo. In Part 1 of the
questionnaire, the respondents were asked to provide ratings on the degree of change brought
about on three primary MSF MOEs/criteria (i.e., lethality, survivability, and tempo) by the
potential new technologies, which were intended to be in the MSF. The firequency data is at
Annex I.IL where the number of observations for each rating category having at least one
obervation has been incorporated into the questionnaire format.
(1) With regd to lethality, the UAV, Wide Area Mine, ATACMS Blk II w/BAT,
Comanche, ATACMS Blk I and Feret were perceived.u most effective, as indicated by having a
majority of the respondents rating these systems as providing an "extreme positive effect".
(2) With regardto survivability, the UAV, Wide Area Nine, Comanche, ATACMS Blk
H w/BAT, ATACMS Blk I and TACAWS/JAWS were perceived as most effective, as indicated
by having a majority of the respondents rtg these ytem as providing an "extreme positive
efflict.
(3) With regard to tempo, the UAV, Comanche, and ATACMS Blk II w/BAT were
perceived as most afflctive, as indicated by having a majority of the respondents rating these

ystems as, providing an "extreman positive effect".
a. New Technoloie

nfluence on Planning sad Conduct of Operations. The second section

of the questionare attempted to ascertain the influence of the new
nolog systems on the
pkating and conduct of opera"o Hre the responses were composed &am both rating scal• s
d f rfeponm e. Anne I-M documents the responses received on a question-by-question
bais fhr Part 2. Because oftthe spfic nature ofthese questions, no general finding were

apparentmad it is necessay to consult the Annx directly to Vap thw respondents' thoushts.
d. New Tehokg bnte
W"Effimts The third section of the queionaieat pted to
h icts of the new technology systeni on the MSF when added to a

asses the Interactive

currently eqWuippd re a well as,a bre equiped with muliple, Iatrrlateidnew tcnolog
yemM. AnnM -IVprovides the results obtained nh fthi portion of the questionnir. While
conlidering the new technolog sysens a supplements to a currently equipped force, the top
rated systems were the UAV, ATACMS Blk H w/BAT, Comanche, Wide Are Mline, and ASAS.

Subsquent, during the entification of suites of new technology systems, 12 suites were
1-4

identified from the 9 respondents, who completed this item. In the respondents' formation of
suites, the UAV, Comanche, ATACMS Blk H w/BAT, Wide Area Mine, Ferret, ASAS and
ATACMS Blk I wero most frequently occurring systems with 6-to-9 suite memberships each. No
other system had more than 4 suite memberships.
e. Enemy Reactions. In the fourth part of the questionnaire, the MSF participants were
asked to indicate and describe any OPFOR counter reactions that could reduce Blue force
lethality, survivability, and tempo. In regard to lethality and survivability, the respondent's
comments seemed to point out that the Blue force's air defense could be overwhelmed by the
threat's use of surging attack helicopters and fixed wing against Blue's deep attack assets. As for
tempo, several respondents noted that the enemy's use of chemical attacks had been employed
effectively to reduce or eliminate any advantage Blue possessed. The complete set of respondent
comments is at Annex I-V.

I

f. Lacking Capabilities and Additional insights. Following the first four parts of the
questionire, two further questions solicited any perceived MSF-20 10 lacking capabilities or
additional insights that the respondents wished to make. The comments resulting from this
solidtation can be found in Annex I-VI.
t

3
3

(1)

Eight themes seemed to arise in terms of lacking capabilities, which called attention

to:
• deficient organic decontamination capability,

* inadequate ammunition hauling capacity,
• insufficient air awts and control mechanisms to carry out deep missions,
• gap in ADA coverage,

3
3

-inadequate mumbers of CH-47Ds,
• in•fcient air cavalry assets,
• insuAiaint eng
asts and
* iadequate numbers of UAVs.
(2)

AthouSh no overall trends seemed to arins in the questionnaire section devoted to

addWon iWSig

asval wortm

wle commets wwo received. Theme can be reviewed

individually in the meond part of Anmn

I

UI

I-VL

1-4. Comuluou Overal It appers tdssqu
ma
was vaolwuab
ft i
it
provie reoard the pmr*c capabilities ofa NW s apF
p dmtely iyes into theutu .
As WIted hfom the commens receved I appears thmre ae still mnveral am for improvement
fth

o

ationa

an m yent concept

1I-5. RecommendatIon. The knowledge deived ftrm this questionnaire exercise should be
rtaind and incorporated into futher effort to improve the design of the MSF.
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Mobile Strike Force New Technologies Questionnaire
- 2010 Force -

3
Qhwlie.

As a result of your participation as a commander or key staff officer in the Mobile
Strike Force (MSF) - 2010 exercise just completed, you now possess some unique perceptions of
potential future US Army warfighting capabilities. To a large extent much of our futWre
warfighting effectiveness relies on our continued investment in the right new and emerging
technologies. As such, we would like your honest opinions in assessing some of these new and
emerging technologies so that your perceptions can be considered in the structuring of future
Army-wide investment decisions. Specifically, your data will be merged with the data of others
participating in the MSF - 2010 exercise and, thereafter, analyzed in support of the Louisiana
Maneuvers New Technologies issue by the Battle Lab Integration and Technology Directorate of
TRADOC. Ultimately, via TRADOCs role as Architect of the Future Army, new technology
recommendations will be formulated and forwarded to HQDA.

Several new and emerging technologies were represented during the Mobile Strike Force
exercise that you just participated in. Hereafter, you will be asked to provide an assessment of
each system's battlefield effect on lethality, survivability, and operational tempo in this section.
Please provide your assessments as a comparison with crrently equipped forces. If you did not
observe the effectiveness and performance of a system, please indicate as such, and, move on to
the next system.
1. In terms of contributing to Blue Force lethallt, how would you rate the following new
technology system/uite of munitions?
Not
Obured

L Longbow

Extrem
Nqulive
Effect

Modem.
Nqepl
Effect

...

..

b. LOSAT

c. Comanche
d. AFAS
e. 120 Mortar

£ SADARM

g.

EFOG-M

-.......

h. EFOG-AL)

1

U

SlIgt
NeWve
Effect

1-1-3

No
Effect

2sliht
Pobsive
Effect

Moderat
Positive
efect

Extreme
Positive
Effect

Extree

Moderate

Sligt

Not

Ndtve

Negatve

Ngtidv

Observed

Effect

EffeL(

i. Stinger Bilk

-

j. UAV

k. Wide Area Mine
1. TACAWS/JAWS

m Battle Cmd Veh
n. Combat ID
o. SPEC 2
p. ASAS
q. Total Asset Vis
r. Enhance Land
Warrior Ensemble
L. 2nd Gen

-L--M

tL Extende Rangp
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u. ATACMS

Bik I

v ATACMS P3I
w/APAM
w. ATACMS BIk H
wIBAT
x.. ATACMS P3
w/AT P31

Effect
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y. MIA3.-
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Moderate
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Effect.
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bere•e
Not

Negtive

Obsrved

Effect

Moderate

Sight
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Nepave

Effect
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Slht

No

Positive

Effect

Moderai
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Po•itive

Effect

Effect
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aL M2A3
bb. Futre Infantry

cc.
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~dd. Future Scout-
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Vehicle

1

ee.

LONGFOG

3

LOCAAS

3S

RFAM

hh. Ferret
ai. Javelin
kk. Improved Javelin
.I ARMADILLO
2. In tem of contributing to Blue Force giEizAbility, how would you rate the following
now technology systaes/suite of munitions?
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3. In term of contributinS to Blue Forcen tMg how would younrate hefollowing new
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In this second part of the questionnaire, the intent is to try to ascertain the influence of the
new technology systems on the planning and conduct of operations. All insights and examples
that you can provide will assist in this analysis.
4 . When contrasted with currently equipped forces, did the presence of any of the New
Technology Systems have an impact on the correlation of forces factors in your planning?
Yes

No

b. If you answered yes to item 4.a. above, please indicate below those new technology
systems that required significant adjustments to the correlation of forces factors in your planning.

__.

CombatID
SPEC 2
ASAS
Totel Anae Vis
Bahace LodWandor
Enummble
2nd Gem
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Exmuad R~lange
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__UAV

lk II
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-
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Futiumnbntry Fighting
Vehicle
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Future Scout Vehicle
LONOFG0
-_W LOCAAS
A
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_-

-

Javelin
Improved Javelin
ARMADLLO

a. If you marked any of the new technology systems above, please descdie the major
planning adjustments required regarding the correlation of forces factors.

5 a. Wh& contraedwith cf e
equipped foress, did the pr sence of any of the New
Tecnlogy Systems hav, an impact on the Task Organ•lndon Jr operaions?
Yes

No

Iolo10

I

b. Ifyou atswered yes to itteM .A.above, please indicate below those new technology
~~systems that required significant modifications in the Task Organzaton for operations.
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120 Mortar
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c. Nf you marked any of the niew technology systems above, pleas descibe by example One
ortwo of the lage mdfctons required.
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b. If you answered yes to item 6.z. above, please indicate below those new technology

systems below that required significant changes inoperational art or tactics, techniques or
procedures.
LagOw
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c. Jf'you mmked any of the new technology systems above, please provide examples ofN

one or two of the larSer changes needed.

7 . Whm corammtd with cureny equipped obrcs, did the presence of any of the New
Tedmolo Systems have an impma on the alocation of resources within the Task Orpniztion?

Yes

No
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b. If you answered yes to item 7.& above, please indicate those new technology systems
below that necessitated significant changes in the allocation of resources..

---
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c. If ou marked any of the new technology systems above, please provide examples of
oe or two of the larger changes necessitated.

S. a. To what extent did the addition of the 2nd generation FLIU effect your METT-T
sesments in the Staff Estimate/Commandees Decision Process?

I
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b. If your response above in B.A indicated either a moderate or extreme effect resulting
•fom the 2nd generation FUR, please describe how new &ctors affecte the assessment process.

I

I
I
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9. L In the employment of AFAS Battalions, what command relationship did you determine
as most appropriate?
Artachea
__Organic

__

Con

b. In the employment of AFAS Battalions, what tactical missior, did you determine as
mostapDirect Support
(DS)
General Support (GS)
General Support Reinforcing (GSR)
Reinforcing (R)
10. a. In the employn'ent of0the 120 MM Mortar, what command relationship did you
determine as most appropriate?
Assigned
Attached
Orgmnic
-_

Op Con

b. In the employment of the 120 MM Mortar, what tactical mission did you determine as
most appropriate
-_

Direct Support (DS)

Genera Support (GS)
General Support Reinforcing (GSR)
Reinforcing (R)
11. a. For EFOG-M, what command relationship did you determine as most appropriate?
Attached
-.

-b. For EFOG-MI

Orgic
Op Con

what tactical mission did you determine as most appropriate?
Direct Support (DS)
Geal Support (GS)
General Support Reinforcing (GSR)
-

SReinfoming
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(iR)

12. LaWha was your intended use for EFOG-M in tlts exercise?

3l

b. What events actually tri8gered the use of EFOG-M in this exercise?

-1

u.

Overall, could EFOG-M be used as intended?
Never
Rarely

3Occasionally
-Usually
-

Always

d- Ifyou response was "nW,unayu, or "occasionallym above, why couldnt
EFOO-M be used as intended?

13. L What
W as your intded use for SADARM in this excise?

I

I

I-I-IS

b. What events actually tiggered the use of SADARM in this exercise?

c. Overall, could SADARM be used as intended?
Never
Rarely

-

Occasionally
Usually
Always

d. If yotir response was "never","rarely", or "occasionauly" above, why couldn't
SADARM be used as intended?

14. a. What was your intended use for the Wide Area Mine system in this exercise?

b. What events actually triggered the use of Wide Area Mine System in this exercise?

c. Overall, could the Wide Area Mine System be used as intended?
-Rarely

Occasionally
-Usually

Always
1-1-16

I',

d. If your response was "never","rarely", or "occasionally" above, why couldn't the

Wide Are Mine system be used as intended?

15. a. What was your intended use for the Extended Range MLRS in this exercise?

b. What effect did the Extended Range MLPRS exhibit on shaping the battle space?

c. What events actually triggered the use of Extended Range MLRS in this exercise?

d. Overall, could the Extended Range MRS be used as intended?

Never
-Rarely
-Occasionally
-

Usually

-Always

1
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e. If your response was "never","rarely", or "occasionally" above, why couldn't the
Extended Range NMLR be used as intended?

16. a. What was your intended use for the ATACMS P31 w/APAM in this exercise?

b. What effect did the ATACMS P31 w/APAM exhibit on shaping the battle space?

c. What events actually triggered the use of ATACMS P31 w/APAM in this exercise?

d. Overall, could the ATACMS P3H w/APAM be used as intended?
-

Never
Rarely
Occasionally

Usually
Always
1-1-18

ae.If your response was nver¶"rarely", or "occasionally* above, why couldn't the
ATACMS w/APAM be used u intended?

17. a. What was your intended use for the ATACMS P31 wIBAT P31 in this exercise?

i

b. What effect did the ArACMS P31 w/BAT P31 exhibit on shaping the battle space?

3

c. What events actually triggered the use of ATACMS P31 w/BAT P31 in this exercise?

!
d. Overall, could the ATACMS P31 w/BAT P31 be used as intended?
Never
-_

3

U

Occasionally
Usually
AMlvys
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e. If your response was "never",urarely", or *occasionally* above, why couldn't the
ATACMS w/BAT P3H be used as intended?

1t.

Whast combat tasks wer you able to assign to the Comanche that could not have been

assigned to an Apache equipped force? Why?

b. What changes inFARP support tactics were made if any, in the employment of the

Comanche?
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19. What combat tasks were you able to assign to a Land Warrior eqaipped dismounted
infntry force that you could not assign to a current dismounted infantry force? Why?

I

S20.
a. How would you characterize the effects of the Total Asset Visibility system on
rearmnen • & and resupplying times?
No Effect
Slight Reduction
Moderate Reduction
Big xeduction
-

b. How would you characterize the effect of the Total Asset Visibility system on
reconstitution ti•es?
No Effect
SSligh

IBig

Reduction

Modwerate Reduction
Reduction

21. What combat tasks were you able to aWsign to a Javelin equipped dismounted infantry
force that you could not assign to a current dismounted infantry force? Why?
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Synergetic Effects. Not only must the New Technology Systems be considered individually, but
they must be considered from a complete force perspective too. From such a perspective, we are
looking for the synergetic effects of the New Technology Systems with the currently equipped
force as well as a force equipped with multiple, interrelated New Technology Systems. This
section of the questionnaire solicit, your assessments of the potential synergetc offects in both
contexts.
22. What five new technology systems would appear to htve the greatest syn.retic cfect;f
added u a s-rgle system to the current force? Please rank your three choice as 1,2, 3, 4, and
with I representing the most preferred.
Combat ID

-LWbo%

LOSAT

Comanh

Total Asset Via
EnhanLe• Lad Wario

120 Morr
SADARM
EFOG-M
Stingr3k U
UAV

Extended Range MRS

Wide Arm Mine

TACAWSJIAWS

Battle Cmd Vehice

LRAS3
Futr Scout Vehicle
LONGFOG

2nd Gen FUR
_

LOCAAS

ATACMS Bk I
ATACMS P31 wIAPAM

RFAM

Furat

ATACMS Blk H wiBAT
__

ATACMS P31 wiBAT P31

_.MlA3

y Fighting

Vehicle

Enumibe

_FOGAD
-

M2A3

--- Futna

ASAS

__

AlAS
_

Future Main Bafe Taak

SPEC2

lawan
-

Impmvd Javelin

ARMAD,,
LW

23. Considaing the synergistic effects that you observed smong the new technology
systems, circle and draw a fine among those that should make up a suite of systems.
Example.

e-1.2 C
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Now Technology Systems (Circle &connects suites of systems).

3APAM

LOSAT

camadw

120 Maty

SADAJM

3UAAV
I
3AIMS

UFOGM

EFOO.AD

Sdow BUt U

WViAna Mi..

TACAWS/JAWS

v.d.a"

B06

wAr.ID

5flC2

nis

Tha

Iiauuisd laW

2PA'
Oen FLu

3ui.Nd imp Ml

ATACHhO Blk I

ATACUN 31 W'APAM

ATACMS B&c U %MAT

ATAM3 PSI MOATPH

MI(A3

B"T ak

3dw
~sads

Vfh

LONOPOO

LCCAAI

RVAN

ft"

kxwh
ARMADMLO

3
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OPFOR Counter Reactions. Of course, any OPFOR counter reactions that could reduce the Blue
force lethality, survivability or op tempo are important considerations. This portion of the
quesionnaire solicits any such observations.
24. a. Did you observe any extraordinmy actions taken by the OPFOR that appeared to
reduce or eliminate any advantage in the lethality provided to the friendly forces by the New
Technology Systems?
No

Yes

b. If you replied yes above, please describe the circumstances.

7.5. L Did you observe my extraordinay actions taken by the OPFOR that appeared to
reduce or eimiate may advantage in the survivability provided to the friendly forces by the New
Technology Systems?
Yes

No

b. lfyou replied yes above, pleae describe the circum

26. L Did you obsrve ay Maurordimny actions tt
redcem or eliminate ny ad

.

by the OPFOR that appeared to

age in the op tempo provided to the fiendly forcm by the New

Tehology Sytms?
No

Y"

b. Ifyou replied yes above, ple describe th

1-1-24

r•sammmnes.

27. What capabilities were lacking in the Mobile Strike Force that should be added?

TIhooyS•u rmteMbbSrk or

Imia

otnso•p~osotmt•twfmitotosbtwid.

I
I--

I

?(lu i m diinIisjt

29. Name:

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

30. Functional RAponsbility:

3 1. Brnuch.

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

__________

_

_

_

_

_

_
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TO APPENDIX I
EFFECTS OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES ON
LETHALITY, SURVIVABILITY AND TEMPO

I

I
8
1
I
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FREQUENCIES OBTAINED

3

1.
In terms of contributing to Blue Force Ithali, how would you rate the following new
technology systems/suite of munitions?
Not
Observed

6

L Longbow

3

bmue
Neamve
Effect

2

AFAS

3

e. 120-Mortw

9

f SADARM

5

J.UV

3

-

I

r. Enhance Lau

Ji

Warrior Ensemble

,1-11-3

-

it

JLI

3

2

-

2

7

5

3

2

2

-

1

2-

-

--

-

-

1
-

--

-

q. Total Asset Fis

2

2

10

27_

Etreme
Positive
Effect

--

-_

p. ASAS

Moderat
Poskve
Effct

1

-

-

.-

. Combat
o. SPEC 2

-

-

---

m. Battle Cmd Veh

S.t
Positv
Effect

No
Effect
_

-

c. Comanche

Slit
Nqgve
Effect

-

b. LOSAT

3d.

Moderue
Ngatv•e
Effect

-..--..

-

.

.

.

.

.

4

22ndGenFLUR

5

--

t. Extended Range
NUAS

3

3

2

5

u. ATACMS BIk I

3

2

6

v ATACMS P3I
wIAPAM

4

3

4

w. ATACMS BIkI
w/BAT

3

x.. ATACMS P31
w/BAT P31

4

y. MIA3

4

2

5

x Future Main
Battle Tank

4

1

5

aa.M2A3

4

2

-5

bb. Futurelnhny
Fighting Veb.

4

L

5

cc. LAAS3

9_1

d.rS

dd. Future Scout

5

s. LONGFOG

11

VowSe

ff.

LOCAAS

bit. Fw*
iL Javdan

I1

2

-

-

-

-- -

-_

-_

-

9

5

1

1

1

-

-_

2

-1j..

-I

..

wk Jsnrovw iWAve~ 11

3. ARMADVlLO

8

6
-

-

-

-

-

11
31--4

J

2. In terms of contniuting to Blue Force sabifliy,
new technology systemalsuite of munitions?

I

Not
Observed

g

l|

3g.

aL Longbow

5

b. LOSAT

9

c. Comanche

3

d.
AFAS
e. 120 Mortar

4
9

E SADARM

5

EFOG-M

8

h. EFOG-AD

8

i. Stinger Blk

7

J. UAV

1_ --

bemem
Negive
Effect

Moderate
Neative
Effect

how would you rate the following

Sig
Neative
Effect

No
Effect

Sig
Positive
Effect

Moderate
Positive
Effect

1

1

3

4

m. Battle Cmd Veh
SC;ombat iD

11

a~~.SPEC 2

11

p. ASAS

7

q. Total Ana Vils

10

r. Er-amce Lowd
Wamior Enembled

I!I

L 2ndOwFM

5

.

.

-

-

..-

-

-

-

-

8

1

5

1

-

-

2

3
-

-

-

-

.

-.

-

-

--

-

-

3

1

2

1

2

1

2
_1

-

1
9

1_

8

1

6

.

--.

10

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
-

_

-

-

3

_L_

_
--

-

-.-

UI-n-5

!

4

-2

kL Wide AmMine
I. TACAWS/JAWS

Extrem•e
Positive
Effect

41_

t. Extended Rang

4

_1

-.-

2

4

MIRS
u. ATACMS BIk1

4

1

6

v ATACMS P3I
w/APAM

4

3

4

w. ATACMS Blk 1 4
w/BAT
"x.. ATACMS P3I

7

4

2

5

2

2

2

1

3

3

2

2

2

1

3

3

w/BAT P31
y. MIA3

4

L. Future Main
Battle Tank

4

&LM2A3

4

bb. Future Infantry
Fighting Veh;

4

cc. LRAS3

10

d. Future Scout
Vehicle

6

so. LONOFOG

11

91LOCAAS

11

ggRFAM

11

1

1

-

3

-

-

a

IL Javeln9
kk. bwe

lavelin '0a

L. ARMADILLO

2

-a

..

hh.Ferret

1

-1.

11
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a

a

-

a

1

5

3. In term of contributing to Blue Force o
tectmology systes/Wsuite of munitions?

I

UObserved
Not

trme

Moderate

Sht

Neptiv

Neptive

Neptive

Effect

Effect

Effect

No

Sg

Moderat

Exareme

Positive

Positive

Positive

Effect

Effect

Effect

Effect

L Longbow

6

b. LOSAT

14

10

1

c. Comanche

3

1

7

d. AFAS

5

3

3

e. 120 Mortar

9

f5 SADARM

5

j. UAV

2___

M. Battle Cmd Veh

1._1

n. Combat ID

1_.o0__

2

-

3

--

nV 4
Land

Warrior Enwle
s. 2ndot
e.

1

1

1

1

1

__

2_E

8.

q. Total

r. Bahanu

2

11
8o.

p. ASAS
t7

3

how would you rate the following new

..
-

-

----

-a

-

11
-

.
I.11-7

.

.

.L

-

-

-4

t. EU&tend Range

ý6

U.ATACMSBlkI1

4

v ATACMS P31

4

113

w/APAM-

---

w/BAT
4

y. MIA3

4

L. Future aign

4

--

Battle Tank
aL MIA3

4

bb. Future Infnu
Fighting Vab.

4

cc. LRAS3

9

dd. Future Scout.

5

se. LONOFOG

11

It LOCAAS

11

RFAM

11

n

--

-

-

-

10

U. ARMADILLO

_L1

3

4

1

7

2

5

4

11

4

12
11

1

1--

3

21

2
1

1

.

--

-

12

9

kk. ImpovedhJveli

1

--

hh.a~
i lavena

4

-4

---

-

5

---

W. ATACMS BlkIt

X.. ATACMS P31
%,,BAT P31

2

-

3

2
1

---

-

~~-1 1--

a

-

-
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PLANNING AND CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS

a. Item 4.a. asked the MSF-2010 participants if the presence of any of the new
tenology system had an impact on the correlation of forces factors in their plazining, when
contrasted with currently equipped forces. In response, 10 of the participants indicated "yes",
none indicated "no", and the renmaining one individual made no indication, at all.

I

b. Item 4.b. requested those individuals responding "yes" in 4.a. to mark those new
technology -ystems that required significant adjustments to the correlation of forces factors in
their planning. Directly below is a list, in descending order, of the new technology systems
deemed to require adjustments in the correlation of forces along with the number of indications
received for each system.

"

SATACMS

UAV
ATACMS BIk HI w/BAT
Comanche
Blk I
ATACMS P31,',,iBAT P31
TACAWS/JAWS
ATACMS P3I w/APAM

7
7
5
5
5
4

Fere
Wide AmeNaine

4
3

ULongbow

4

2

APAS
ASAS

2
2

Extended Range MLRS
SAVARM
2nd Gen FLIR
Future Scout Vehicle

2
I
1

JSTARS (as write in)
All others

1
0

1

c. Item 4.c. usked the respondents to describe the major planning adjustments required
rqwrding the correlation of for•. ktors for the new technology systems marked in Item 4.b.

Tm responsm were received and the decitions wer as follows:
1-t B&mpo
: CAMX Gamer, Branch: WF
System Identified: AFAS, UAV, TACAWS/JAWS, ASAS, ATACMS BIk I, ATACMS P31
w/APAM, ATACMS Bik II w/BAf, ATACMS P31 w/BAT P31, Future Scout Vehicle, Ferret
"IUAV/ASAS - eended depth of fight for each echelon. Required planning to deal with greater
number of follow-on/supporting units.

I-re-3

JAWSIAFAS/ATACMS - Extended area of influence for all echelons. Required deconflicting
who handled what, when, & at what range."
2-nd Lesondent: Aviation Officer, Branch: AVN
Systems Identified: Longbow, Comanche, UAV, Wide Area Mfine; TACAWS/JAWS, Ferret
"M,.L*6 Recon capability, extended flight time due to external tank & stealth.
Ferret Excellent precision deep strike munition.
W
Shaped both deep & close engagement areas."
3-•iSI. 4II
e: CAMEX Ganer, Branch: IP
Systems Identified: UAV, ASAS, ATACMS Blk I, ATACMS P31 w/APAM, ATACMS Bik II
w/BAT, ATACMS P31 w/BAT P31

No dewiption provided.
•
: CAMEX Controller, Branch: Armor
Systems Identified: Comanche, Wide Area Infme, TACAWS/JAWS, Extended Range MLRS,
ATACMS Blk I, ATACMS P31 w/APAM, ATACMS Blk 1I w/BAT, ATACMS P31'w/BAT P31
"New capability of a deep battle below corps provided MSF a chance to maneuver deep fires to
impact (almost eliminate) the close fight. M4or consideration is the ability to start shaping the
battlefield at 100+ Kin."
5,1h Jmaggoo: Div Fscoord; Branch: FA
Systms Identified: Longbow, Conanche, AFAS, SADARM, UAV, Wide Area Mine,
TACAWS/JAWS, 2nd Gen FLR, Extended Range MLRS, ATACMS Blk I, ATACMS P31
w/APAM, ATACMS Blk II w/BAT, ATACMS P31 w/BAT P31, Ferret
"ATACMS (d blocks), Ferret, UAV, WAM, Extended Range MLRS, AFAS gave a new
diminuton to the deep batte which we were not able to take advantage of initially. Once we got a
handle on those system and added Longbow/Comanche we were able to defeat 3 divisions in the

deep fiht by -dln h

effects to AV."

Dip Fsaord; Branch: FA
Systmm Idted: Comeanh, UAV, ATACMS Blk H1 wBAT, ATACMS P31 wMAT P31

*() UAV allowed us to employ our limited aws when & where they had the most impact on
the eney (had a hup affect on use of ATACMS).
(2) ATACMS (BAT) allowed us to attrit the emmy forces prior to way close battle."
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t 9=n dm: G-2; Branch: MI
Systems Identified: UAV
"Increase in targeting accuracy and faster delivery time if cross-cued by Corps and higher

inteiligence systems."

: G-3; Branch: INF
dentil
8- Hi[
Systems Identified: UAV, ATACMS BIk UI w/BAT
No description provided.
""•-2th•Dn •ldn: Asst G-3; Branch: Armor
Systems Identified: Comanche, Extended Range MLRS, ATACMS Blk L ATACMS Bik [I
w/BAT, Ferret
*The long range assets checked above must be successfil in the deep attack to attrit the three
threat divisions in this exercise to below 60% (approx) before ground forces in the MSF would be
adequate to defeat them. Lape concentration of effort on the deep fight."
l3 &=ad=: Air Liaison OMcer, USAF
Systems Identified: JSTARS (as write-in)
.h

3I

"Targeting process, near real time."

a. Item S.. asked the MSF-2010 participants if the presence of any of the new
technology systems had an impact on the task organization for operations, when contrasted with
currently equipped forces. In response, 5 of the participants indicated "yes", 4 indicated "no", and
the remainn 2 made no indication, what so ever.
b. Item 5.b. requested those individuals responding "yes" in S.. to mark those new
tecoloyw system that required lniMcant adustments to the task organization for operans.
Diet below I a list, in descending order, of the new technology system deemed to require

adjustments inthe task organizton for opaions along with the number of indications received

I

I,

UAV
ComaWNc

4
3

Extended Range MMS

2

ATACMS BIk U w/BAT

2

Longbow

I

Wide Area Mine

I

ATACMS91k 1

2

ATACMS P31 w/APAM
ATACMS P31 w/BAT P3I
Ferret
All others

I
I
I
0

c. Itetn 5.c. asked the respondents to describe the major task organization modifications
required regarding the operations of the new technology systems marked in 5.b. Six responses
were received and the descriptions were as follows:
•I-st R g
: Asst G-3; Branch: Armor
Systems Identified: Comanche, UAV, Extended Range MLRS, ATACMS Blk I, ATACMS Blk
II w/BAT
The R&S force needed to be a 3 ground/3 air cav troop organization. Primarily to provide
screen/guard/recon mission for a multi-prong, fuill-dimensional operations by the MSF. The R&S
troop from the AAG was pulled consistently to support the total MSF effort.
"-

Air Assault Group requires a UAV to conduct recon, BDA. Close-range UAV would be
adequate (same as MSG).
-

In Alternative One (Base &replace MLRS with 2 AFAS Bns) the 2 MLRS batteries in the
MSGs were pulled to support the deep fight early in the operations. Due to the ranges being fired
AFAS was not adequate."
-

2:•.d LazDd=t: G-2; Branch: MI
Systems Identified: UAV
"Long ranSe targeting ability allows the addition of long range weapons systems, specifically
ATACMS."
3 CLR2Mond=: Div Fscoord; Branch: FA
Systems Identified: Wide Area Mine, Extended Range MLRS, ATACMS Blk I, ATACMS P31
w/APAM, ATACMS Blk 11 w/BAT, ATACMS P31 w/BAT P31
"I loyment of deep attack munitions required pulling the MSG MLS batteries and using them
as Ob to the MSF. This happened in the case where the MAG was organized with one fLRS

Battalion and two AFAS battalions."
" Z.oog~dol: CAMEX Controller, Branch: Armor
Systems Identified: Comanche, UAV
"The ability to provide perfect intel (UAV, JSTARS) allowed for deep strike assets and field
artillery assets to move forward or with the MSF. This movement eliminated intermediate C2
for these assets."
I-14-6

5-h
n 1: CAMEX Gamer, Branch: INF
Systems Identified: Longbow, Comanche, Ferret
"Organization of Cav was very fluid based on mission requirements - loads, loiter time, number
mix, etc."
6-t~h.Alniden: 0-2; Branch: MI
Systems Identified: UAV
"- UAV D.S. to AAG
- Base on man - controlling/flying UAV by different CMDs to spt execution of deep battle (Atk
helo Bde/DIVARTY) - may not reflect change on task organization but coordination required for
execution."

a. Item 6.a. asked the MSF-2010 participants iLthe prence of any of the new
technology systems had an impact on the operational art, tactics, techniques, cr procedures when
contrasted with currently equipped forces. In response, 10 of the participants indicated "yes",
none indicated "no", and the remaining one individual made no indication, at all.
b. Iton 6.b. requested those individuals responding "yes" in 6.a to mark those new
technology systems that required significant changes to the operational ar or tactics, tecbhiques
or proedures. Directly below is a list, in descending order, of the new technology systems
deemed to require changes in the operational art or tactics, techniques or procedures along with
the number of indications received for each system,

l

3

UAV
ATACMS Blk II w/BAT
Ferret
Wide Area Mine

6

ATACMS Bik I

3

ATACMS P31 w/APAM
ATACMS P31 w/BAT P31
ASAS

3
3
2

Extended Range MRS

2

JSTARS (as write-in)
Comanche
All others

2
I
0
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5
4
3

c. Item 6.c. asked the respondents to describe one or two of the changes required relating
to the operational art, tactics, techniques or procedures as a result of the new technology systems
marked in Item 6.b. Ten responses were received and the descriptions were as follows:
I=

Wdift: CAMEX Garner, Branch: INF

Systems Identified: UAV, ASAS, ATACMS Blk I, ATACMS Blk II w/BAT, Ferret
"Deep targeting - decide, detect, deliver takes on new importance. AF/AA/Arty pieces of the
pie. Dynamic replanning based on near real time BDA."
2-rd AM
Aviation Officer: Branch: AVN
Systems Identided: ATACMS P31 w/APAM, Ferret
"Ferret - Used in deep precision strike and confirmed targeting for Arty Deep Atk. (220 Kms
from launch platform (AH-64D or RAH-66)):
AIrACMS P31 wiAPAM - 330 Km L.ep Atk capability; strip away enemy arty early on in

deep fight.n

3:
CAMEX Controller;, Branch: Armor
Systems Identified: UAV, Extended Range MLRS, ATACMS Blk I, ATCAMS P31 w/APAM,
ATACMS BIk II w/BAT, ATACMS P31 w/BAT P31, Ferret
"Major change occurred in deep battle; relationship in intel and systems used in deep attack
changed significantly. In many cases basic missions may change due to reduced risk due to 100%
knowledge of battlefield. Deep intel provides knowledge on enemy forces - this could eliminate
meeting engagement and move to contact."
4-h Angn&M: Div Fscoord; Branch: FA
Systems Identified: UAV, Wide Area Mine, Extended Range MLRS, ATACMS Blk 1, ATACMS
Blk H w/APAM, ATACMS Blk I1w/BAT, ATACMS P31 w/BAT P31, Ferret
"The extended targeting and attack munitions required tasking the targeting system deeper,
working hand off between UAVs, scheduling BDA runs, reattack criteria dissemination.
Ferret and ATACMS were used together for joint precision strikes: e.g., Ferret confirms target,
ATACMS attacks, Ferret assesses and attacks any surviving elements."
5 Ama
,th
o: Dep Fscoord; Branch: FA
Systems Identified: Comanche, Wide Area Mine, ATACMS Blk II w/BAT, ATACMS P31
w/BAT P31
"(1) Having a deep attack system in the artillery that could kill pin point moving targets altered
the way we fought. This deep Atk capability allowed us to defeat the enemy without closing with

maneuve..

S
(2) WAM allowed us to close the lower end of deep engagement areas so that Al + Atk Helo's
could kill the enemy."
§A RflMfln: G-2; Branch: MI
Systems Identified: UAV
"Battle space was increased significantly. And the emphasis on deep battle and full dimensional
operations."

j

7t
M
: Asst G-3; Branch: Armor
Systems Identified: UAV
"UAVs were determined to be needed for Battle Damage Aseessment after long range artillery/Air
Force attacks. These assessments were. important to determine affects, additional targeting, etc."

5ll

-th •glodo: G-3; Branch: INF
Systems Identified: Wide Area Mine, ATACMS BIk II w/BAT

3

"Range & impact of Blk II required us to plan to hit enemy much further out. Combined wi
the use of WAM we could form an engagement area deep and strike enemy at the time & location
of our choosing."
9-h &
n: Air Liasion Officer;, USAF
Systems Identified: JSTARS (as write-in)
*Understanding of targeting (sensor - shooter) interface."

5il-

lO-th Resndent: G-2; Branch: MI
Systems Identified: UAV, ASAS, JSTARS (as a write-in)
"UAV - TTP on battlehand off of UAVs between units/areas of coverage/missions.
UAV - TTP on BDA procedures against offensive vice defensive force.
ASAS - Common situational awareness; constant targeting data input.
UAV - Extention of deliver phase of Decide/Detect/Deliver to include BDA/assessment for
redeliver if prescribed during decide phase.
JSTARS - Critical for big' picture situation awareness."

3
3

. Item 7A asked the MSF-2010 participants if the presence of any of the new
techoology systems had an impact on the allocation of resources within the task organization
when contrasted with currently equipped forces. In response, 5 of the paricipants indicated "yes",
3
indicated "no", and the remaining 3 made no indication, what so ever.

3!
U•'

1..1-9
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b. Item 7.b. requested titose individuals responding "yes" in 7.a. to mark those new
technology systems that necessitated significant changes in the allocation of resources. Directly
below is a list, in descending order, of the new technology systems deemed to require significant
changes in the allocation of resources along with the number of indications received for each
syrem.
ATACMS P31 w/APAM
ATACMS Blk 11 w/BAT
ATACMS Blk I
ATACMS P3H w/BAT P31
UAV
Extended Range MLRS
AFAS
Ferret

4
4
3
3
2
2
1
1

c. Item 7.c. asked the respondents to describe one or two of the changes necessitated in
the allocation of resources as a result of the new technology systems marked in Item 7.b. Five
responses were received and the descriptions were as follows:
I-st ggWent: CAMEX Controller, Branch: Armor
Systems Identified: AFAS, ATACMS Blk I, ATACMS P31 w/APA.M, ATACMS Blk HI w/BAT,
ATACMS P31 w/BAT P31
"Due to the heavy play of FA assets the possible addition of an additional truck battalion is
needed to carry additional ammo."
2.rid &Xondent: 0-2; Branch: MI
Systems Identified: UAV
"Emphasis shifted significantly toward the deep battle."
"3,•dBopendo~m: Dep Fscoord; Branch: FA
Systems Identified: ATACMS P31 w/APAM, ATACMS Blk HI w/BAT
"Focused our CSS to carry heavy rockets and missiles."
.-A.Rlllantm: Div Fscoord; Branch: FA
Systems Identified: UAV, Extended Range MLRS, ATACMS Blk I, ATACMS P31 w/APAM,
ATACMS Blk II w/BAT, ATACMS P31 w/BAT P31, Ferret
"MLRS batterys from the MSGs had to fire primarily ATACMS in the variant where we had only
I MLRS battalion in the MAO. ATACMS missiles were allocated to specific deep strike missions
and fired from MSF battalions. The commitment of the AAG required holding some ATACMS
missiles to protect the AAG. Several targets were refired to support the AAG."
I-M-10

I

5th.uL21u&M/: Asst G-3; Branch: Armor
Systems Identified: Extended Range MLRS, ATACMS Blk I, ATACMS P31 w/APAM,
ATACMS Blk II w/BAT, ATACMS P31 w/BAT P31
"The MSF relies heavily on deep fires to attrit overwhelming threat forces. The munitions
checked above are needed for this scenario and take a great number of trucks to haul ammo.
More so than tank rounds."

kilL
a. Item 8a. asked the MSF-2010 participants to classify the ewtent to which the addition
of the 2nd generation FUR affected their METT-T assessments in the Staff Estimate/
Commander's Decision Process. The frequency of responses obtained were as follows:
Not Observed
Extreme Negative Effect
Moderate Negative Effect
Slight Negative Effect
No Effect
Slight Positive Effect
Moderate Positive Effect
Extreme Positive Effect

8
0
0
0
0
0
1
2

b. Item 8.b. asked the respondents to describe how the 2nd generation FUR affected the
process if either a moderate or extreme effect was indicated in item 8.a. Two
responses were received and the descriptions were as follows:

Sassessment

3

-

Rownl

M: CAMEX Controller, Branch: Armor

"Increased range and resolution allows earlier detection."
2-nL 9=ndent: Aviation Officer;, Branch: AVN
-3

"Extended range, resolution & effectiveness through obscurants."

*item.
L Item 9.A asked the MSF-2010 participants what command relationship did you
received:

3

U

l-rn-ll

Command
0
0
5
0
6

Assigned
Attached
Organic
Op Con
No Response

b. Item 9-b. asked the MSF-2010 participants what tactical missions they determined as
most appropn ce in the employment of AFAS Battalions. Note that in several instances, multiple
missions were identified by the participants. The following data were received:
Tactical
Direct Support (DS)
General Support (GS)
General Support Reinforcing (GSR)
Reinforcing (R)
No Response

8
0
1
3
4

Item 10.
a. Item 10.a. asked the MSF-2010 participants what command relationship did they
determine as most appropriate in the employment of the 120 MM Mortar Note that in one
instance, two command relationships were identified by a single participant. The following data
were received:
Command
Assigned
Attached
Organic
Op Con
No Response

1
0
5
0
6

b. Item lO.b. asked the MSF-2010 participants what tactical missions they determined as
most appropriate in the employment of the 120 MM Mortar. The following data were received:
I-YII- 12

Tactical
Direct Support (DS)
General Support (GS)
General Support Reinforcing (GSR)

6
0
0

Reinforcing (R)

0

No Response

5

em 11.
a. Item 1l.a. asked the MSF-2010 participants what command relationship did they
determine as most appropriate in the employment of EFOG-M. The following data were
received:

Command

FrEtutn=

B~tosi

0
I
2
0
8

Assigned
Attached
Organic
Op Con
No Response

_

3

b. Itn I l.b. asked the MSF-2010 participants what tactical missions they determined as
most appropriate in the employment of the EFOG-M. The following data were received:
Tactical
Direct Support (DS)
General Support (GS)
General Support Renforcing (GSR)

5
0
0

Renorcing (R)

0

No Response

6

ItgL1. This item attempted to determine if EFOG-M could be used as intended in the
MSF-2010 gaming exercise.
a. Item 12.a. asked the MSF-2010 participants for their intended use of EFOG-M in this
exercise. Two responses were received and they were as follows:

1.M-13

-

ad=: Dep Fscoord: Branch: FA

"Not used in an offensive capacity."
2.ndRwondenr. CAMEX Gamer, Branch:

IP

"Not expressed by staff"
b. Item 12.b. attempted to ascertain the events that triggered the use of EFOG-M in this
exercise. Three responses were received and they were as follows:
I-SR

ne:

CAMEX Gamer, Branch: hP

"Automated DS fires."
2-nd.

od

: CAMEX Gamer, Branch: INF

"Automated DS Arty fires."
3-rd
Rlonde.t: CAMEX Controller; Branch: Armor
"Not visible in this simulation."
c. Item 12.c. asked the MSF-2010 participants to rate if the EFOG-M could be used as
intended. Thre following data were received:

EMU

RAtM
Never
Rarely
Occasionally
Usually
Always
No Observation

0
1
2
0
0
8

d. Item 12.d. asked the respondents why couldn't EFOG-M be used as intended if they
responded either "never", "rarely", or "occasionally" in Item 12.c. Three comments were obtained
and they were as follows:
-

Z:

CAMEX Gamer, Branch: NW

"Notexpressed by staff."

Zad gaumndent: CAMEX Gamer, Branch: INF
1-111-14

I
j
"No clear-cut employment concept was articulated by the planning staff."

3

Rri ndcM: Dep Fscoord; Branch: FA

~3-

"Was rarely played."

1

Item.13. This item attempted to determine if SADARM could be used as intended in the
MSF-2010 gaming exercise.

$l

a. Item 13.a. asked the MSF-2010 participants for their intended use of SADARM in this
exercise. Six responses were received and they were as follows:
I-s,

. Div Fscoord; Branch: FA

"Primary: counterfire against SP artillery and attack of armored vehicles, secondary. Note: Most
missions were executed by the computer automatically."

lU

A
-

I

: Aviation Officer; Branch: AVN

"Counterfire against SP arty."

1-rd.amodW: Asst G-3; Branch: Armor
"Counterfire at the MSF & MSG level."

3

Respndet: CAMEX Ganer, Branch: MP

"Counterbattery fires."
1

3

unondnt: CAMEX Gamner, Branch: INF

"Counterbattery munition."
6jh.lndggt: Dep Fscoord; Branch: FA
"-Break up armor/arty concentrations in the MSG close battle.
-

u

Only used in a few of the alternatives."

b. Item 13.b. attempted to ascertain the events that triggered the use of SADARM in this
exercise. Six responses were received and they were as follows:

I-I-15

n

-

: Div Fscoord; Branch: FA

"Entry of SP FA into range fan and confirmed by UAV. Attack armored vehicles if artillery threat
is attrited. Counterfire missions triggered by Q-37 acquisitions; most SADARM missions were
executed automatically by the computer. SADARM munition from MLRS and AFAS killed the
majority of the systems killed by MLRS/AFAS."
2-n4 Respdent: Aviation Officer; Branch: AVN
"Counterfire missions."
3r

nn:

Ast G-3; Branch: Armor

"Firing of Red SP artillery."
4Ui.•upandent: CAMEX Gamer, Branch: MP
"Automated counterbattery."
5-hjR

ndeInt: CAMEX Gamer; Branch: INF

"Automated counterbattery fires."
th.&

n

: Dep Fscoord; Branch: FA

"Automatic DS role of CAMEX."
c. Item 13.c. asked the MSF-2010 participants to rate if the SADARM could be used as
intended. The following data were received:
SFr~eauenc
Never
Rarely
Occasionally

0
0
1

Usually

4

Always
No Observation

1
5

d. Item 13.d. asked the respondents why couldn' SADARM be used as intended if they
rpponded either "never", "rarely", or "occasionally" in Item 13.c. No responses were received.

Itm 14. This item attempted to determine if the Wide Area Mine system could be used as
intended in the MSF-2010 gaming exercise.
I-I-16

3

a. Itenm 14.a. asked the MSF-2010 participants for their intended use of the Wide Area
Mine system in this exercise. Nine responses were received and they were as folows:

ial.
.g

doh.: CAMEX Controller, Branch: Armor

"Used to shape battlefield and reinforcing existing obstacles."
2-rd Reondent: Div Fscoord; Branch: FA
"Shaping deep engagement areas, denying crossing sites, disrupting and separating enemy
echelons."
-3-rd
&Mndpen

: Air Liaison Officer; USAF

"As part of an obstacle plan, the Gator mine could be/was used to delay, destroy maneuver
forces."
4-th.]Rlnden: G-3; Branch: IN
"(1) Used deep to delay enemy in engagement areas.
(2) Used by AAG as protective minefield. Also employed along air avenues of approach against
enemy helicopters."
5-,h.a2g~gldo: Aviation Officer, Branch: AVN
"Shaping the battle (engagement areas) separating enemy forces, delaying movement."
n-thu pgndent: Asst G-3; Branch: Armor
"To shape engagement areas, separate forces, protect the AAG."

31

".•.

nnt$
: CAMEX Garner, Branch: MP

"Canalize/block threat in engagement area."

3i

A.-A L:

CAMEX Gamer, Branch: INF

"(I) Hasty engagement area creation.
(2) WAM-ADA to protect MAGs from HOKUMs."
9-th 2

d

: Dep Fscoord; Branch: FA

"(I) Used to slow the enemy at river. Deep obstacle.

(2) Once to defend the AAG.
(3) Had a much greater impact than planned."
I-llI-7

I,

b. Item 14.b. attempted to ascertain the events that triggered the use of the Wide Area
Mine System in this exercise. Eight responses were received and they were as follows:
j,-st 92

1

ndent: CAMEX Controller, Branch: Armor

"Enemy movement."
2-nd Ren

ndent: Div Fscoord; Branch: FA

"Dropping bridges, UAV reports of lead regiments reaching trigger points (Based on JSTARS

tracks, Comanche reports)."3
3-A uP.Qflent: G-3; Branch: IN
"In deep attack employed by arty based on enemy location."

4-h

Dep Fscoord; Branch: FA

~owdnndmI

3

"Movement of the enemy."
SrthRogn&M: Aviation Officer, Branch: AVN
"In most cases its use was itgrated/synchronized in the deep attack."
6thDR

I

nde.•t:f Asst G-3; Branch: Armor

"Development of an engagement area in the depp attack. Three regiments, still basically intact, it
was determined was best attacked by ground forces if the last regiment was separated by a

WAM."
7-t

adl CAMEX Gamer, Branch: NMP

"*Onorder of staff.

8-hSMA

:CANMX Gamer, Branch: INY

"Order to emplace for - #2; call for fre for -#1."
c. Item 14.c. asked the MSF-2010 participants to rate if the Wide Area Mine System
could be used a intended. Thre following data were received:

I-M-1I

3

Imuj
Never
Rarely
Occasionally
Usualy
Always

INo

0
0
0
5
4

Observation

2

d. Item 14.d. asked the respondents why couldn't the Wide Area Mine System be used as
intended if they responded either "never", "rarely", or "occasionally" in Item 14.c. No responses

hem 15 This itemt attempted to determine if the Extended Range MCLRS could be used as
intended in the MSF-2010 gaming exercise.

3

a. Item I SA. asked the MSF-2010 participants for their intended use of the Extended
~Range MLRS in this exercise. Six responses were received and they were as foMows:
I-A &M

U
3-n

: CAMEX Controller, Branch: Armor

"*Usedto eliminate enemy anty out to 50 Km."

rv Pseoord; Branch: FA

.Mdo

"*Mmon manever forces if SADARM munitions were effective on artillay targets. Attack
ewney artillery units if required."
3-r
Ru ad

: G4; Branch: IN

'Defeoz enemy arty. Coneate.
~jLARIggdon: Dep Fscoord; Branch: FA

"To fight the MSG dee" battle to alow the BIDE Cdr to shape its battl."

3

5-th
-A-iation
~

~~"Strip
away ong shoter ealy indeep Goht & mass on maneuver."
(k~j
&Igogd

I

Officur Branch: AVN

.

Ama G-3; Branch: Armor

*DS to MS(Ps for MSG deep battle."

-Il-Ig1

b. Item 15.b. asked the MSF-2010 gaming participants what effect the Extended Range
MLRS exhibited on shaping the battle space. Four responses were received and they were as
follows:
-lt

l•: CAMEX Controller; Branch: Armor

"Helped to shape deep fight."
2-rd Re

ndent: Div Fscoord; Branch: FA

"Hard to assess because most missions were executed automatically by the computer. There were
missions fired with the rockets, but the munition report does not distinguish between M26 and ER
rocket."

I

3-rd EI•[eZ: Dep Fscoorc; Brnch: FA
"(I) We never really closed with the enemy.
(2) The CAMEX model did not allow us to interface with the model.
(3) For all intents the ER-MLRS was played by the computer in the automatic mode."
4-f.i

g/jtl: As G-3; Branch: Armor

"Due to limited combat on the part of MSG's, this was not really observed."
c. Item 15.c. attempted to ascertain the events that triggered the use of the Extended
Range MLRS in this exercise. Four responses were received and they were as follows:

l -i

nd

: CAMEX Controller; Branch: Armor

"Enemy locations and movement."
2-nd RWldt: Div Fscoord; Branch: FA
"Counterfire, entry of maneuver forces into engagement areas."
"3rJdRAgIg

: Aviation Officer, Branch: AVN

"Force orientation/movement."
&.

Mndenl: Amt G-3; Branch: Armor

"The advance of the threat against the pround forces of MSG's."

i-m-2o

I

I
d. Item 15.d. asked the MSF-2010 participants to rate if the Extended Range MLRS
could be used as intended. Thre following data were received:
Freouencv

Ratn

I

3

Never
Rarely

0
0

Occasionally

2

Usually
Always

2

No Observation

6

I

e. Item 15.e. asked the respondents why couldn't the Extended Range MLRS be used as
intended if they responded either "never", "rarely", or "occasionally" in Item 15.d. Two responses
were received and they were as follows:
U3 Mggnidut: Dep Fscoord; Branch: FA
"(1) Normally we never closed into a close fight.
(2) Modcl did not allow us interface to this level."
•

i

: Asst G-3; Branch: Armor

"Threat didn't close with MSG."
Item 16. This item attempted to determine if ATACMS P31 w/APAM could be used as intended
in the MSF-2010 gaming exercise.
a. Item 16.a. asked the MSF-2010 participants for their intended use of ATACMS P31
w/APAM in this exercise. Eight responses were received and they were as follows:
,.st

o~ndent: CAMEX Controller, Branch: Armor

"330 Km - primarily SEAD and towed artillery."
2-A R

ondent: Div Fscoord; Branch: FA

"Joint precision strikes vs. C', deep attack of ADA systems, SEAD to support Al, attack of
towed artillery if needed, attack of attack helo FARPs."
-d:

G-3; Branch: IN

"SEAD for Al; Helo FARPs"

3

I-MI-21

4-h L.ondent: Dep Fscoord; Brnch: FA.I
"-

We used BAT munitions almost exclusively
2
APAM was used to SEAD and interdict C targets."

5-thE•ondent: Aviation Officer, Branch: AVN
"Strip enemy arty long shooters in deep attrit mission."
6A- Rg•7.dent:
,
Asst G-3; Branch: Armor
"In the deep attack it was used primarily for SEAD."

-IthResL

ndent: CAMEX Garner; Branch: MP

"C2 and ADA."
-th RMondnt: CAMEX Gamer, Branch: INF
"Targeting C', ADA, & some maneuver attrition."
b. Item 16.b. asked the MSF-2010 gaming participants what effect ATACMS P31
w/APAM exhibited on shaping tne battle space. Seven responses were received and they were as
follows..
"I-g,%aModen: CAMEX Controller;, Branch: Armor
"Worked well, but limited in application."
2-nd R

ondent: Div Fscoord; Branch: FA

"It was effective against ADA systems. The simulation gave no visible payback for attacking C3
or attacking FARPs. There were some attack helo kills, but these were evaluated off line."

I

3-rd Kall

u

"-

: Dep Fscoord; Branch: FA

Allowed us to SEAD deep to support attack helo + fixed wing."

a4- gd

: Aviation Officer, Branch: AVN

"Positive."
5

HJg.djM: Asst G-3; Branch: Armor

"Moderate positive effect."
I-M-22

I

I
3N

t: CAMEX Gamer, Branch: MP

R1nk.m

"Minor due to reduced payload."
-74h.
&Mu•anM:

i

CAMEX Ganer, Branch: INF

5~m

"Limited, reduced payload lacks the dominate effect of Block I."

U

c. Item 16.c. attempted to ascertain the events that triggered the use of ATACMS P31
w/APAM in
this exercise. Eight responses were received and they were as foblows.

I -sg

andnt: CAMEX Controller; Branch: Armor

"Identification of enemy unit and maneuver scheme."
2i

: Div Fscoord; Branch: FA

"Acquisition of ADA systems, commitment of AI, finding FARPs, ferret confirmation of Corps
HQs."

nd..,.
p
: G-3; Branch: IN

•,,
ir

"Enemy location."
i

•ondent:
"-

Dep Fscoord; Branch: FA

Force directed against the enemy."

-th egonent: Aviation Officer; Branch: AVN

3 i"Synchronization of deep attrit/attack missions."
6-4•.Rwond

: Ast G-3; Branch: Amaor

"Entry of threat forces into the engagement area, engagement of threat forces by AV."

3

"..Zlh.ud

: CAMEX Garner, Branch: MP

"On order of staff."
"8h. R

3

i"Call

,ien: CAMEX Gainer, Branch: INF

for fire."

3

I-T11-23
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d. Item 16.d. asked the MSF-2010 participants to rate if ATACMS P31 w/APAM could
be used as intended. Thre following data were received:

Never
Rarely
Occasionally
Usually
Always
No Observation

0
0
I
3
4
3

e. Item 16.e. asked the respondents why couldn't ATACMS P31 w/APAM be used as
intended if they responded either "never", "rarely", or "occasionally" in Item 16.d. One response
was received and it was as follows:
I-S JMggd

: Dep Fscoord; Branch: FA

"Seemed we could never get good effects using the APAM warhead."
Item 17. This item attempted to determine if ATACMS P31 w/BAT P31 could be used as
intended in the MSF-2010 gaming exercise.
a. Item 17.a. asked the MSF-2010 participants for their intended use of ATACMS P31
w/BAT P31 in this exercise. Seven responses were received and they were as follows:

Ii-w•t•
Rt:

CAMEX Controller, Branch: Armor

"Deep strike beyond 330 Km for armored vehicles."
2-n&gjo

dent: Div Fscoord; Branch: FA

"Attack of SCUDs, Heavy MLRS, Long Range SP artillery, maneuver formations if required."
_-•,cikmn•ent: G-3; Branch: IN
"Defeat cnemy systems during deep strike usually done in conjunction with WAM. Against Corps
arty & maneuver systerns."
4--t gl•nieInt: Dep Fscoord; Branch: FA
"As a deep strike weapon to allow the MSF Cdr to -hape the battlefield/enemy force. BAT
warhead allowed us to hit moving targets or specific targets such as arty/URLS.
i-BI-24

I

,51h,,wn

: Asst 0-3; Branch: Armor

"Deep attack against SP artillery, maneuver forces."

I-th &Mondnht:

CAMEX Garner, Branch: MP

"Attrition of arty, tank, and mech forces."

3Ithkaugndent:

CAMEX Garner, Branch: INF

"Long range attrition of arty & maneuver elements."
b. Item 17.b. asked the MSF-2010 gaming participants what effect ATACMS P31 w/BAT
P31 exhibited on shaping the battle space. Seven responses were received and they were as
follows:
i14R~gz

: CAMEX Controller, Branch: Armor

"Great effect."
S,

&.:

Div Fscoord; Branch: FA

"Initially none except on maneuver forces. Probability of acquisition data was incorrect on
MRLS, SP FA. Much better payback after data was corrected. That allowed us to strip off long
range artillery and then shift to maneuver forces with Block H.

3

R:

0-3; Branch: IN

"Significant, with WAM were able to isolate enemy regt's & defeat them."
4-th &

3
3

ndent: Dep Fscoord; Branch: FA

"A great effect. By the later alternatives we were getting good kill ratios with the BAT
submunitions."
b•l• ntJiil.mt: Asst G-3; Branch: Armor
"Extreme positive effect. Saccessfully attrited, slowed + confiused enemy forces deep.
&th &Mndet: CAMEX Gamer, Branch: MP

"Minor due to reduced payload."

3

-I-1-25

"-.tnLnm

: CAMEX Garner, Branch: INF

"Limited. Lacks the 'bang' of Block U."
c. Item 17.c. attempted to ascertain the events that triggered the use of ATACMS P31
w/BAT P31 in this exercise. Seven responses were received and they were as follows:
-JILst
92oid

: CAMEX Controller;, Branch: Armor

"Enemy location and overall plan."

2-n,LF

ondmiz: Div Fscoord; Branch: FA

"UAV confirmations of SP FA, MRLs and SCUDs maneuver formations. By the end of the game
we got good results on SP FA and MMRLs, as well as maneuver."
-rd pMidn: G-3; Branch: IN
"Enemy location."
4.th eson~ent: Dep Fscoord; Branch: FA

"Again force directed."
-,thMu dnt: Asst G-3; Branch: Armor
"Entry of threat forces into the engagement areas."
6thL

gnwM: CAMEX Garner; Branch: MP

"On order of staff."
"7.1-h tLbndnm: CAMEX Gamer; Branch: INF
"Call for fire."
d. Item 17.d. asked the MSF-2010 participants to rate if ATACMS P31 w/BAT P31
could be used as intended. Thre following data were received:
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Fmqumgy

Rtn

I

Never

0

Rarely
Occasionally
Usually

0
1

Always
No Observation

4
4

2

e. Item 17.e. asked the respondents why couldn't ATACMS P31 w/BAT P31 be used as
intended if they responded either "never", "rarely", or "occasionally" in Item 17.d. One response
was received and it was as follows:
:Iw•s&Midmt: CAMEX Gamner, Branch: INF
"IfCAMEX captured the eff& of attrition on C2 and targets were located 'pinpoint, some greater
benefit may have resulted."

Item 18.
a. Item 18.a asked the MSF-2010 respondents to identify what combat tasks they were
able to assign to the Comanche that they could not assign to an Apache equipped force and why.
Seven responses were received and they were as follows:

I.•ntam
""3•

l

: CAMEX Controller, Branch: Armor

"Used in recon/scout role due to armaments and increased ste•ith."

2nd Rs

ndent: Div Fscoord; Branch: FA

"Reconaissance and security. More stealthy, better acquisition and better survivability."
3-]•@&Mndnt: Dep Fscoord; Branch: FA
"(I) Counter enemy helo ... much more stealthy. Had greater range. More survivable."

3;th R

Mdn: 'Aviation Officer, Branch: AVN

"Reconnaissance, Conmanche due to its stealth exibited increased survivability and protected the
fbrce."
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naidma: Anst 0-3; Branch: Arnwr
"Reconnaisance. A stealthier, more survivable helicopter. VisibWty out to a greater range."
A• gn•den: CAMEX Gamer; Branch: MP
"Aviator specific question."

2-

: CAMEX Garner, Branch: INF

"Notmy call. LTC Bunch is the only one who can answer this!"
b. Item 18.b. asked the MSF-2010 participants to identify those changes in FARP support
tactics that were, if any, in the employment of the Comanche. Seven comments were received
and they were as follow's:

I-rl

M lc: CAMEX Controller, Branch: Armor

"None."
2-n•i•R•pnde.

: Div Fscoord; Branch: FA

"Unknown."
-A.RgmzJ=: Dep Fscoord; Branch: FA
"Best left to AVN Officer to answer."
4-t &esoonden: Aviation Officer, Branch: AVN
"None, turn around time is decreased over AH-64D."
""h.A&Mga : Asst G-3; Branch: Armor
"None. Not really played."
fih.L

al ent: CAMEX Gamer, Branch: MP

(same as above) - "Aviator specific question."
7,th- Respndent: CAMEX Garner, Branch: INF
(same as above; I just executed the plan) - "Not my call. LTC Bunch is the only one who can
answer this!"
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Item 12. This item asked the MSF-2010 participants what combat tasks they were able to assign
to a Land Warrior equipped dismounted infantry force that they could not assign to a current
infintry fbrce and why. Four responses were received and they were as follows:

3dismounted

I "B@oandnt: CAMEX Controiler; Branch- Armor
"Not visible in this simulation."

3

•Z[uu

•ndent: Div Fscoord; Branch: FA

'Unknown."
-I•,-IEd
i.&=

jl

"Not played."
4h=

I

: Asst G-3; Branch: Armor

n

: CAMEX Garner, Branch: INF

"Not gamed!"

a. Item 20.a. asked the MSF-2010 participants how they would characterize the effect of
the Total Asset Visibility system on rearming, refueling and resupplying times. The following
data were received:
No Effect

I

Slight Reduction
Moderate Reduction

0
0

Big Reduction

No Observation

0

10

b. Item 20.b. asked the MSF-2010 participants how they would characterize the effect of
the Total Asset Visibility system on reconstitution times. The following data were received:
No Effect
Slight Reduction
Moderate Reduction
Big Reduction
No Observetion

3

I
0
0
0
10
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hogm.2. This item asked the MSF-2010 participants what combat tasks they were able to assign
to a Javelin equipped dismounted infantry force that they could not assign to a current dismounted
infantry force and why. Four responses were received and they were as follows:

I-•P•ugindnt: CAMEX Controller, Branch: Armor
"Close fight was not really visible."

nrldent: Asst G-3; Branch: Armor

2-nd IR

"None, was assigned a conventional mission."
3:

CAMEX Gamer; Branch: MP

"Need a higher resolution scenario/model."
&

o

: CAMEX Garner; Branch: INF

"None, wrong secenario to measure anything having to do with dismounted infantry
missions/arms."
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I
SYNERGETIC EFFECTS
I1m 2. This item asked the MSF participants what five new technology systems would appear
to have the greatest synergetic effect if added as single system to the current force. The
respondents were asked to provide their first through fifth place choices. In response, 10 of the
S11 individuals completed this item as designed. The remaining individual marked the five systems
he pr r& but failed to provide the requested ranking. The table below shows the fiequencies
received for the new technology systems from those 10 individuals that provided their rankings.
Note that there are 11 second place choices indicated in the table as one individual identified two
systems as tying for second place. The systems marked by the remaining individual were as
follows: ATACMS Blk H w/BAT, Comanche, Ferret, SADARM, and JSTARS (as a write-in),
although no ordering could be determined. No votes were received for the other new technology
systems that are not listed.

I

I
UAV
ATA0MS
BEk II w/EAT

FIRST

SECOND

THM

FOURTH

FIFTH

CHOICE
3

CHOICE
3

CHOICE
2

CHOICE
1

CHOICE

3

2

3
2

COMANCHE
Wide Area

2

1
4

Mine

1

1

ASAS
ATACMS P31
wMBAT P3I

1

LONGBOW

_

__1

3
_

_

__2

______

1

1

1

1

_

_

_2

X-RaWg
I

ATACMS P3I
w/APAM
Ferret

!

1

2

Futre Main
Bankl Tawak

__________

_____I

____

TACAWS/

JAWS

I

I

2
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Utm.2. This item requested the MSF respondents to iden* those new technology systems that
should make up a suite of systems. Nine responses were received and the suites of systems
identified were as follows:
J-s E

odnt: Asst G-3, Iranch: Armor

Suite 1: Wide Area Aine, UAV, ATACM P3I w/BAT, & Ferret
2_-W esonn: G-2, Branch: MI
Suite 1: Comanche, UAV, ASAS, 2nd Gen FLIR, X-Range MLRS, ATACMS BIk I, ATACMS
P31 w/APAM, ATACMS Blk 1I w/BAT, ATACMS P31 w/BAT P31
3-d El~ident: Dep Fscoord, Branch: FA
Suite 1: (Deep Atk) UAV, Comanche, Wide Area Mine, ATACMS (all munitions) & Air Force

Assets
Suite 2: (Mvr) Future Main Battle Tank, Future Infantry Fighting Vehicle, Futwre Scout Vehicle,
AFAS, Extended Range MLRS
Suite 3: (Air Deep Atk) Comanche, UAV, AH-64, Wide Area Mine, & Air Force Assets
.4-th ,tl~gadl: Div Fscoord, Branch: FA
Suite 1: Comanche, UAV, ASAS, ATACMS Blk I, ATACMS Blk II w/BAT, ATACMS P31
w/APAM, ATACMS P31 w/BAT P31, Ferret
5-,th.]AM MM1: Wargame Controller, Branch: Armor
Suite 1: Comanche, UAV, Combat ID, ASAS, ATACMS P31 w/BAT P31, Ferret
Suite 2: Wide Area Mine, Battle Command Vehicle, 2nd Gen FUR, Future Main Battle Tank,
Future Infantry Fighting Vehicle, Future Scout Vehicle, M2A3, LRAS3

ft-A
RoMgnd=.- 0-2, Branch: NU
Suite 1: UAV, Wide Area Mne, Battle Command Vehicle, ATACMS BIk I, ATACMS Bik II
w/BAT, JSTARS, ASAS, AFAS, Comanche, Extuded Range MLRS, Ferret, Future Main Battle

Tank, Future In~ntry Fiogting Vehicle, Future Scout Vehicle
1--lh Rimplnd: CAMEX Gamer, Branch: MP
Suite 1: UAV, ASAS, Longbow, Comanche, ATACMS Bik I, ATACMS Blk II w/BAT

I-IV-4
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-

Aviation Ofc, Branch: AVN
A•llgWO:

Suite 1: (Designed for Deep Ops) Comanche, TACAWS/JAWS, Wide Area Mine, 2nd Gen
FUR, ATACMS P31 w/APAM, Ferret

3jlh.Biond=: CAMEX Gamer, Branch: IN
Suite 1: UAV, Longbow, Comanche, ASAS, ATACMS Blk I, ATACMS Blk II w/BAT, Ferret

I-IV-I
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OPFOR Counter Reactions

1= 24.

an

a. Item 24.&. asked the MSF-2010 participants if they observed any extraordinary actions
taken by the OPFOR that appeared to reduce or eliminate any advantage in lhal provided to
the friendly forces by the New Technology Systems. In response, 3 of the participants indicated
"yes", 6 indicated "no", and the remaining 2 made no indication, at all.

Sb.

3

Item 24.b. requested that those responding "yes" to please describe the circumnstances.
The circumstances stated were as follows:
JI-R=aondent: Asst G-3, Branch: Armor
"OPFOR surged fixed wing and Hokum helicopters against our MLRS battalions and AH-64s

taking out many systems."
"Z1n•n•&ndent:

G-3, Branch: Infantry

"Hokum standoff from Stinger."
3-3d Reagondent: Dep Fscoord, Branch: Field Artillery
"Enemy was able to focus his Attack Helo's against our deep fire assets ... mainly our MLRS/
ATACMS Launchers."

a. Item 25.a. asked the MSF-2010 participants if they observed any extraordinary actions
taken by the OPFOR that appeared to reduce or eliminate any advantage in siyAbil provided
to the friendly forces by the New Technology Systems. In response, 5 of the participants
indicated "yes", 5 indicated "no", and the remaining I made no indication, at all.

3b.

3

Ite 25.b. requested that those responding "yes" to please describe the circumstances.
The circumstances stated were as fullows:

R~n ant: CA MEX Gamer, Branch: Inntry
"Massed Fixed W'iS/gHo6.-unkild

stinger ->
Z-

n

UAV against MAGs. ADA coverage is suspect:

(GAP) --- > HMA"

nst:

CAMEX Gum-e, Branch: Military Police

"Surge by threat fixed and rotary wing penetrated ADA coverage."

3
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3-r:R*

Dep Fscoord, Branch: Field Artillery

(as also stated in items 24.b. and 26.b.) "Enemy was able to focus his Attack Helo's against our
deep fire assets ... mainly our MLRS/ATACMS Launchers."
4-t LM

[:

G-2, Branch: Military Intelligence

"Surging aircraft"
",-h.]G
"-

[and
=: 0-2, Branch: Military Intelligence

e

Hokum with greater standoff range than our attack helos
UAV with bombs

UAV deep look
BMP2"

.

a. Item 26.a. asked the MSF-2010 participants if they observed any extraordinary actions
provided to
taken by the OPFOR that appeared to reduce or eliminate any advantage in o
the friendly forces by the New Technology Systems. In response, 4 of the participants indicated
"yes%, 5 indicated "no", and the remaining 2 made no indication, at all.
b. Item 26.b. requested that those responding "yes" to please descrbe the circumstances.
The circumstances stated were as follows:
I-I*.&
R

den: CAMEX Gamer, Branch: Infantry

"Chen attack. Must develop decon on the move capability."

i

""-ndR*ndga CAMEX Garner, Branch: Military Police

3

"Chemical attack demonstrated need for decon capability."
3-rd

[f•:*jgp
Dep Fscoord, Branch: Field Artillery

(as also stated in items 24.b. and 25.b.) "Enemy was able to focus his Attack Helo's against our
deep fire assets ... mainly our mLRs/ ATACMS Launchers.

Also enemy use of chemicals."
h•h.ntlUX

I

3

::m*
(k-2, Branch: Military Intelligence

"wChemicalattacks."I
I-V-4

'I

5-b Enden: G-2, Branch: Military Intelligence
"I"Hokumnatk.
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"LACKINGCAPABILITIES

&

ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS
At the end of the MSF- 2010 New Technologies Questionnaire, the two final questions attempted
to elicit feedback on any remaining lacking capabilities and any additional insights. This section
reports on the comments received as a result of solicting this information.
Lacking Capabilities. Specifically, Question 27 put forth the following question: "What
capabilities were lacking in the Mobile Strike Force that should be added?" The responses
received were as follows:

I-st Respondent: Div Fscoord; Branch: FA
"I. Decon, more haul capability for FA ammunition. If MSF UAVs cannot be dedicated to
targeting/BDA, field UAV to the Mobile Artillery Group.

I
1

2. A2C2 element, mini ASOC if MSF is to utilize as many Al aircraft as played in this scenario."
2-nd Respondent: G2; Branch: MI.

I

"Chemical Decon capabilities."

3

~-rLndj•

: ALO; USAF
"-

I

There is, no doubt, a major piece of the corps and theater Al effort fxcused on MSF areas and
targets of interest. Servicing these targets before the MSF encounters them in the Deep and/or
close fight would significantly effect resulting data."

3

-

!I-A

I

Land
i

: Dep Fscoord; Branch: FA

"(I) Deeon capability ... the mix of overpressurized/non-pressurized systems would separate our
combat and C2/CSS.

1

(2) Additional transportation assets for the MAO ... to haul additional ATACMS MSLs.

S-

3

More theater level air assets to shape and focus the fight.

mo

: CAMEX Gamer, Branch: MP

"- Close fight capability?
ADA coverage."

I-VI-3

"-

.jepodt:Aviation Ofc; Branch: Avn
.j
Decon
Engineer Co(Light)
TransBN in the MAG for Arty ammo haul.
One additionl air cav trp (12 RAH-66)
One company of CH-47Ds"

7-th Reoondent: CAMEX Gamer; Branch: Inf
"- Better dedicated ADA coverage.
- UAV availability is critical to deep fight. Not sure current #'s are adequate."
B- ~d
"--

entl]J: A~sst G-3; Branch: Armor

Organic decon capability.
Transportation battalion in the MAO to haul ammo.
Engineer Company in the AAG.
One additional Air Cay troop (total of 3 air/3 ground).
One company of CH-47D medium lift (155 towed)."

2iIh•,Mn•en1:

Controller; Branch: Armor

"- Organic Docon
Additional truck hauling capability in MAG
Engineer - mobility/countermobility.
Additional Air Cav troop and company of CH-47 for recon and lift."
IQ:b.podtonij: G2; Branch: MI
"-

-

UAV capability to spt DS to AAG.
Sufficient # of UAV flyers/control devices (CGS) to fly simultaneously.
- 3 per Bde
- 6-10 for Div GS Man
* 2-3 atk helo
* 4-6 for Div Arty
* 2-4 unit training.
1 ASAS not well defined enough to ensure ASAS intel down to lowest levels."

I.VI4

U

I

Additional Insights. In detail, Question 28 put forth the following question: "Are there any
additioral insights that you feel merit consideration regarding the New Technology Systems from
the Mobile Strike Force exercise? (Please tie any additional insights provided to the specific
portions of the battle that formed the basis for the insight.)" The responses received were as
follows:
LntRespondent: Div Fscoord; Branch: FA

"Mobile Artillery Group should be organic to the MSF to facilitate training and employment.

U

We made several mistakes in targeting during the basecase which were repeated through Alt I
through Alt 4. There were problems with BAT footprints and effectiveness data which were not
resolved until Alt 6.

I

FSEs are absolutely critical to the execution of fire support for this force. They must have robust
ability at MSF level to conduct the deep fight in the areas of targeting, A2C2, positioning and
moving attack units, etc.
The FSE at MSG and BN levels must be organized and manned to conduct the fight out to 50K,

handling target acquisition assets, etc.
Targeting and engagement techniques were flawed in the Base case and this was continued

through Alt 5.
The MIAG Commander must be the FSCOORD on an assigned basis for the MSF, like todays
Div Arty. I don't think a 'plug' unit from corps can fLinction rapidly as an effective FSCOORD
even with digitization."

2 n4Roapnont: G2; Branch: MI
"ASAS and the entire Intelligence BOS contributed to the increased situational awareness and
targeting accuracy. However the Model used did not reflect this. Therefore, I did not comment
on ASAS effeciveness."
-d&
-I

n

: CAMEX Garner, Branch: MP

"See TRAC-OAC brief."
I-t h/g~ndent: Aviation Oft; Branch: Avn
"Separate session captured this info."

IVI-5

5-th Respodent: CANEX Gamer, Branch: Id
"See OAC brief 'Post Prairie Warrior 94 - Mobile Strike Force'."
6-th Respgndent:

G-3; Branch: Inf

"The only system evaluated/observed or feelings about were deep strike/atk systems."
7.h.Ronud: G-2; Branch: MI
" UAV
- survivability in ADA threat environment = # UAV available
- A2C2
-

# systems needed to spt BDAttargeting/sit dev reqmts
-FF

-

-

required

counter UAV threat
cross queing with other systems (lethal & nonlethal)
(comanche/JSTARS/Q-36/37/AQF-GBCS/Arty)
Battle hand off between launchers and different units depending on msn
ex.: UAV SR launched to check out helo flight route to OBJ Python or
BP 111 then to check out OBJ Python or BPIIl for AAG insertion then
DS to the AAG for intel. Who controls/flies the UAV during which
stages of the msn.
ex.: UAV checking ATK helo flight route and battle positions prior to mvmt to
VIC EA Green to spt a phased ATK helo and then ATACMS attack.
multiple package capable
* [MINT only (picture)
* IMINT/COMINT/EA mix pkg
**

MTI/SAR

-

Intel system/organization must be able to collect/analyze/EA/report while on the move
(even continuous leapfrog with full comms) to keep up with and spt MSF deep
movement

-

Intel must have capab & resolution to spt deep attk (multiple focus) and close combat
SIMULTANEOUSLY.

- Orgnic Intel systems provide good tgt-specific intel but force (MSF) very dependent
on corpa/EAC assets for the bil picture/situation development. (OBCS or EH-60

dont havo the range required for deep look)
- Intel overload/raw data overload at the user level if each CGS or GSM must interpret
all the data from multiple sensors simultaneously -OR- significant intel ADP
advancement required to interpret the data for the operator/analyst, with nU
time delay of intel arrival from collector to operator/analyst.
l-VI-6

SI•
3

-

Relevance of using manned assets to do what unmanned assets can do Shelo
** LRSU

S**
recon

implies need for expendable unmanned systems."
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